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Abstract
The production of engineered nanomaterials is an emerging and rapidly expanding industry. It exploits the capacity for materials to be manufactured to present particular properties distinct from the bulk material, through tailoring of the particle size and surface functionality. This ability to fine tune particle properties at the nanoscale is responsible for the explosion in uses of engineered nanomaterials in industries as diverse as cosmetics and medicine, to “green” technologies and manufacturing. However, this increased reactivity at the nanoscale, defined as having at least one dimension <100 nm in size, is also responsible for the increasing concern over their environmental safety.

Material flows of engineered nanoparticles into the aquatic environment have been identified throughout their production, use and disposal, putting these ecosystems at potential risk of contamination. In particular, sediments are a likely sink of engineered nanomaterials in the aquatic environment due to their propensity to destabilise and settle out of suspension in natural freshwaters. An emerging body of literature has demonstrated toxicity of nanomaterials to aquatic species. In this thesis, the case is presented for using bioaccumulation as a first indicator of risk to aquatic organisms exposed to engineered nanomaterials. Using the sediment dwelling freshwater worm, *Lumbriculus variegatus*, this work investigates the factors which govern the bioaccumulation of cerium oxide and silver nanomaterials. It is hypothesised that the fate of these materials in sediments will be determined by their core composition, primary particle size and surface coating.

A novel approach is presented to measure two biologically relevant fate parameters (persistence of particles and dissolved species in the sediment pore waters) and how particle properties affect the distribution of the nanomaterials between these phases of the sediment. This provides the context within which to interpret biological exposures assessing both the extent of uptake and how they are accumulated, whether through dietary uptake or across the skin. Understanding this route to uptake is important as the mechanism of toxicity may depend upon the point of contact of a material at the nano-bio interface. For example, a nanoparticle which comes into contact with biological material in the gut may exert a different effect upon an organism than one which is translocated directly across the skin.
It is demonstrated that sediment properties determine the fate of engineered nano cerium oxide and silver to a greater extent than stabilising surfactants, with the majority of particles aggregating or associating with the solid constituents of the sediment >200 nm in size. The dissolved fraction of the metal present in the pore waters was a better predictor of bioavailability than the persistence of particulate material <200 nm in size, with partially soluble nanosilver being more available than insoluble cerium oxide. The route to metal nanoparticle uptake also differed with particle core, with electrostatically stabilised citrate and sterically stabilised polyethylene glycol (PEG) coated ceria available only through dietary uptake, whilst citrate and PEG coated silver was accumulated through transdermal uptake. Dynamic changes in the fate of silver nanoparticles were also observed for sterically stabilised polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) coated silver, resulting in the emergence of a colloidal pore water fraction of silver after 3 months aging in sediments. However, this colloidal silver was still not considered accumulated, indicating that low molecular weight species of silver, dissolving from the particle surface either during the exposure or upon contact with the worms’ surfaces was responsible for uptake of silver from the sediments.

In conclusion, this work contributes towards our understanding of the factors which determine both the route and extent of biological uptake of engineered nanomaterials. It presents a novel combination of methods which allow for understanding bioaccumulation of these materials in the context of their fate and behaviour within sediments.
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Glossary of terms

**Agglomerate:** a loose collection of individual particles bound through physical interactions for example entanglement of surfactants or loose adhesion to neighbouring particles. As such the total surface area of an agglomerate may not differ appreciably from that of the sum of the individual particles that constitute the agglomerate. These agglomerates are dynamic and may both grow in size through the incorporation of additional primary particles, agglomerates or aggregates. They may also be disagglomerated into their constituent primary particles or into smaller agglomerates.

**Aggregate:** a collection of nanoparticles which have irreversibly bound to one another e.g. through sintering at the nanoparticle surface. The total surface area of an aggregate is thus reduced compared to the sum of surface areas of its constituent particles.

**Benthos:** the community of species living in the benthic zone, the ecological region at the lowest level of a water body. The benthic zone includes the sediment surface and some sub-surface layers of the sediment.

**Bioaccumulation:** occurs when the uptake of a contaminant occurs at a faster rate than its breakdown and elimination from an organism.

**Bioaccumulation factor:** is the ratio between the internal concentration of a contaminant within an organism (the body burden) and the external concentration of the contaminant in the surrounding media (the exposure concentration) at any point during an exposure. As such it is a relative measure of bioaccumulation, useful for comparisons between similar exposures and experimental designs.

**Bioaccessible:** the fraction of a contaminant which can be taken up by an organism, but where potential for cellular internalisation may be physically or temporally constrained. This fraction can be measured in the abiotic environment, for example in soil sciences, the bioaccessible or bioavailable fraction of a contaminant is often defined as the soluble concentration of a contaminant in the aqueous phase of a soil or sediment.

**Bioavailable:** describes the bioaccessible fraction of a contaminant actually bioaccumulated within a living organism. Definitions and measurements of the bioavailable fraction of a contaminant are not harmonised across disciplines. For the purpose of this thesis, we define a nanomaterial as having a bioavailable fraction if we observe bioaccumulation of the material within a living organism. During this thesis, examination of the partitioning of nanomaterials between different fractions of the sediment aims to provide context for how these materials present as bioavailable to the organism.
**Bioconcentration**: is the increase in concentration of the test substance in or on an organism, resulting exclusively from uptake via the body surface, relative to the concentration of the test substance in the surrounding medium.

**Nanomaterial**: a class of materials with at least one dimension under 100 nm in size. This includes nanoparticles where all three dimensions are <100 nm, and nano rods and nano-sheets where one or two dimensions are <100 nm. The European Commission’s current working definition of a nanomaterial containing product is one “containing particles, in an unbound state or as an aggregate or as an agglomerate and where, for 50% or more of the particles in the number size distribution, one or more external dimensions is in the size range 1-100 nm”

**Partitioning**: attachment of nanoparticles to other particles or surfaces is not driven by equilibrium partitioning based upon thermodynamic principles as is the case for dissolved molecules. Equilibrium partition coefficients are therefore inappropriate for describing nanoparticle behaviour within sediments. Therefore, this thesis has not attempted to quantify generic partitioning of nanomaterials within sediments, but rather has used separation techniques to define different fractions of the sediment system and the concentration of nanomaterials “partitioned” to these fractions. This is to provide the context with which to understand the route to uptake and bioaccumulation of these nanomaterials in fulfilment of the aims of the thesis.

**Transdermal uptake**: uptake of a contaminant across the epidermis of an organism. In this thesis, this is operationally defined as nanoparticles which are accumulated by organisms which may not experience dietary uptake and so includes potential surface associations of nanomaterials to the organism and cellular uptake in the epidermis. Distinguishing between transcellular uptake (passing through cells of the epidermis) and intercellular uptake (traversing the epidermis through spaces between cells) was not within the scope of this thesis.

**Risk**: environmental risk is the likelihood of an adverse outcome in the environment. For a nanomaterial this is based both the possible adverse outcomes that material may elicit within the environment (acute/chronic toxic effects, biomagnification etc.) adjusted for the likelihood of these effects occurring in the environment (based upon expected concentrations in that environment). As such, risk is a function of both the properties of the nanomaterial, but also the emissions into and conditions within the environmental compartment under investigation.
General introduction

Engineered nanomaterials present a particular challenge for regulators and the scientific community at large. The unique properties and behaviours that materials exhibit at the nano scale (generally considered <100 nm) has led to a rapidly expanding global industry with an expected worth by 2020 of US$3 trillion\(^1\). Their versatility has led to an expansion in use in commercial applications as varied as manufacturing, cosmetics and the textiles industry. Not only this, but nanomaterials have found uses in many emerging sustainable technologies and “green” initiatives. These include ceria nanoparticles used as a catalyst in diesel fuels to improve efficiency \(^2\) or iron oxides used in environmental remediation of polluted ground waters \(^3\). A strong societal case can be made for the use of such emerging products and technologies based upon their many benefits.

This explains the rapid uptake of these nanoparticle technologies by industry and commercial sectors. However, this must be balanced with the need for this industry to develop sustainably. An emerging body of scientific literature has found the potential for engineered nanomaterials to have toxic effects upon a wide range of terrestrial\(^4\), marine \(^5\) and freshwater aquatic species\(^6\). This is largely linked to properties such as increased photo-reactivity which can be designed into the material, differentiating engineered nanomaterials from incidental nanoscale particles in the environment. As such, efforts to understand the environmental exposure, fate and hazards that nanoparticles may present to the environment during their production, use or disposal must be carefully evaluated. Due to the unique properties of nanomaterials as compared with other known anthropogenic contaminants, an approach using a combination of both standard established methods and novel techniques and endpoints to test the specific risks that nanoparticles pose to the wider environment is called for \(^7\).

**Cerium oxide and silver nanoparticles as model nanomaterial contaminants**

The work undertaken for this thesis contributes towards the wider FP7 funded European Union funded consortium, the GUIDEnano project (under grant
agreement no. 604387). The aims of this project were to create a web based tool for risk assessment of engineered nanomaterials throughout their lifecycle, and to validate the use of this tool with a number of nanoparticle case studies provided by industrial partners within the consortium. From the available materials, this thesis examines two widely used and commercially important nanoparticles, cerium oxide (CeO$_2$ NPs) used in ceramics and paints, and silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) utilised increasingly for their antimicrobial properties. CeO$_2$ NPs potential toxicity stems from their capacity to generate reactive oxygen species under certain conditions, the extent of which is largely determined by the nature of surrounding anions. Whilst the exact mechanism is unclear, one proposal is that CeO$_2$ may undergo Fenton-like reactions at the nanoparticle surface, where in the presence of H$_2$O$_2$, redox cycling of Ce generates reactive oxygen species. Production of these reactive oxygen species has been implicated in the sub-lethal genotoxic and cytotoxic effects of CeO$_2$ NPs observed for the marine amphipod *Corophium volutator*.$^{10}$

The exact mechanism of toxicity of Ag NPs on the other hand is still disputed within the literature. In some cases the release of soluble silver from the surface of Ag NPs during exposures has been implicated in the resultant toxicity in *Daphnia magna* by Ag NPs coated with lactate, polyvinylpyrrolidone, and sodium dodecylbenzene sulfonate.$^{11}$ However, other studies have demonstrated that Ag NPs can induce greater genotoxicity than particles in the micron size range or soluble forms of silver, for example in the sediment dwelling worm *Nereis diversicolor*.$^{12}$ Full transcriptome studies in the earthworm *Eisenia fetida* and in the nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans* have identified different molecular mechanisms of toxicity for silver nanoparticles, silver sulphide nanoparticles (Ag$_2$S) and silver nitrate (AgNO$_3$). For example, the main differences between Ag NPs and AgNO$_3$ in *E. fetida* were associated with potential effects related to cellular uptake and internalisation.$^{13}$ whilst processes affected in *C. elegans* differed, with nanoparticles affecting metabolism, Ag$_2$S affecting processes involved in moulting whilst AgNO$_3$ mainly affected stress related processes.$^{14}$ As such understanding behaviours of nanoparticles such as their dissolution during exposures is essential for interpreting their effects in the environment.
Whilst much of the nanotoxicology literature had focused upon the human and environmental hazards of pristine nanoparticles using a host of chemical assays, *in vitro* techniques and simplified water exposures *in vivo* to identify nanoparticle effects, there is a need for more environmentally relevant scenarios to be tested. This can build upon our collective knowledge to properly quantify the risk that engineered nanomaterials pose to the wider environment at a range of scales from the subcellular to the population and community level. The first step of this is to identify environmental compartments and classes of species which are most relevant both in terms of their likelihood of exposure, and the functional role they play in their respective ecosystems. This provides context for selecting model organisms to utilise when exploring the risk of engineered nanoparticles to the environment.

**Sediments as an important environmental sink of nanomaterials**

Sediments will act as a major sink for engineered nanoparticles in both marine and freshwater aquatic environments. Aggregation drives the fate of nanomaterials in water, and this behaviour is a product of attractive van der Waals forces and repulsive electrostatic forces. The balance of these opposing forces is highly dependent on the physical and chemical properties of the material as well as the physicochemical properties of their immediate environment. Increasing salinity facilitates not only homoaggregation (aggregation between like particles) but also heteroaggregation (between nanoparticles and other naturally occurring colloids). This process of heteroaggregation has been demonstrated as the main cause of sedimentation of nanoparticles in river waters. Both CeO$_2$ and Ag NPs have been observed to heteroaggregate in this way and experience faster sedimentation under more saline conditions, making them likely candidates for accumulation in aquatic sediments. Predicted environmental nanomaterials in sediments are often many times higher than their counterparts in the water column. Ag NPs are expected at average concentrations of 0.66 ng L$^{-1}$ in surface waters across the European Union but in the µg kg$^{-1}$ range in sediments. Indeed, as material flows into the environment increase with the expansion of the industry, nanomaterials are likely to accumulate in sediments, with estimates of yearly increases of nanomaterials such as Ag NPs of 2.3 µg kg$^{-1}$ year$^{-1}$. 
The wide application of Ag NPs in antibacterial agents also makes them of particular concern for sediments, as bacterial communities are essential for ecosystem functioning such as nutrient cycling and providing the structural integrity of sediments. For example, the impact of Ag NPs on benthic microbial communities has been demonstrated for an estuarine system. Following exposure to a single pulse of Ag NPs, utilisation of carbon substrates was inhibited in bacterial communities in the sediment and their functional diversity was altered. Therefore, understanding the uptake and effects of Ag NPs in lower trophic level sediment dwelling organisms is of great importance.

Within sediments, nanoparticles may undergo a range of transformations. In soils and sediments, nanoparticles may persist bound to the solid fraction, associated with mobile colloidal constituents of the pore waters and as dissolved species of silver. These different behaviours of nanomaterials may alter the way in which they interact at the nano-bio interface with organisms, and the implications of such behaviours in sediments upon their uptake and toxicity is poorly understood. This thesis aims to address this gap in our knowledge concerning the fate and effects of nanomaterials within sediment environments, as although sediments are at risk of contamination by nanomaterials, a dearth exists in research into these important ecosystems.

**Bioaccumulation of nanomaterials within the sediment environment**

Whilst nanomaterial concentrations in sediments may increase over time through sedimentation of particles from water column above, we know little of whether these particles may accumulate in biota within sediments. Such bioaccumulation is an important element in the risk assessment of engineered nanomaterials as materials which can bioaccumulate may be available for trophic transfer or even biomagnification through food webs. The published critical review into the transformations that affect the fate form and bioavailability of nanoparticles in sediments is included in Appendix 1. This identified exemplar species for use in toxicity testing, grouped according to their role in ecosystem functioning and chosen for their wide application in the literature or the existence of standard test guidelines for the use of these organisms as model species. This informed the choice of species for this thesis, the sediment dwelling oligochaete worm *Lumbriculus variegatus*, for use in
subsequent experimental chapters within this thesis. These worms are a freshwater oligochaete worm, common across North America and Europe which feed upon detritus within the sediments. Typically the worm feeds with its anterior buried beneath the sediment surface, whilst the posterior remains in the overlying water for respiration, egesting material onto the sediment surface. Therefore these worms may be exposed to nanoparticles from a variety of sources including contact with sediment bound particles, particles in the pore waters, particles in the overlying water and particles associated with food material within the sediments.

An important factor influencing the bioavailability of a nanomaterial will be its route to uptake into species within the contaminated sediment. Dietary uptake and transdermal uptake provide two distinct pathways for nanomaterial internalisation in organisms. These two distinct routes to uptake could lead to different rates of bioaccumulation or different toxic outcomes. For example, nanomaterials accumulated through dietary uptake may indirectly lead to a reduction in fitness of a species if the particles are eliminated slowly, or reduce the quality of the food source with which they are associated, whilst nanomaterials associating with external surfaces could elicit responses directly at the point of contact. Such toxicity has been observed for citrate coated Ag NPs interacting with the surface of the nematode _Caenorhabditis elegans_ which caused severe epidemic endema, necrosis and secondary infections through broken skin.

*L. variegatus* reproduce through architomy, a process involving the fragmentation and regeneration of lost body parts though a combination of morphalaxis and epimorphosis. During this regrowth phase worms cannot feed. Therefore, careful manipulation of this mode of reproduction allows for the generation of two life stages of the organisms: feeding and non-feeding worms. This method has been used to explore the relative importance of dietary and transdermal uptake of organic hydrophobic contaminants such as pyrene, however, it has never been used to assess the route to uptake of nanoparticles. Therefore, the objective of this thesis is to address this important gap in our understanding of the fate and bioaccumulation of nanomaterials from sediments, using a novel combination of biological and characterisation
techniques to examine the route to uptake of nanomaterials in the context of their fate within sediments.

**Aims and objectives**

Improved understanding of the bioavailability of nanoparticles to organisms in the environment is of key importance to tailor nanotoxicity test designs to have greater environmental relevance. The fate and behaviour of nanoparticles is determined by the characteristics of the surrounding media\textsuperscript{19}. The fate processes which dictate nanoparticle behaviour in the aquatic environment and in sediments in particular will determine the bioavailability of these particles to organisms. Understanding the effect that nanomaterial transformations may have upon bioavailability should be the first screening step for risk assessment of engineered nanomaterials to the aquatic environment. If particles are unavailable for uptake by organisms or cannot come into close enough proximity to elicit a toxicological effect, then although nanoparticles may be classified as hazardous, the research community could prioritise risk management and protection efforts for ecosystems at risk of exposure where these effects would actually be possible.

To help address this, a series of experiments were conducted using a combination of biological exposures and characterisation techniques to examine the route and extent of uptake of model CeO\textsubscript{2} and Ag NPs by the worm *L. variegatus* in the context of the fate of these particles during sediment exposures.

*Chapter 1*

Chapter 1 identifies fate parameters of biological importance and develops methods to systematically follow nanoparticle behaviours alongside biological exposures. Methods and materials common throughout the thesis are presented. The rationale behind novel approaches to characterisation and subsequent optimisation of techniques are also presented in this chapter. Partitioning between the solid, colloidal (<200 nm) and dissolved (<1kDa) fractions of the sediment is characterised to provide the context of nanomaterial fate necessary to interpret biological exposures assessing the bioaccumulation of CeO\textsubscript{2} and Ag NPs from sediments.
Chapter 2

To examine the role nanoparticle core and surface properties play in the bioavailability of nanoparticles in sediments, we validate a model system using the aquatic worm *L. variegatus* to investigate the route of uptake for soluble and insoluble forms of cerium in Chapter 2. Inducing splitting in the worms allows for two life stages to be generated: feeding and non-feeding worms. In doing so, the relative importance of ingestion and transdermal uptake for bioaccumulation of CeO$_2$ NPs is investigated.

Using CeO$_2$ and its soluble salt cerium nitrate (Ce(NO$_3$)$_3$), the relative contribution of ingestion and transdermal uptake of Ce is examined along-side the fate of these two contaminants, based on the techniques developed in Chapter 1. This assesses the sensitivity of the model system in identifying different routes to uptake based on nanoparticle fate within sediments. This experimental chapter tests the hypothesis that changing properties such as particle size and surface coating will result in differences in total accumulation and the route to uptake of CeO$_2$, either though dietary or transdermal uptake. These results are examined in the context of the persistence of cerium in the colloidal and dissolved fractions of the sediment.

Chapter 3

This work is expanded upon in Chapter 3 to assess the route to uptake of silver nanoparticles, which can undergo dissolution under environmental conditions. This work examines the role of dissolution products upon total metal uptake during nanoparticle exposures. The role of different mechanisms of nanoparticle stabilisation is also addressed through the use of either electrostatic citrate or steric PEG stabilisers. Experiments were performed to investigate the impact of these surfactants upon the fate of Ag in sediments and how this relates to their relative accumulation through ingestion or transdermal uptake in the model system developed in Chapter 2. The hypothesis tested was that different mechanisms of stabilisation would alter the extent of dissolution of silver nanoparticles within sediments, and that this would determine the route and extent of uptake of silver in sediment dwelling worms.

Chapter 4
A final series of experiments (Chapter 4) address the dynamic nature of nanoparticle exposures over time and assesses the implications of different life cycle histories upon bioavailability. Three potential scenarios or case studies are compared, the first being exposure to “fresh” Ag nanoparticles, representing the immediate aftermath of accidental spillage events or single spikes of nanomaterials to the environment. A second scenario is that of exposure of organisms to a historically contaminated site, with particles “aged” for three months in sediment before *L. variegatus* were exposed to the contaminated sediments. A final scenario is that of Ag nanomaterials which had passed through waste water treatment processes before entering the aquatic environment. These “transformed” Ag nanoparticles were silver sulphide (Ag$_2$S) nanoparticles with the same characteristics as the “fresh” and “aged” (same primary particle size and coatings) but were sulfurized as this is the predicted main physicochemical transformation that silver will undergo during waste water treatment$^{33,34}$. Chapter 4 presents the kinetic uptake and elimination dynamics of silver under these three exposure scenarios as well as comparing the route to uptake and the fate of silver within the sediments. These exposures are also compared with a dissolved form of silver, silver nitrate (AgNO$_3$) to assess the potential for nanoparticle specific bioaccumulation. Several hypotheses were addressed in this work. First, that insoluble Ag$_2$S would not be available for transdermal uptake, whilst partially soluble fresh and aged silver and soluble AgNO$_3$ would. Secondly, that aging silver would result in the release of dissolved species of silver available for transdermal uptake and that this would be observed through an increase in uptake of aged silver. We hypothesised that these different “exposure scenarios” would alter the fate of these particles within the sediment and so translate to observable differences in the kinetic uptake and elimination of silver in *L. variegatus*.

The results from the experimental chapters are then discussed in Chapter 5 in the context of the wider literature concerning silver bioavailability and ecotoxicity to identify areas of divergence between traditional silver ion toxicity and our understanding of nanoparticulate specific effects and behaviours in the environment. This is used to provide a structure for prioritising future research, recommendations based upon the findings of this thesis.
Summary
To summarise, the work presented within this thesis aims to address several major concerns that are raised in attempts to assess the risk that engineered nanoparticles present to sediment environments:

1. Identifying biologically relevant fate parameters and the development of simple and practical methods for quantifying these parameters.
2. Determining the route to uptake of nanoparticles into sediment dwelling organisms to provide better understanding of bioavailability from a whole organism perspective.
3. Assessing the role of particle core and surface properties upon the route and extent of nanomaterial bioaccumulation.
4. Examine the effect of different exposure scenarios upon the bioaccumulation of nanoparticles using silver as a case study.
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Chapter 1
General methods and characterisation of the nanoparticle fate and behaviour in sediment

Abstract
This chapter outlines the methodology developed to characterise biologically relevant nanoparticle fate and behaviours in both freshwater and sediments. The rationale for characterisation and the choice of techniques alongside method development and validation will be presented. Generation of feeding and non-feeding life stages of the worm *Lumbriculus variegatus* and their application in sediment exposures is also detailed. These methods will be used throughout the thesis and will be referred to accordingly.
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1.1. Introduction

The environment can be thought of as a global reactor for nanoparticles upon their release. Similar to a reactor, biotic and abiotic conditions will alter nanoparticle properties, resulting in dynamic transformations. These will evolve both temporally and spatially as nanomaterials are transported between different environmental compartments and along gradients of physicochemical conditions. Such transformations can be categorised as physical, chemical and biologically mediated transformations. These transformations will be distinct within different environments, and as such the biological implications of nanoparticle transformations will also be specific to the environmental compartment under examination. For example aggregation of nanoparticles in the water column may lead to instability and sedimentation. On the one hand this would reduce bioavailability of these nanoparticles for pelagic species, whilst on the other it would increase nanoparticle exposure for benthic dwelling organisms. Therefore it is important to consider not only the transformations which are likely to occur within a test system, but also to balance this with a focus upon the transformations that will be biologically relevant.

Within sediments, dynamic processes of heteroaggregation and dissolution are likely to dominate the fate and behaviour of nanoparticles. The focus of this thesis is to assess how these factors may influence nanoparticle bioaccumulation. There has been much discussion of the limitations of using Bioaccumulation Factors (BAFs) to interpret the bioavailability of metals in aquatic environments. This is due to several factors, principal of which is that metal uptake is often an active process and so body burdens can reach saturation leading to an inverse relationship between BAF and exposure concentration. This means it is difficult to ascribe hazard to any particular value of BAF. The same is likely to apply for metal engineered nanomaterials. As such there is an emerging consensus calling for a deeper understanding of the routes to uptake of contaminants into organisms in order to interpret results correctly. This is particularly true of nanoparticles, where knowledge of the route to uptake would also improve our understanding of the pathways of toxicity for these materials under environmental conditions. Within sediments two major routes to uptake are available for nanoparticles: transdermal uptake across external membranes and uptake through ingestion. By examining the
route to uptake of nanoparticles within sediments alongside their fate and behaviour, bioaccumulation can be understood in the wider context of how environmental conditions and properties intrinsic to the nanoparticles themselves alter their fate and bioavailability. Such understanding would have implications for both ecotoxicology and the tailoring of nanoparticle production towards “safe by design” nanomaterials.

Characterisation of the pristine nanoparticles used in scientific studies has an important role in allowing researchers to replicate others studies or to build upon others work with comparable starting materials. However, it is also essential to examine them under the test conditions used in the study if any discussion of particle properties and the observed biological endpoints is desired. This is due to the myriad dynamic transformations that the pristine particles will undergo throughout the exposure period meaning biological effects often cannot be directly related to initial particle properties. Methods and standardised procedures are still under development for the routine characterisation of nanoparticles in the complex matrices often required for biological exposures. However, some structural and chemical characteristics of particular importance have been identified in recent literature, detailing the characterisation of nanoparticles required for research to be considered of good quality and of use for inter-study comparisons. This web based tool builds upon earlier work by Card and Magnuson, 2010, adapting their proposal to allow the systematic evaluation of the quality of peer reviewed research into the effects of nanoparticles in both human and ecotoxicology. This includes mandatory requirements for characterisation of the sediment compartment and the engineered nanomaterials used in exposures. In particular, sediment organic carbon and pH of the sediment or overlying water are identified as mandatory sediment properties required for interpreting the results of research. The size or state of clustering of nanoparticles before, during or at the end of an exposure is also considered mandatory. This document has provided guidance in the choice and development of biologically relevant fate descriptors throughout this thesis.

1.1.2 Rationale for nanoparticle characterisation in media representative of sediment pore waters
To assess the size distribution of nanoparticles in water, a combination of dynamic light scattering (DLS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
asymmetric flow field flow fractionation (AF4) can be employed. Each has its own strengths and weaknesses which have been reviewed extensively in the literature \(^9, 10\). Taking a multi-method approach to assessing the size of nanoparticles using a combination of these techniques allows for cross comparison between results and can be used to generate detailed information about the size, shape and distribution of nanoparticles in dispersion in water. These techniques however are limited at distinguishing between target engineered nanoparticles and other similar sized colloids. This is problematic when investigating the fate of nanoparticles within sediments themselves, where natural nano-sized colloids may outnumber the engineered nanoparticles by several orders of magnitude. Therefore, unless otherwise stated, this thesis will use artificial freshwater as a proxy to represent the conditions experienced by nanoparticles in suspension in the sediment pore waters. DLS allows for time resolved analysis of the particles hydrodynamic diameter, aggregation state and stability of the particles in dispersion over the exposure period. AF4 can be used to confirm the primary particle size and distribution of particles within water samples alongside the DLS, whilst TEM can be used quantitatively to determine particle size distributions by number. TEM can also be used qualitatively to gather information concerning particle shape, uniformity and state of aggregation/agglomeration.

1.1.3 Defining biologically relevant fate parameters for nanoparticles in sediments

Within the sediments themselves, characterisation of nanoparticle properties such as size or surface potential is seriously limited by current analytical capabilities. Therefore, novel biologically relevant fate descriptors must be devised which are technically feasible whilst providing hypothesis driven endpoints that describe nanoparticle behaviours rather than direct properties of the materials themselves. Investigating the dynamic partitioning of nanoparticles between the solid and liquid fractions of the sediment would be an appropriate focus for this study to provide context to the biological uptake of nanoparticles from the sediment. I hypothesise that nanoparticles which preferentially associate with the solid fraction of the sediment will be available through ingestion (Figure 1.1 A), whilst those which persist in the pore waters may be available for accumulation through a combination of ingestion and transdermal uptake (Figure 1.1 C).
Figure 1.1: Biologically relevant nanoparticle fate descriptors and the subsequent hypothesised routes to bioaccumulation. Methods of characterisation provided for: A) Sediment bound fraction (e.g., nanoparticle-clay heteroaggregates), B) large homoaggregates, C) individual nanoparticles/clusters <200 nm, D) dissolved species from nanoparticles.

Therefore, nanoparticle partitioning into three fractions of the sediment is investigated: those bound to the solid fraction of the sediment, nanoparticles in the colloidal fraction of the sediment pore water <200 nm in size and those which persist as low molecular weight dissolution products of the nanoparticles in the sediment pore waters <1 kDa (Figure 1.1 D). A combination of centrifugation, microfiltration and centrifugal ultrafiltration is employed to separate these three fractions of the sediment to determine partitioning of nanoparticles by mass within the sediments during biological exposures.

1.2. Methods and materials:
1.2.1 Nanomaterials and reagents
Two commercially relevant nanomaterials are examined throughout this thesis: ceria nanoparticles (CeO₂ NPs) and silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs). Investigations utilised a combination of reference CeO₂ materials from the NM.
series produced by the Joint Research Centre (JRC, Italy) and commercially available nanoparticles provided as part of the GUIDEnano project. To investigate the influence of primary particle size upon bioaccumulation, JRC NM series CeO$_2$ NPs were used: 10 nm NM211, 33 nm NM212 and 615 nm NM213 particles. These particles were provided as dry powders. Three commercial CeO$_2$ NPs (PlasmaChem, Germany) of varying coatings were used to investigate the role of surface coatings upon bioaccumulation of CeO$_2$: uncoated CeO$_2$ dispersed in weak nitric acid to maintain dispersion (Uncoated-CeO$_2$), electrostatically stabilised citrate CeO$_2$ (Citrate-CeO$_2$) and sterically stabilised mono mPEGphosphonic acid ester CeO$_2$ (PEG-CeO$_2$). These particles were supplied in liquid dispersions. Each nanoparticle has a primary particle size of 4-8 nm according to the manufacturer (PlasmaChem, Germany). Ce(III)NO$_3$ salt (99.999% purity, Sigma Aldrich, UK) was used as a soluble source of Ce$^{III}$ during experiments.

Silver nanoparticle (Ag NP) exposures used commercially available Ag NPs sourced from the GUIDEnano project. Two 10 nm Ag NPs were used to test the effect of surface functionalisation on the bioaccumulation of soluble Ag NPs. These were electrostatically stabilised citrate coated Ag (Cit-Ag) and sterically stabilised PEG-mercaptopropionic ether (molecular weight 550 Da) coated Ag (PEG-Ag), both provided in liquid dispersion (PlasmaChem, Germany). To investigate the effect of aging on Ag NP bioaccumulation, 50 nm polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP-Ag) and 50 nm silver sulphide nanoparticles (Ag$_2$S NPs) also dispersed in 0.02 mM PVP were provided by the Catalan Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (ICN, Spain). To assess the contribution that dissolved low molecular weight Ag makes towards bioaccumulation, dissolved American Chemical Society (ACS) reagent grade silver nitrate, purity >99.0% (AgNO$_3$) was used as a representative ionic form of silver (Sigma Aldrich, UK).

Acid digestion of samples was performed in aqua regia, a 1:4 dilution of TraceSELECT® grade concentrated nitric acid (70% HNO$_3$) and hydrochloric acid (30% HCl) were used (Sigma-Aldrich, UK). Pre-conditioning of filters for pore water separations used 0.1 M CuNO$_3$ (copper nitrate, Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$·3H$_2$O, Sigma Aldrich, UK). All dilutions, suspensions and exposures were performed in either MilliQ "ultrapure" water (18 Ω cm-1, Millipore) or OECD reconstituted hard
water, (“freshwater”, ionic strength of 13.4 mmol/L, pH 8, conductivity 760 µScm\(^{-1}\)) described in OECD test number 315 (DOI: 10.1787/2074577x).

1.2.2 Preparation of nanoparticle stocks and dispersions
Nanoparticles provided as dry powders were dispersed for stocks and experimental suspensions following the PROSPECT protocol for dispersal of dry nano-powders\(^{11}\). Briefly, nanoparticles were wetted drop wise to a paste with the dispersal media, either ultrapure water or freshwater. Composition of the freshwater can be found in Supplementary File 1. This paste was then slowly added to until the desired dilution is reached. This dispersion was then sonicated on ice for 2 minutes at 80% intensity to de-agglomerate the mixture using an Auto Tune Series, High Intensity Ultrasonic Processor (Sonics, USA).

Particles provided in dispersion by the manufacturer were homogenised before preparing stocks through gentle overhead mixing for 30 seconds. This low energy mixing was done rather than sonication to avoid damage to the nanoparticle coatings and subsequent destabilisation and sedimentation of the particles from dispersion. Stocks and working solutions for these nanoparticles were prepared by dilution in the relevant test water.

1.2.3 Characterisation of nanomaterials in test media
A suite of techniques were used to characterise different elements of nanoparticle properties and behaviours in both water and sediments. The technical details are presented below whilst optimisation and application of these techniques are presented in 1.3.

**Analysis of particle size and stability**

Primary particle size was measured using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) using a Jeol 2100 200kV LaB6 TEM. The elemental composition of nanoparticles detected using TEM was confirmed using Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (Oxford INCA EDS).

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS, Malvern Instruments, Zetasizer nano Z-S) with a wavelength of 663 nm using Non-Invasive Backscatter optics and a scattering angle of 173° was used to characterise both thenanoparticle primary size and zeta-potential in MilliQ and freshwater. DLS was also used to assess the
stability and agglomeration state of particles over time in freshwater, details of which are presented in 1.3.1.

Ultraviolet-visible light spectrophotometry (UV-vis, Jenway 6800, UK) was used to assess the stability state of silver nanoparticles in ultrapure MilliQ and freshwater. The instrument was used in the absorbance mode with a scan speed of 400 nm minute$^{-1}$ and a path length of 10 mm.

**Analysis of metal concentrations using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)**

A Thermo Scientific X Series 2 ICP-MS instrument (Hemel Hempstead, UK), housed in a Class 10000 clean room was used for the measurement of the Ce and Ag content in the digested exposure samples. Calibration standards were prepared from a 10000 mg L$^{-1}$ Ag standard (VWR, UK) standard to produce calibration curves containing at least five data points. A secondary multi-element internal standard was prepared from a different 100 mg L$^{-1}$ stock solution (QMX Laboratories, UK) from that used to prepare the calibration standards. All balances and pipettes and ICP based instruments used were calibrated and operated according to the relevant SOPs contained within the appropriate instrument Record Manual. The performance of the ICP-MS was checked against the manufacturers’ specifications before the analysis of any samples began. The ICP-MS instrument was tuned and operated in collision/reaction cell mode, with 7% H$_2$ in He as the reaction/collision gas, to minimise the effect of any polyatomic species formed in the plasma or interface region. For analysis by ICP-MS In and Ir were added to all standards and samples for use as internal standards, to account for differences in nebulisation efficiency and any instrumental drift, with the latter also being monitored by the analysis of check standards every 10 – 15 samples. If instrumental drift was greater than 10% a fresh calibration series was acquired before sample analysis continued.
1.3. Method development and optimisation:

1.3.1 Assessing the stability of nanoparticles in model sediment pore waters using dynamic light scattering

To assess nanoparticle stability over time, DLS was used to measure the hydrodynamic size and zeta potential of nanoparticles across time periods equivalent to those experienced during the biological exposures presented in this thesis. Hydrodynamic size is often presented as either Z-average or primary peak size. The Z-average is calculated based upon the scattering intensity of nanoparticles, but this intensity is proportional to the square of the molecular weight of the particles. This can lead to overestimation of the hydrodynamic size of particles if there are larger aggregates in the sample or it is polydisperse, as larger particles have a proportionally far greater scattering intensity than smaller particles. As such, it is recommended that Z-averages are only comparable between samples if they are monodisperse and monomodal. The nature of the particles we are examining means we are assessing samples with multimodal size distributions and which are likely to be polydisperse when aggregating. Therefore, we present the average hydrodynamic particle size of the primary peak, as calculated from cumulants analysis of the intensity distributions of the samples. This primary peak is the largest peak by proportion of scattering intensity. By reporting this peak, we can compare particle size between samples whilst reducing the influence that a smaller peak of only a few individual but very large aggregates can have upon the Z-average. Unless stated otherwise, this exposure period totalled 6 days incubation of the nanoparticles in test media. This represents the full biological exposure period of 5 days plus 24 hours acclimation period of the test system before organisms were introduced.

Stability analysis:

To represent conditions experienced within the pore waters, nanoparticle dispersions were prepared at the same spiking concentrations as those used for biological exposures. Dispersions were incubated in the dark at 20 °C in acid washed and rinsed 15 ml Greiner Bio-One polypropylene CELLSTAR tubes (Greiner Bio-One, UK) to limit losses of nanoparticles through adsorption to surfaces. Measurements at each time point were performed in one of two ways. The first is termed “stability analysis”. Aliquots of the nanoparticle dispersions were removed at each time point for DLS, with care taken to
prevent disturbance of the liquid to avoid re-suspension of any sedimented particles (Figure 1.2 A). This provided quantitative data concerning the size distribution of any particles which remained in suspension across the incubation period. These particles are considered those most likely to be representative of those which persist in suspension in the sediment pore waters.

**Agglomeration analysis:**
A secondary aim of this exposure was to generate both qualitative and quantitative measurements of the full size range and aggregation state of nanoparticles in waters representing the sediment pore waters. Preliminary trials found that some of the nanoparticles sedimented rapidly within the first few hours, resulting in count rates too low for reliable detection using DLS. We are interested in the size range of particles both remaining in dispersion in the water and those which had aggregated. To generate an idea of the overall state of agglomeration of particles in these waters, additional samples were prepared in which particles were gently re-suspended by overhead rotating of the sample tubes before sampling for DLS (Figure 1.2 B). This is referred to as the “agglomeration analysis”.

Figure 1.2: The two incubation and sampling regimes for examining the stability (A) and agglomeration (B) behaviour of nanoparticles dispersed in ultrapure and freshwater.
1.2.4 Ultraviolet-visible light spectrometry to assess nanoparticle stability

Alongside DLS measurements, UV-vis was used to assess the stability state of silver nanoparticles in ultrapure MilliQ and freshwater. Preliminary investigations found the peak absorbance wavelength to be between 400 and 450 nm depending upon the primary size of the particle. Therefore two measurement protocols were utilised. The first examined the initial loss of particles through aggregation and sedimentation in the first hour of dispersion, using a kinetic absorbance scan at a wavelength of 420 nm. 20 mgL$^{-1}$ Ag samples were prepared to ensure sufficient signal for absorbance whilst being within the same order of magnitude concentration as that spiked to sediments during biological exposures (5.6 mgL$^{-1}$).

The second stability assessment was over the medium term, assessing the change in absorbance spectra over 24 hours after dispersion. This represents changes in the nanoparticle aggregations state (in the absence of solid constituents of the sediment) in the 24 hour settling period before organisms were introduced to the test systems and so is representative of nanoparticles at the start of the biological exposure. This spectrum scan was taken at 0, 1, 6 and 24 hours after dispersion. The spectrum scanned wavelengths between 350 and 550 nm with a sampling interval of 0.5 nm.

1.2.5 Optimisation and validation of quantitative size analysis using transmission electron microscopy

Nanoparticle diameter was calculated from TEM images assuming particles were spherical using the area of the particle to define the equivalent spherical diameter using equation 1:

$$d = 2\sqrt{\frac{a}{\pi}} \quad \text{Eq. 1}$$

Where $d$ is the equivalent diameter and $a$ is the area.

Quantitative sizing of nanoparticles from TEM images was validated using NM300k (JRC, Italy), a reference silver nanomaterial using an adapted protocol from an interlaboratory case study by Rice et al. 2013$^{12}$. Two methods for generating the TEM grids were trialled: a drop method and a floating grid method. The drop method involved placing a 15-30 µl drop of sample onto the TEM grid suspended from fine tweezers and allowing particles to diffuse onto
the grid for 1 hour. The drop was replenished if drying was apparent to prevent any artefacts in nanoparticle aggregation caused by drying on the grid. The second method, floating grid, involved placing the TEM grid face down to rest and “float” on top of a 30 µl drop of sample on a slide of Parafilm, allowing the nanoparticles to be drawn up onto the grid over the hour long incubation period. Samples prepared by both methods were then washed gently in a four step submersion wash of MilliQ water to remove excess nanoparticles not deposited onto the grid. Images were taken at random across transects from more than one “square” on the grid. Due to the low concentrations tested of ~5 µgml⁻¹, effort was made to measure a minimum of 100 particles for particle size distributions; however, this was not always possible.

Table 1.1: Comparison in calculated particle size for NM300k using two preparation methods for TEM grids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preparation method</th>
<th>Mean diameter (nm)</th>
<th>Standard deviation (nm)</th>
<th>Number of particles imaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drop method</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floating grid</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The drop method was considered to generate a more representative population of particles, closer to the characterisation of NM300 particles (JRC, Italy). In particular, the drop method resulted in two distinct populations of particles (Figure 1.3 A), one with a peak ~20 nm in diameter, and the other ~5 nm. This bimodal population structure was observed in the JRC’s characterisation of NM300 AgNPs, but this smaller sized population of particles ~5 nm in size was not observed when using the floating grid method, resulting in the larger average diameter of particles measured (Table 1.1). Therefore, all subsequent TEM analysis throughout this thesis uses the drop method of grid preparation.
To assess the variability that could be introduced through human error in focusing the TEM to take the images, three images were taken of the same area of interest, one over-focused, one under-focused and a final image focused as if for image analysis. The standard deviation between particle diameters calculated for these images was compared to the resolution of the images. The standard deviation in diameter across the three focus levels was 0.26 nm whilst length per pixel of the image was 0.17 nm. Therefore, an approximation of the error attributable to variation in focusing of the image is close to the maximum resolution of the images and only ~1% of the particle sizes measured (~20 nm diameter) therefore could be considered negligible for our analysis.

1.2.6 Verifying the persistence of nanoparticles <100 nm in test media after aging using transmission electron microscopy

The drop method was used to prepare TEM grids of nanoparticles aged for 6 days in freshwater media. These represented the nanoparticle aggregation state at the end of the biological exposure, in the absence of sediment. Images were taken of the nanoparticle present on the grids and EDS used to verify the elemental composition of the particles. The aim of this was to verify the presence of the engineered nanoparticles after aging and to qualitatively assess the persistence of individual particles and any transformations they have undergone, including sintering to other nanoparticles or chemical transformations such as sulfidation.
1.2.7 Fate of nanoparticles in sediment matrices

Full characterisation of the sediment chemistry was not within the scope of this thesis. It should be noted that sediment chemistry including cation exchange capacity, redox potential through the sediment and chemical speciation or ions in the pore water will be important in determining the fate of nanoparticles. Future work aimed to develop models of particle behaviour within sediments will require such characterisation. However, for the purpose of this thesis, such analysis could not be performed. Instead, the work focus’s upon the fate of nanoparticles under the specific conditions tested and the implications of these behaviours upon their uptake.

Preparation of samples for acid digestion and analysis:
All tissues and sediment material was freeze dried (Christ Freeze Dryer, Beta LD plus 2-8) and weighed to measure the dry mass before acid digestion. Water samples and freeze-dried tissues and sediments were microwave acid digested (Ethos EZ, Milestone, USA) following the Ethos EZ recommended procedures. Cerium and silver concentrations in acid digests were measured using ICP-MS. Due to the presence of Cl ions in the freshwater media, all digests were performed in aqua regia, a 1:4 acid mix of concentrated nitric acid (HNO₃, ~70%) and hydrochloric acid (HCl, >30%). This was to ensure that after dilution for analysis by ICP-MS, the total concentration of HCl was >1%. At these chloride concentrations, silver chloride species persist in the dissolved AgCl₂⁻ form, rather than as precipitates of AgCl⁰, thus reducing losses of total silver in the digestions. For consistency, all digestions were performed in this aqua regia mix, before diluting in ultrapure MilliQ water to a final acid concentration of 5% v/v for analysis by ICP-MS. Recoveries for the various particles used throughout this thesis are provided in Table 1.2 where available. The generally high recoveries ranging between 90-110% suggest that error is more likely as a result of slight heterogeneity of dispersion rather than appreciable incomplete recovery of the metals, therefore no adjustment was made to the raw ICP-MS data.
Table 1.2: Digest recoveries for ceria (CeO₂) and silver (Ag) nanoparticles used throughout the thesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanoparticle</th>
<th>Coating</th>
<th>Media</th>
<th>Spike recovery (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CeO₂</td>
<td>Uncoated</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>111.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrate</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>103.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>109.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>92.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>127.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micron</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>87.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM211</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>85.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM212</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>86.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce²⁺</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>114.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>Citrate</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>93.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>77.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVP</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>87.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag₂S</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>93.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgNO₃</td>
<td>Ultrapure water</td>
<td>Freshwater</td>
<td>110.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>97.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Optimising separation of the colloidal fraction of the sediments

Three sediment fractions were considered of biological interest for this thesis: the sediment bound fraction, nanoparticles in the colloidal fraction of the pore water (<200 nm) and dissolved low molecular weight species (LWM). To define the colloidal fraction of the pore water, we optimised a method for the separation of water extractable nanoparticles, based upon the method outlined in Cornelis et al. 2010 ¹³. To decide upon a size cut off for defining the colloidal fraction of the pore water we compared the extraction of Ce in fractions <1000, <500 and <200 nm from Citrate and PEG-CeO₂ spiked sediments. Separating these three fractions of the sediment was performed using centrifugation based upon the calculations in Plathe et al. 2010 ¹⁴. This allows for the centrifugation
speed and time to be calculated to separate particles of a desired size range based upon the density of the nanoparticle and the distance of the separation.

Table 1.3: Centrifuge operating parameters to separate three size fractions of pore water colloids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size fraction</th>
<th>g</th>
<th>Time (minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1000 nm</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;500 nm</td>
<td>1360</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;200 nm</td>
<td>4340</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Centrifugation settings for the three fractions are presented in Table 1.3 whilst more information about the centrifugation method and theory can be found in Plathe et al. 2010.14.

Figure 1.4: Comparison in partitioning of Citrate-CeO$_2$ and PEG-CeO$_2$ between three colloidal size fractions of sediment pore waters after 6 days. Like letters represent no statistically significant difference ($\alpha= 0.05$).

Analysis of these results demonstrated that Ce in the pore waters persisted as a bi-modal size distribution with a significant peak of Ce between 500 and 1000 nm and a second peak <200 nm. No difference existed between <500 nm or <200 nm fractions suggesting that all Ce in these fractions was indeed below 200 nm in size ($p=0.98$, Tukey’s HSD), with no difference between Citrate and PEG-CeO$_2$ (Figure 1.4). Therefore we decided to only separate this <200nm fraction to define our colloidal fraction of the pore waters, as this was both most
relevant in terms of capturing nanoparticles which may have increased reactivity due to their small size, whilst not losing information about the concentration of Ce in the sub-micron size range as the majority of these particles were <200 nm in any case. This also represented a practical method as 200 nm microfiltration units are readily available, allowing more consistent filtration than separation of fractions of mixed samples using centrifugation.

**Separating biologically relevant fractions of the sediment**

Based upon the optimisation of pore water separation methods detailed above, the pore water colloids and dissolved low molecular weight fraction were separated through a combination of centrifugation and micro/ultra-filtration techniques. Filters were preconditioned to limit losses of nanoparticles to the filtration membranes using 0.1 M CuNO$_3$. Briefly, microfiltration units were preconditioned by filtering 2 ml of CuNO$_3$ then rinsing through with 4 ml of MilliQ before filtering the nanoparticles. The ultrafiltration units were preconditioned by centrifuging 2 ml of 0.1 M CuNO$_3$ at 2300g for 15 minutes followed by filtering 2 ml of MilliQ again at 2300g for 15 minutes to rinse the filter, before filtering the samples. Care was taken to minimise the time between preconditioning of the filters and filtering the samples to ensure that the filters did not dry. Preconditioning resulted in >90% recoveries of dissolved Ag.

Samples were prepared for fractionation in the following manner. Sediments were incubated for 6 days at 20 C under a light dark regime of 16:8 hours (Figure 1.5A). At the end of this incubation period, a slurry was formed with the overlying water resulting in a 1:10 dilution of sediment to freshwater. This slurry was mixed for 6 hours on an overhead rotating platform before centrifuging at 2300 g for 15 minutes (Figure 1.5 B and C). Two aliquots of the supernatant were then taken; the first was micro-filtrated using preconditioned Minisart0.2 µm syringe filters (Sartorius, Germany) and is defined as the pore water colloidal fraction of nanoparticles (Figure 1.5D). The second aliquot is separated to measure the dissolved LMW fraction (<1 kDa) of nanoparticles within the sediment by centrifugal ultrafiltration (Figure 1.5E). 2 ml of the supernatant was centrifuged at 4000 g for 15 minutes. Filtered samples were acidified immediately to 1% HNO$_3$ to prevent losses to the storage vials (Polypropylene tubes) and stored for microwave digestion and metal analysis by ICP-MS.
1.4. Generating feeding and non-feeding life stages of the worm *Lumbriculus variegatus*

All organisms experienced a 10 day acclimation period on clean sediment under freshwater (pH 7.6, conductivity 650 µScm⁻¹) before addition to the exposure units. Feeding organisms were synchronised at the start of this acclimation phase by inducing fractionation 10 days prior to exposure (Figure 1.6.a). This was to ensure that all feeding organisms were at the same life stage and that no natural splitting (and so cessation of feeding) would occur during the 5 day exposures. Non-feeding groups were acclimated for 10 days (Figure 1.6.b) and allowed to feed on clean sediments before synchronisation immediately prior to their addition to the exposure units (Figure 1.6.c).

Each static sediment exposure was carried out in acid washed and rinsed 50 ml Greiner Bio-One sterile and heavy metal free polypropylene CELLSTAR tubes (Greiner Bio-One, UK) to limit losses of nanoparticles through adsorption to surfaces, in accordance with Hammes, 2012 ¹⁵. Each test unit comprised of a pool of 5 individuals within 10g of sediment spiked with engineered CeO₂ respective to the treatment. 5 replicates were performed for each treatment. Particles were suspended in freshwater then wet spiked to the sediment to saturation point at a calculated loading of 50 mgkg⁻¹ elemental Ce¹⁶. Exposure conditions and validity of the test was in accordance with OECD TG 315¹⁷. Sediments were settled for 24 hours after spiking before commencement of the
5 day exposure. The overlying water was gently poured off and replaced after 24 hours avoiding resuspension of sediment to prevent a build-up of ammonia during the exposure. Negligible silver or cerium partitioned to the overlying water, with 0.01% of total spiked silver and 0.001 to 0.03% of cerium detected in the supernatant from this water change.

After 5 days, all organisms were removed from the sediment test units through gentle resuspension of the sediments with freshwater. Organisms without a clearance phase were rinsed in clean freshwater (Figure 1.6.d), snap frozen in liquid nitrogen (5 organisms per sample) and stored at -80 °C. The remaining organisms were allowed to evacuate their guts for 6 hours in clean TW (Figure 1.6.e), with three water changes to prevent re-ingestion of eliminated particles before snap freezing and storage at -80 °C. This is sufficient to remove >98% of the gut contents of the worms, whilst limiting depuration of contaminants from tissues 18. All tissues and sediment samples from the exposures were then freeze dried (Christ Freeze Dryer, Beta LD plus 2-8) to measure the dry mass of each sample.

Figure 1.6: Experimental plan to investigate the relative importance of dietary versus transdermal uptake of nanoparticles through the generation of feeding and non-feeding phenotypes.
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Chapter 2
Using sediment dwelling worms to establish the relative importance of dietary versus transdermal routes to nanoparticle uptake

Abstract:
The relative importance of ingestion and transdermal uptake of nanomaterials is poorly understood, particularly in benthic organisms, where dietary uptake has the potential to contribute significantly towards particle accumulation. Nanoparticles may be bound to the solid fraction of the sediment, freely mobile in the pore water or experience dissolution if they are partially soluble. We hypothesise that the partitioning of cerium oxide nanoparticles (CeO$_2$) between these fractions of the sediment will present different routes to uptake to the sediment ingesting worm, *Lumbriculus variegatus*. Here, we exploited the regeneration capacity of this freshwater worm to generate feeding and non-feeding life stages to assess the relative contribution that dietary and transdermal uptake make towards CeO$_2$ bioaccumulation. We used this in combination with a series of separation techniques to explain differences in uptake in the context of the particles fate within the sediment.

We assess both the effect of differing particle size (10, 28 and 615 nm CeO$_2$) and stabilising surfactants (10 nm Citrate-CeO$_2$ and PEG-CeO$_2$) on the fate and bioaccumulation of CeO$_2$ from sediments. Soluble Ce(III)NO$_3$ was used as a source of dissolved cerium and was found to be accumulated across the skin. Sediments reduced the bioavailability of Ce$^{III}$ by limiting dissolved species of cerium in the pore waters to <1% of the original dose. Of the nanoparticle treatments, only stabilised 10 nm CeO$_2$ were accumulated above the controls and this was solely through dietary uptake. Nanoparticulate CeO$_2$ did not dissolve in the sediments, indicating that transdermal uptake was likely only of dissolved species of cerium. Whilst Citrate and PEG-CeO$_2$ were accumulated significantly, the bioaccumulation factor was ~0.1 so CeO$_2$ was not deemed biomagnified. Neither particle size nor coatings altered the fate of these nanoparticles, with ~99% associated to the solid fraction of the sediment,
suggesting that sediment properties were more important for determining their partitioning between the solid, colloidal and dissolved phases of the sediment than properties intrinsic to the particles themselves.
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2.1 Introduction

Understanding the biologically relevant fate processes of nanoparticles and the factors which determine bioaccumulation in different environmental compartments will be essential for determining the risk that nanoparticles pose to the environment. Of particular importance are benthic dwelling species which are often lower trophic level organisms, integral for ecosystem functioning. As sediments are predicted to be a major sink of nanoparticles when released into aquatic ecosystems, sediment dwelling organisms are also potentially most at risk to exposure from nanoparticles.

Sediments present two potential routes to nanoparticle uptake in benthic dwelling species: 1) through the ingestion of sediment bound nanoparticles and 2) via transdermal uptake from sediment pore waters and the overlying water. The contributions these two routes make to nanoparticle uptake may vary both with nanoparticle core and the method of stabilisation. This is important as the route to uptake of nanoparticles in aquatic organisms may have profound implications for their bioavailability and toxicity. The point of contact with the organism at the nano-bio interface, whether at the organisms’ surface or within the gastrointestinal tract, may fundamentally change the potential target sites and mechanisms of uptake and toxicity for the nanomaterial.

This chapter examines the application of a model system to test the relative contribution that these two routes to uptake make to bioaccumulation of nanoparticles, using the sediment dwelling worm, *Lumbriculus variegatus*. This aquatic worm is a useful model to study bioaccumulation as it is exposed to contaminant uptake both across the skin and through ingestion, and is widely used for regulatory toxicity testing (ENV/JM/MONO(2012)40). Its unusual method of reproduction through fragmentation (architomy) leads to the generation of feeding and non-feeding individuals. This makes it an ideal model for investigating the extent and route of uptake of nanoparticles from contaminated sediments.

Inducing fragmentation with a scalpel incision to the mid-point of these worms can generate these two phenotypes. The worm tail fragment cannot feed for 7 to 10 days, but beyond this, fragments allowed to regrow the lost anterior body segments go on to recommence feeding within the sediment. Regrown
individuals which we define as “feeding organisms” can experience both ingestion of sediment bound nanoparticles and transdermal uptake of nanoparticles through direct contact with external membranes, from either the overlying or interstitial pore water (Figure 2.1.1). The second group which are split immediately prior to the exposure form the “non-feeding organisms” and are exposed only to transdermal uptake of nanoparticles in contact with external membranes (Figure 2.1.2). This method has been used successfully to investigate the relative contribution of ingestion and transdermal uptake of pyrene \(^6\) and ionisable pharmaceuticals including diclofenac and fluoxetine \(^7\), but to our knowledge has never been used to examine the route to uptake of engineered metal nanoparticles.

Cerium oxide nanoparticles (CeO\(_2\) NPs) are widely used as an additive in diesel fuels and in glass polishing. They remain in the particulate form in aquatic systems, undergoing negligible dissolution when examined in freshwater conditions \(^8\). We hypothesise that nanoparticles which do not undergo dissolution within sediments will experience markedly different uptake in comparison with those which do. This chapter will outline the successful application of using \(L.\) variegatus as a model for investigating the route to uptake of nanoparticles from sediments. To do this a range of reference materials and commercially available CeO\(_2\) were studied to examine the role of size and surface functionalisation upon the route and extent of nanoparticle uptake. Nanoparticles investigated in this study exhibited a range of primary particle sizes between 4 and 615 nm and various stabilisation mechanisms including uncoated, electrostatic and sterically stabilised nanoparticles. The relative importance of transdermal uptake versus ingestion as a route to accumulation for CeO\(_2\) NPs was assessed by comparing bioaccumulation of insoluble nanoparticles with soluble Ce\(^{III}\) in feeding and non-feeding worms. The results are discussed in the context of the biologically relevant fate parameters investigated in Chapter 1, including persistence of the nanoparticles in the colloidal fraction of the pore waters (Figure 2.1.4) and as dissolved species (Figure 2.1.5). The aim is to bring together an understanding of the fate of CeO\(_2\) NPs in sediments and the implication for bioaccumulation and the routes to nanomaterial uptake in a model sediment dwelling species.
To summarise, the three main experiments conducted in this study assessed:

1. The route and extent of uptake of dissolved Ce$^{III}$ compared to CeO$_2$ NPs in waterborne exposures representing pore waters without solid constituents of the sediment
2. The role of nanoparticle size upon the route and extent of cerium uptake from sediments
3. The role of stabilising coatings on the route and extent of cerium uptake from sediments

Figure 2.1: The different routes to uptake available for nanoparticles either in regrown worms feeding upon the sediment (1) exposed to a combination of dietary and transdermal uptake or non-feeding tails of worms (2) exposed to transdermal uptake only. Three separations were performed to examine the fate of nanoparticles within the sediment with those passing through a 1 kDa ultrafiltration process defined as low molecular weight species of the metal (5), the colloidal pore water fraction <200 nm (4) and the remainder which is bound to the solid fraction of the sediment (3). Hypothesised routes to uptake of these three fractions of the sediment are proposed through dotted arrows.
2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Materials and characterisation of pristine particles
This study examined the effect of particle size and stabilising coatings upon the route and extent of uptake of CeO$_2$ from sediments. Details of these particles are presented in Chapter 1. Materials tested in this experimental section are as follows: NM211 (10 nm), NM212 (28 nm), NM213 (micro-sized CeO$_2$), Ce(III)NO$_3$ (soluble form of Ce), Uncoated-CeO$_2$, Citrate-CeO$_2$ (electrostatically stabilised) and PEG-CeO$_2$ (sterically stabilised).

Characterisation consisted of a combination of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), presented in Table 2.1. Freshwater during exposures had a measured pH 7.75 (±0.03), conductivity 715 µScm$^{-1}$ (±11.1) and a calculated ionic strength of 13.4 mmolL$^{-1}$. Concentration of Ce in various media (water, tissues and sediment) was measured using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) following the standard method (Chapter 1) for microwave digestion and analysis. The control exposures refer to the Ce naturally present in the standard soil LUFA Speyer 2.4 (LUFA Speyer, Germany).

Table 2.1: Size and stability of pristine CeO$_2$ NPs prior to exposure. NM-series nanoparticles were characterised by the Joint Research Council$^{[9]}$ (JRC, Italy DOI:10.2788/80203). The letter$^a$ refers to primary particle size calculated by the manufacturer from TEM images, whilst $^b$ refers to size measured using SEM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nanoparticle</th>
<th>Primary particle size (nm)</th>
<th>Z-average in MilliQ DLS (nm)</th>
<th>Zeta potential in MilliQ (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM 211</td>
<td>10-20$^a$</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM 212</td>
<td>28.4$^b$</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM 213</td>
<td>615.3$^b$</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncoated-CeO$_2$</td>
<td>4-8$^a$</td>
<td>912.3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrate-CeO$_2$</td>
<td>4-8$^a$</td>
<td>57.03</td>
<td>-37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG-CeO$_2$</td>
<td>4-8$^a$</td>
<td>86.99</td>
<td>-47.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.2 Fate of CeO$_2$ NPs in sediment during the biological exposures

The methodology and results for investigating the partitioning of Ce between the solid bound fraction of the sediment and the colloidal and low molecular weight (LMW) fraction of the pore waters is described in Chapter 1. Briefly, partitioning between these three fractions of the sediment was examined through centrifugation of a slurry of sediment in test water at the end of the 5 day biological exposure period. This supernatant was then micro-filtered to <200 nm to define the colloidal fraction of Ce in the pore waters, or centrifugal ultrafiltration was employed to separate Ce <1 kDa (~1nm filter pore size) in the sediment pore waters, which is defined as the LMW-Ce.

Methods to assess the stability and agglomeration state of CeO$_2$ NPs used in this study in two simple media are described in Chapter 1. Briefly, two populations of particles incubated in MilliQ and freshwater were assessed using DLS. The first population represents those particles which remained in suspension across the 5 day exposure period. This experiment is termed the “stability analysis”. To assess the state of all particles (stable, aggregated/agglomerated and sedimented), “agglomeration analysis” was also performed, using DLS to examine the full range of particles formed by dynamic processes of aggregation during the exposure period. The total incubation time in MilliQ and freshwater was actually 6 days, so as to reflect the 24 hour settling period before organisms were introduced to the sediment and exposed for 5 further days.

Visual MINTEQ modelling (MINTEQ v3.1, Sweden) was also performed for the soluble Ce$^{III}$ to assess the fate of this dissolved cerium in freshwater to act as a proxy for the sediment pore waters during exposure. The species distribution for this dissolved Ce in waterborne exposures is presented in Table 2.2. Modelling of the chemical speciation of Ce(III)NO$_3$ at a concentration of 113.4 mgL$^{-1}$ in freshwater represents the Ce spiked to the sediment pore water resulting in a loading concentration of 50 mgkg$^{-1}$. 
Table 2.2: Speciation of Ce(III)NO$_3$ spiked to freshwater at 113.4 mgL$^{-1}$, equivalent to 50 mgkg$^{-1}$ in sediments, calculated by visual MINTEQ modelling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Concentration (µmol L$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Proportion of total Ce (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ce$^{3+}$</td>
<td>435.330</td>
<td>53.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeSO$_4^{+}$</td>
<td>183.620</td>
<td>22.692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeCO$_3^{+}$</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>18.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeNO$_3^{-2}$</td>
<td>19.529</td>
<td>2.413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeHCO$_3^{-2}$</td>
<td>14.578</td>
<td>1.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeOH$^{-2}$</td>
<td>3.843</td>
<td>0.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeCl$^{-2}$</td>
<td>2.629</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce(SO$_4$)$_2^{2-}$</td>
<td>1.723</td>
<td>0.213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce(CO$_3$)$_2^{2-}$</td>
<td>147.200</td>
<td>0.087</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3 Generating two phenotypes for investigating the route and extent of nanoparticle uptake from sediments into *Lumbriculus variegatus*

*Lumbriculus variegatus* were purchased from Blades Biological UK Ltd. (Kent, UK) and housed on clean silica sand under an artificial freshwater flow through system (pH 7.6, conductivity 360 µScm$^{-1}$) which was constantly aerated. The organisms were fed twice weekly with 0.5 g of ground fish food (TetraMin, Blacksburg, USA).

Rationale for the use of induced fractionation of worms to generate feeding and non-feeding organisms is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The method for inducing fractionation and generating these two phenotypes is detailed in Figure 1.6 (Chapter 1). Examples of organisms at each life stage were imaged using a QIClick™ CCD Camera (Surrey, Canada) mounted to an LTSu-1000 light microscope (East Sussex, UK) and recorded using Q-capture Pro 7 software (Surrey, Canada).

2.2.4 The relative importance of transdermal and dietary uptake of cerium for dissolved Ce$^{III}$ and nanoparticulate CeO$_2$

Exposures to nanoparticulate NM211 (10 nm CeO$_2$ NPs), NM212 (33 nm CeO$_2$ NPs) and micron sized NM213 (615 nm CeO$_2$ particles) aimed to assess the effect of particle size upon bioaccumulation, whilst exposure to Ce(III)NO$_3$ as a soluble form of Ce$^{III}$ examined the potential for transdermal uptake of dissolved...
forms of Ce. 24 hour static, water only exposures, represent simplified conditions within the sediment pore waters. This allowed the role of nanoparticle size upon bioaccumulation to be investigated in the absence of solid constituents of the sediment.

Each exposure was conducted in multiwall polystyrene culture plates (Grenier, Austria). NM-series nanoparticles were dispersed following the PROSPECT protocol for dispersal of dry nano-powders. Briefly, nanoparticles were wetted drop wise to a paste in freshwater. This paste was then slowly added to until the desired dilution reached. This dispersion was then sonicated on ice for 2 minutes at 80% intensity to de-agglomerate the mixture using an Auto Tune Series, High Intensity Ultrasonic Processor (Sonics, USA). Nanoparticle exposures were randomised in 10 ml wells with a pool of 3 organisms randomly assigned to each exposure unit and 3 replicate test units per data point. Spiking concentrations were based upon a compromise between being below expected effect concentrations (no observed effect of similar sized CeO$_2$ NPs on *Daphnia magna* after 96 hour exposures to 10 mgL$^{-1}$ and 48 hour EC50 of Ce$^{III}$ for *D. magna* is 6.9 mgL$^{-1}$) but high enough for appreciable bioaccumulation to have occurred over the acute exposure period of 24 hours. Organisms were exposed to 11.3 mgL$^{-1}$ Ce for nanoparticle exposures (equivalent to 5 mgkg$^{-1}$ in sediment). Ce$^{III}$ was spiked as cerium nitrate at two concentrations, a high concentration of 11.3 mgL$^{-1}$ representing 5 mgkg$^{-1}$ Ce$^{III}$ in sediments and a low exposure of 11.3 µgL$^{-1}$. No mortality occurred in any of the treatments.

2.2.5 The role of particle size and surface coating on the route and extent of uptake of CeO$_2$ nanoparticles from sediments

The role of nanoparticle size and cerium solubility upon the route and extent of uptake of cerium from sediments was investigated using NM211, NM212 and Ce$^{III}$. Exposures were conducted as outlined in Figure 1.6 (Chapter 1), however, the Ce(III)NO$_3$ was spiked to the sediment in ultrapure water rather than freshwater in order to ensure a homogenous suspension and that Ce was in the dissolved Ce$^{III}$ form before interacting with the sediment. Spike recoveries of the stock nanoparticle suspensions were performed to confirm loading rate of nanoparticles to sediments. Recoveries for CeO$_2$ from sediments ranged from between 87.6% to ~100%. Uncoated, Citrate (electrostatic stabiliser) and PEG (steric stabiliser) coated CeO$_2$ NPs were used to assess the effect of
nanoparticle surface functionalisation upon the extent of uptake of commercial CeO$_2$ NPs from sediments.

Each test unit comprised of a pool of 5 individuals within 10g of sediment spiked with engineered CeO$_2$ respective to the treatment. 5 replicates were performed for each treatment. Organisms were exposed for 5 days with a water change before exposure. Preliminary work found 0.001 to 0.03% of the total spiked Ce in these overlying waters and so negligible amounts of the nanomaterials lost from the system during this water change. After 5 days exposure, organisms without a clearance phase were rinsed in clean freshwater, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen (5 organisms per sample) and stored at -80 °C. The remaining organisms were allowed to evacuate their guts for 6 hours in clean freshwater, with three water changes to prevent re-ingestion of eliminated particles before snap freezing and storage at -80 °C. All tissues and sediment samples from the exposures were then freeze dried to measure the dry mass of each sample. Samples were prepared and analysed for cerium content as outlined in Chapter 1. Spike recoveries of the stock nanoparticle suspensions were performed to confirm loading rate of nanoparticles to sediments. Recoveries for CeO$_2$ from sediments ranged from between 87.6% to ~100%.

2.2.6 Data handling and statistical analysis

Bioaccumulation factors after 5 days (BAF$_5$) were calculated for CeO$_2$ NPs of different size and coatings to make comparisons between nanoparticle treatments whilst taking into account any small differences in exposure concentrations. This was only done once accumulation of Ce to concentrations greater than those in the controls was confirmed through statistical analysis of the body burdens of Ce. BAF$_5$ was calculated as:

$$BAF_5 = \frac{C_{org}}{C_{sed}}$$ (Eq.1)

$C_{org}$ refers to the body burden or elemental concentration of Ce within the organism normalised to dry tissue mass (ng mg$^{-1}$) after 5 days exposure, whilst $C_{sed}$ refers to the elemental concentration of Ce within the sediment normalised to dry sediment mass (ng mg$^{-1}$). It should be noted that $C_{sed}$ is the combined concentration of background cerium and the additional spiked engineered nanoparticles. BAF$_5$ has the units of kg dry weight organism per kg dry weight.
sediment (kg kg\(^{-1}\)). These BAF\(_5\) do not represent accumulation at steady state, rather the accumulated cerium within worms in relation to the external concentration of the exposure under the specific conditions experienced during this study.

All statistical analysis was performed in R\(^{15}\). A minimum adequate model approach was taken for each data set on the uptake and bioaccumulation of nanoparticles in *L. variegatus* and appropriate *post hoc* tests chosen based upon the findings of factorial design two way analysis of variance and examination of normality and homogeneity of variance. Where the assumptions of ANOVA were not met, relevant transformations to the data were performed. Before analysis of BAF\(_5\) was performed, mean body burdens of Ce in each of the cerium treatment groups were compared to the control body burdens using Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test. For all cerium treatments, body burdens in feeding groups were at least double that of the controls.

For ANOVA which were significant, Tukey’s HSD *post hoc* was used where either body burdens or BAF\(_5\) differed significantly between cerium treatments (treatment effect) or where nanoparticles were accumulated through different routes to uptake, for example uptake was greater in feeding organisms than non-feeding organisms (organism group effect). In some cases the route to uptake was significantly different between cerium treatments (interaction effect). Where this interaction effect between nanoparticle treatment and route to uptake was statistically significant, pairwise contrasts were performed using the least-squares means approach with Tukey’s method for p value adjustment (LSM Tukey’s method). This examines the significance of differences between different levels of each factor in the model, allowing us to investigate how the route to uptake differed between different cerium treatments. This approach is advantageous as it also adjusts for unbalanced factorial design, where loss of samples through deletion of outliers can result in an imbalance in the data. LSM contrasts calculate the overall mean from the mean at each level of the data. This means that if there are missing values within a level (for example if a sample was an outlier and so discounted from the analysis), this has less influence upon the contrasts and so gives more statistical power for analysing factorial design data sets which are unbalanced. Graphs present means,
standard errors and statistically significant differences, with significance taken as \( p < 0.05 \).

2.3. Results

2.3.1 Fate and characterisation of CeO\(_2\) in sediments

Table 2.3: Partitioning of CeO\(_2\) NPs between the solid, colloidal and low molecular weight fraction of the sediment at the end of the 5 day biological exposure period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Sediment Ce mgkg(^{-1})</th>
<th>Colloidal fraction &lt;200 nm mgkg(^{-1}) (s.e.)</th>
<th>LMW-Ce&lt;1kDa mgkg(^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM 211 (10-20 nm)</td>
<td>34.86</td>
<td>0.0255 (0.013)</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM 212 (33 nm)</td>
<td>31.66</td>
<td>0.0851 (0.035)</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micron-CeO(_2) (615.3 nm)</td>
<td>19.33</td>
<td>0.2178 (0.138)</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncoated-CeO(_2) (4-8 nm)</td>
<td>55.75</td>
<td>0.0823 (0.0132)</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citrate-CeO(_2) (4-8 nm)</td>
<td>56.57</td>
<td>0.674 (0.058)</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG-CeO(_2) (4-8 nm)</td>
<td>59.03</td>
<td>0.075 (0.005)</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce(NO(_3))(_3)</td>
<td>43.62</td>
<td>0.0106 (0.0001)</td>
<td>0.00087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>43.59</td>
<td>0.0051 (0.003)</td>
<td>&lt;LOD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For all CeO\(_2\) exposures, the low molecular weight fraction (LMW) was below the limit of detection (LOD) of ICP-MS (0.035 ngml\(^{-1}\) for coated CeO\(_2\), 0.002 ngml\(^{-1}\) for NM-series and Ce\(^{\text{III}}\)), indicating that there was no dissolution of Ce from the nanoparticles during these exposures (Table 2.3). LMW-Ce was only detected in Ce\(^{\text{III}}\) treatments at a very low concentration of 0.87 \( \mu \)gkg\(^{-1}\) (~0.002% of total Ce). All nanoparticle treatments experienced elevated Ce in the colloidal fraction of the pore waters compared to the control sediments (\( p < 0.05 \), Dunnett’s test). Citrate-CeO\(_2\) had significantly higher colloidal pore water concentrations than all other Ce treatments (\( p < 0.05 \), Tukey’s HSD) but this was still low compared with the sediment bound fraction of ~99% of spiked Ce.
2.3.2 Stability and agglomeration of CeO$_2$ nanoparticles over time

Figure 2.2: Hydrodynamic diameter of Citrate-CeO$_2$(diamonds) and PEG-CeO$_2$ particles (circles) remaining in suspension over 6 days aging in either MilliQ (A- open symbols) or freshwater (B- closed symbols). This is contrasted with the agglomeration state of these particles in either MilliQ (C) or freshwater (D). Hydrodynamic diameter is presented as the peak size through scattering intensity (nm).

Behaviour in ultrapure water:

Nanoparticle behaviour was measured over 6 days as this represents the 5 day biological exposure period, plus the 24 hours prior to exposure where sediments were allowed to settle. Both Citrate and PEG-CeO$_2$ were relatively stable over the 6 day period in ultrapure water (Figure 2.2.A and C). Stability state refers to dispersions that were not shaken before each sampling point, so as to only sample the stable particles remaining in suspension from the supernatant. There appeared to be some larger PEG-CeO$_2$ particles which sedimented in MilliQ. The mean peak size of these agglomerated particles after shaking the dispersions experienced a slight increase from 309 to 371 nm over
the 6 day incubation period (Figure 2.2.C), compared with the mean size of the particles which remained stable in dispersion of ~130 nm (Figure 2.2.A). Citrate-CeO$_2$ also experienced a slight increase in mean agglomerate size over the 6 days, from 109 to 168 nm in ultrapure MilliQ water (Figure 2.2.C). This suggests that there are a small proportion of larger particles which do sediment during the incubation period, whilst a population of particles with a peak size of ~95 nm remained stable in the dispersion. It should be noted both Citrate and PEG-CeO$_2$ in MilliQ were present in bimodal distributions. A secondary peak of 10.5 nm remained in dispersion for Citrate-CeO$_2$ and of 14.8 nm for PEG-CeO$_2$. These particles are more representative of the primary particle size stated by the manufacturer of 4-8 nm.

**Behaviour in freshwater:**

In freshwater, the behaviour of CeO$_2$ nanoparticles was markedly different. A stable population of Citrate-CeO$_2$ remained in suspension, trending towards larger particles over the 6 day incubation from 140 to 662 nm (Figure 2.2.B). PEG-CeO$_2$ on the other hand was lost from suspension within the first 24 hours, evidenced by the initial large size of aggregates >4000 nm in size which were lost resulting in a peak size of 1400 nm. This was accompanied by a drop in count rate and change in attenuator position as the time series progressed, indicating a loss of particles from suspension. Peak size then fluctuated across the rest of the period between 400 and 1300 nm. The max size of agglomerates found in the Citrate-CeO$_2$ samples ranged between 358 to 797 nm with a relatively low polydispersity index ranging between 0.173 to 0.257 (Figure 2.2.D). This indicates that these agglomerates were similar in size to the final size of particles remaining in suspension (Figure 2.2. C), but had sedimented out without agglomerating further to sizes >1000 nm, unlike PEG-CeO$_2$.

No secondary peak of primary sized particles ~14 nm were detectable in freshwater. Particles >200 nm in size will experience 1000 times greater scattering intensity than particles <20 nm when using DLS, which could mask the signal of these primary particles.
2.3.3 Producing two distinct phenotypes: feeding and non-feeding organisms

Figure 2.3: Grey scale light microscopy of various stages of regrowth after fractionation by incision at the organisms’ mid-point. (a) is immediately after fractionation, (b) after 5 days regrowth and (c) after 10 days. (d) is an example of an individual with its anterior feeding within the sediment whilst the posterior is raised into the overlying water for gas exchange. i) identifies the blastema at the point of incision and its regrowth, ii) is the posterior end of the organism whilst iii) is the fully regrown anterior, identified by fully formed segmentation and the recommencement of feeding upon the sediment.

Light microscopy of the posterior fragment of organisms immediately after fractionation (Figure 2.3.a) demonstrates the rapid formation of the blastema to seal the incision. This is followed by epimorphosis (regeneration of lost body parts through the differentiation of stem cells in the blastema) and morphallaxis (re-organisation of the tissues behind the point of incision) over the next 7 – 10
days as the anterior regrows. Incomplete regeneration of a functioning anterior is confirmed after 5 days (Figure 2.3.b), supported by no visual evidence of feeding upon the sediment. This verifies that non-feeding organisms prepared for biological exposures are indeed incapable of feeding upon the sediment during the 5 day exposure period. Viability of organisms after artificially induced fractionation is confirmed by the full regrowth of the functioning anterior after 10 days (Figure 2.3.c) and recommencement of feeding upon the sediment. This validates the use of *L. variegatus'* ability to undergo asexual reproduction and regeneration of lost body segments to generate a non-feeding phenotype.

2.3.4 Route of uptake of dissolved cerium from waterborne exposures

Table 2.4: Percentage species distribution of Ce(III)NO$_3$ spiked to freshwater at either 11.3 mgL$^{-1}$ or 11.3 µgL$^{-1}$, representing Ce$^{III}$ water only exposures, calculated using visual MINTEQ modelling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Proportion of total Ce 11.3 mgL$^{-1}$ (%)</th>
<th>Proportion of total Ce 11.3 µgL$^{-1}$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CeCO$_3^+$</td>
<td>58.55</td>
<td>77.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce$^{3+}$</td>
<td>22.13</td>
<td>6.449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeSO$_4^+$</td>
<td>14.89</td>
<td>4.539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce(CO$_3$)$_2^-$</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>10.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeHCO$_3^{4+}$</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeOH$^{2-}$</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce(SO$_4$)$_2^-$</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeCl$^{2-}$</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CeNO$_3^{2-}$</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The speciation of cerium after spiking Ce(III)NO$_3$ to freshwater at either a high concentration 11.3 mgL$^{-1}$ or low concentration 11.3 µgL$^{-1}$ is presented in Table 2.4. All species of cerium were below their saturation point and so persist as dissolved species in freshwater. CeCO$_3^+$ was the most abundant species for both high and low concentration exposures with 58.55 and 77.164 % of the total Ce respectively for 11.3 mgL$^{-1}$ and 11.3 µgL$^{-1}$ exposures. Dissolved Ce$^{III}$ made up 22.13% of the high concentration exposure (11.3 mgL$^{-1}$) whilst in the low concentration exposures 6.449% of Ce was modelled as Ce$^{III}$.
Figure 2.4: Body burdens (µgmg⁻¹ Ce) in worms exposed to expected concentrations of 11.3 mgL⁻¹ (A) or 11.3 µgL⁻¹ Ce(III) dosed as cerium nitrate (Ce(III)NO₃) in freshwater (n=3). Body burdens represent accumulation of Ce through different routes to uptake after acute 24 hour water only exposures. Significant accumulation of Ce compared with the corresponding controls is denoted by an asterisk (*) in (A).

Concentration of cerium measured for the two 24 hour, waterborne exposures was found to be 12.9 +/- 0.09 mgL⁻¹ and 7.1 +/- 0.007 µgL⁻¹, in reasonable agreement with the expected doses. Neither data sets for 12.9 mgL⁻¹ or 7.1 µgL⁻¹ exposures conformed to the assumption of normality or homogeneity of variance and so were log transformed before analysis. There was significant accumulation of Ce in exposed organisms compared to controls at both exposure concentrations (p<0.001, Tukey’s HSD). Due to the high variation within organism groups during the high 12.9 mgL⁻¹ exposures (Figure 2.4.A), the only significant difference in accumulation between the various organism groups was between the feeding organisms and non-feeding clearance organisms (p=0.008, LSM Tukey’s method). After a clearance phase body burdens were between 0.6 and 2.3 µgmg⁻¹ for non-feeding and feeding organisms, but were not significantly different (p=0.669, LSM Tukey’s method) suggesting this is the contribution of transdermal accumulation of Ce during these exposures. Corresponding control body burdens were <1 ngmg⁻¹.

In the presence of the low concentration of Ce(III) (7.1 µgL⁻¹) the accumulation after 24 hours was lower and closer to the background body burdens in the
worms (Figure 2.4 B). However, Ce was still detectable above the limit of quantification of the ICP-MS and overall accumulated significantly above background concentrations in the controls (p = 0.0058, Tukey's HSD). There was no statistically significant difference between organism groups (p = 0.461, ANOVA). Feeding therefore did not contribute significantly towards body burdens, indicating transdermal uptake was responsible for accumulation of cerium in the low concentration Ce$^{III}$ exposure. Non-feeding worms without a gut clearance phase experienced high but variable body burdens, at $112.95 \pm 53.3$ ngmg$^{-1}$. All other organism groups experienced body burdens between 7.7 and 19.6 ngmg$^{-1}$ whilst controls averaged at 2.3 ngmg$^{-1}$ with a standard error of 0.68 ngmg$^{-1}$.

2.3.5 The relative importance of transdermal and dietary uptake of CeO$_2$ in waterborne exposures

Body burdens for worms exposed to various sized CeO$_2$ NPs in freshwater for 24 hours were non-normally distributed. Box-Cox analysis found log-transformations to be the most appropriate to ensure that the data conformed to the assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance required for ANOVA. No interaction effect between nanoparticle treatment and organism group was found when included in the linear model, and so this interaction term was removed. Omnibus ANOVA upon this log-transformed data found no effect of either nanoparticle treatment or organism group (p>0.05, ANOVA). Therefore we cannot say that there was significant accumulation in any nanoparticle treatment as compared to the controls (Figure 2.5).
Body burdens (µgmg⁻¹ Ce) in worms exposed to a calculated 11.3 mgL⁻¹ Ce for NM211 and NM212 or 1.13 mgL⁻¹ Ce for NM213 in freshwater (n=3). Body burdens represent accumulation of Ce through different routes to uptake after acute 24 hour water only exposures.

The image in Figure 2.6 is an example of the state of organisms in the water only exposures to NM-series CeO₂ spiked in the low mgL⁻¹ concentration range after 24 hours. Survival was 100% in all treatments; however, in exposure units where organisms were exposed to engineered cerium, “casts” of mucus were apparent in all samples. These mucus casts appeared to be clumped around organisms (Figure 2.6.A) whilst in the process of being shed or were scattered within the water (Figure 2.6.B).

Pooled samples of this mucus were freeze dried, acid digested and measured using ICP-MS to give an indication of their Ce content. The results are displayed in the table in Figure 2.6 (note that mucus cast for NM213 was lost during storage and so this information could not be collected). Each treatment experienced a concentration in the µgmg⁻¹ range in these mucus casts, greater than the body burdens in the exposed organisms. The contribution of these mucus layers at the organisms’ surface towards body burdens may explain the high variability observed in the data in Figure 2.5, which mean that no statistically significant effect of either independent variable could be established.
Figure 2.6: Worms exposed to NM-series CeO$_2$ during water only exposures. A) Demonstrates clumping of mucus around the organisms’ surface whilst B) is shed mucus in the water. The table gives reference to the initial spiked concentration of Ce and the concentration of Ce detected in pooled samples of the shed mucus for each treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Exposure concentration (mgL$^{-1}$ Ce)</th>
<th>Mucus concentration (µgmg$^{-1}$ Ce)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NM211</td>
<td>9.66</td>
<td>46.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM212</td>
<td>9.78</td>
<td>17.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM213</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CellI</td>
<td>12.92</td>
<td>8.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3.6 The role of size and solubility upon bioaccumulation of cerium in sediments

Body burdens of Ce in worms exposed to NM-series CeO$_2$ nanoparticles and Ce$^{III}$ in sediments did not conform to the assumptions of normality and homoscedacity required for ANOVA. All data was log-transformed prior to building the model and exploring the data. A significant interaction was found between nanoparticle treatment and the organism group after data was log transformed ($p = 0.0257$, ANOVA), indicating that the pattern of accumulation in each organism group differed between cerium treatments. Therefore, post hoc testing comprised of least squares means (LSM) pairwise contrasts using Tukey’s method to examine the significance of differences between body burdens at different levels of both cerium treatment and organism group. In this experiment, control organisms experienced no significant difference in Ce body burdens within each exposure phenotype (i.e. within feeding or non-feeding groups, $p > 0.9$, LSM Tukey’s method), meaning that there was no loss of Ce from the background body burdens during either clearance phase.
Figure 2.7: Body burdens (ng mg\(^{-1}\) Ce) in organisms exposed to CeO\(_2\) NPs of varying size and to dissolved Ce\(^{III}\) (n=3). Dotted lines (---) represent the background Ce body burdens in control organisms. Significant accumulation of Ce greater than in control organisms is denoted by an asterisk (*). Both NM212 (p = 0.006, LSM Tukey's method) and Ce\(^{III}\) (p = 0.0011, LSM Tukey’s method) were internalised above the level of Ce in the controls through ingestion in feeding organisms before the gut clearance phase. However, after 6 hours evacuation of the guts, this was no longer significant for any Ce treatment. As there was no significant bioaccumulation in organisms above that of the controls in all groups other than Feeding organisms, BAF\(_5\) was not calculated for this exposure.

Non-feeding worms exposed to nanoparticle treatments (NM211 or NM212) experienced no significant uptake of Ce compared to the controls (p>0.29, LSM Tukey’s method). Therefore, there was no evidence of transdermal uptake of these uncoated CeO\(_2\) nanoparticles under these exposure conditions (Figure 2.7). Ce\(^{III}\) on the other hand, is accumulated significantly above the control concentrations in non-feeding organisms to 7.9 ng mg\(^{-1}\) (p = 0.0031, LSM Tukey’s method). This accumulated Ce is then lost during the clearance step (p = 0.0011, LSM, Tukey's comparison between non-feeding and non-feeding organisms).
clearance), with concentrations returning to the baseline level in the controls ~2 ngmg\(^{-1}\) (p = 0.94, LSM, Tukey’s).

2.3.7 The effect of surface coatings on accumulation of CeO\(_2\) dosed in sediments

Comparison between feeding versus non-feeding worms demonstrates the primacy of ingestion for accumulation of small 4-8 nm CeO\(_2\) nanoparticles in the deposit feeding worm (Figure 2.8). Accumulation of Ce above control concentrations was detected for all nanoparticle treatments, so BAF\(_5\) was also analysed. Body burdens and BAF\(_5\) were not normally distributed so data were log transformed. The background BAF\(_5\) for feeding control worms was significantly higher than any other control group (p<0.013, LSM Tukey’s method) and so was plotted separately in Figure 2.8. No organism exposed to engineered CeO\(_2\) experienced any transdermal uptake of Ce, with BAF\(_5\) and body burdens in all non-feeding organisms being equal to or lower than the background level of the controls (p>0.05, LSM Tukey’s method).

Figure 2.8: BAF\(_5\) (kgkg\(^{-1}\)) for organisms exposed to uncoated, Citrate-CeO\(_2\) or PEG-CeO\(_2\) (n=5). Dotted line (---) represents Ce attributed to the background concentration in the controls. BAF\(_5\) significantly higher than the control is denoted through the symbol (*).
If the gut contents were not purged with a 6 hour clearance phase there was no difference in accumulation of Ce through ingestion in nanoparticle treatments compared to the control (p > 0.05, LSM Tukey’s method). This group represents all Ce accumulated within the organism and that which is associated with material within the guts or loosely adsorbed material to external membranes. Therefore accumulation of engineered Ce could be masked by the relatively high concentration of natural Ce associated with sediments in the guts. Feeding organisms with a gut clearance phase on the other hand accumulated significantly more Ce during exposure to all nanoparticles, coated and uncoated (BAF$_{5}$), than in the controls (p<0.0045, Tukey’s HSD). This was not the case for micron sized CeO$_{2}$ where body burdens of Ce were no different to the corresponding control concentrations (p = 0.379, LSM Tukey’s method). As such, 4-8 nm uncoated, Citrate and PEG-CeO$_{2}$ nanoparticles experienced significant accumulation of Ce through ingestion even after clearing of gut contents, whilst micron CeO$_{2}$ did not. This accumulation did not result in body burdens greater than external concentrations in the sediment, and so Ce is not considered biomagnified during this 5 day exposure period (all BAF$_{5}$<1).

2.4 Discussion

The results demonstrate the successful application of a method to generate two phenotypes: feeding and non-feeding worms, to assess both the route and extent of uptake of nanoparticles from sediments. This method can be applied to water only and sediment exposures provided concentrations are not sufficient to induce excessive mucus production in the worms. In water only exposures, the experiments address the contribution that either transdermal uptake or uptake through drinking make towards bioaccumulation of nanoparticles. Within sediments, experiments compare the relative importance of transdermal and dietary routes to nanoparticle uptake, through ingestion of sediment material. Examining the bioaccumulation of a range of CeO$_{2}$ nanoparticles varying in size and surface functionalisation, allowed us to assess the effect these particle characteristics have upon: a) how these particles present themselves to sediment dwelling organisms (their partitioning between sediment fractions and their size and stability in water) and b) the extent of uptake and the route through which they are accumulated.
2.4.1 The behaviour of stabilised CeO$_2$ nanoparticles in waterborne exposures

**Stabilisation mechanisms of the coated particles**

In simple freshwater media, representing particles in sediment pore waters independent of interactions with the solid fraction of the sediment, Citrate and PEG-CeO$_2$ showed differences in their behaviour. Citric acid is a tricarboxylic acid, which behaves as a chelating ligand, adsorbing to Ce$^{IV}$ at the surface of particles through bridging of the carboxylate group. This has been demonstrated for commercially available 10 nm Citrate-CeO$_2$, similar to those used in this study, using Attenuated Total Reflection-Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy $^{16}$. Siriwardane 2012, in a masters’ thesis described how adsorbed citrate molecules on 9 nm CeO$_2$ nanoparticles can form multiple layers increasing the surface charge of the particle-ligand complex and so improving electrostatic stability $^{17}$. DLS demonstrated that Citrate-CeO$_2$ and PEG-CeO$_2$ have a primary particle size of 10.5 and 14.8 nm respectively. At this size citrate would be adsorbing to the particle surface largely through bridging and the formation of multiple stabilising layers of citrate.

PEG on the other hand forms a random hydrated hydrophilic coil at the particle surface, providing steric stabilisation to nanoparticles by preventing other particles from penetrating the PEG layer. The effectiveness of this layer at providing steric stability for solid nanoparticles is dependent on the size and surface coverage of the PEG $^{18}$ and whether the PEG is present as intertwined random coils or can extend to their full extent from the nanoparticle surface, thus increasing the thickness of this sterically stabilising layer $^{19}$. It was hypothesised that these two differing stabilisation mechanisms would alter the fate and behaviour of CeO$_2$ NPs in sediments and as such, influence the route to uptake and extent of their bioaccumulation in sediment dwelling worms.

**Particle behaviour in ultrapure water**

In ultrapure MilliQ water coatings had a strong stabilising effect on the CeO$_2$, with negligible loss of particles from suspension over 6 days. This is evidenced by no change in attenuator position and no difference in the size of particles detected (~100 nm) between stability and agglomeration analysis (Figure 2.2 A and C). DLS inherently weights particle size towards larger
particles due to the exponential relationship between scattering signal and particle size. To account for this, as is discussed in Chapter 1, particle size is presented as the peak diameter rather than the Z-average. This still has its limitations as it remains a scattering intensity based value, however, it improves on the Z-average as it does not attempt to calculate an average diameter for particles which may be present as a multimodal distribution. This is the case for the Citrate and PEG coated CeO$_2$. A secondary peak (by intensity) exists for these particles that can be detected in MilliQ water, with an average hydrodynamic diameter of 10.5 nm for Citrate-CeO$_2$ and 14.8 nm for PEG-CeO$_2$. This fits well with the manufacturers stated primary particle size of 4-8 nm for both particles. The slightly larger size for the PEG-CeO$_2$ may correspond to the nature of the PEG association with the nanoparticle, where PEG molecules extend from the particle surface, providing steric stabilisation and so resulting in a larger hydrodynamic diameter. DLS of Uncoated-CeO$_2$ (4-8 nm) found particles aggregated so rapidly their Z-average upon dispersing in either ultrapure MilliQ or freshwater was >1000 nm, PDI >0.7 and after 24 hours there was almost total sedimentation of the samples, with no detectable signal in suspension. This was similar to the findings of the JRC for the uncoated NM-series CeO$_2$. Uncoated-CeO$_2$ particles had a similar positive zeta potential of +12 mV as the uncoated NM-series particles and so will likely experience similar behaviour in freshwater. This may go some way to explaining the lack of bioaccumulation of uncoated NM-series nanoparticles compared to the stabilised Citrate and PEG-CeO$_2$ particles.

**Particle behaviour in freshwater**

In freshwater, both Citrate and PEG-CeO$_2$ experienced destabilisation to some extent, resulting in aggregation/agglomeration and subsequent sedimentation of particles. Citrate-CeO$_2$ particles remaining in suspension aggregated across the 6 days, fluctuating between 300 and 1000 nm after 48 hours (Figure 2.2 B), indicating dynamic aggregation and sedimentation as large particles are lost from suspension. PEG-CeO$_2$ was even less stable than Citrate-CeO$_2$. These particles experienced rapid aggregation immediately after dispersion in freshwater, the large peak diameter >4000 nm reflecting large particles acting under gravity and sedimenting rather than being driven by Brownian motion. As such, these sizes should be used as an indicator of the stability state of the
particles rather than definitive diameters. Particles which undergo gravitational settling cannot be accurately measured with DLS, resulting in the large, micron-sized readings, which mask any smaller particles in suspension. Whilst such data must be treated with caution as to the values calculated, this still provides important qualitative data concerning the stability of these particles in the freshwater media.

Overall, these results indicate that primary sized CeO₂ particles can exist (11-15 nm) in dispersion in water, however, the majority of the particles are likely to experience aggregation and sedimentation within the sediments, thus reducing their mobility and increasing the likelihood of attachment to the solid fraction of the sediment.

2.4.2 Nanoparticle size and surface functionalisation does not significantly alter the fate of CeO₂ nanoparticles within the sediment

All forms of CeO₂ were predominantly immobile within the sediment (~99% bound to the solid fraction of the sediment) and there was no dissolution of Ce from nanoparticles during the exposure irrespective of their size or surface coating (Table 2.3), a finding that is supported in previous studies. Ce²⁺ did present a small fraction of dissolved Ce in the pore waters ~ 0.867 µgkg⁻¹ but a colloidal concentration similar to that of nanoparticulate Ce of 10.6 µgkg⁻¹. For the NM-series particles, their positive surface charge (Table 2.1) is likely to lead to rapid association with negatively charged components of the sediment, including overall negatively charged clays and organic matter. In freshwater, coated CeO₂ nanoparticles also appear to aggregate, reaching sizes of >200 nm (Figure 2.2 B and D), which would exclude the majority from the colloidal fraction of the sediments we examined (<200 nm).

This immobility of the coated CeO₂ could be due to heteroaggregation of the negatively charged Citrate and PEG-CeO₂ nanoparticles (Table 2.1) with natural organic matter or to positively charged edges in lattice layer clays and on amorphous iron and aluminium oxides, especially at lower pH where there is increased protonation of hydroxyl groups. In our sediments, the pH of the overlying water was 7.75 ± 0.03, whilst pH of the pore waters separated from the sediment were 7.45 ± 0.01. Clays such as montmorillonite undergo protonation of Al-OH groups only at pH <6.5, therefore during our exposure, such clays would be likely to largely retain their negative charge. Whilst at low
ionic strength and at low nanoparticle concentrations, this can be sufficient to prevent heteroaggregation between negatively charged nanoparticles and clays, under higher ionic strengths this is not always the case. For example, 30 nm TiO$_2$ NPs at 4 mgL$^{-1}$ under conditions of 0.1 M ionic strength and pH 8 have been shown to still experience heteroaggregation with a sodium montmorillonite clay$^{22}$. Such relatively high ionic strength leads to a compression of the electric double layer extending from negatively charged surfaces, thus lowering the interaction energy barrier which attractive van der Waals forces must overcome for aggregation. This can then increase deposition of nanoparticles onto colloids in saturated porous media like sediments$^{23}$.

Conditions during our exposure were pH $\sim$7.5, a relatively high ionic strength of $\sim$0.01 M and with an initial spiking concentration of $\sim$100 mgL$^{-1}$Ce. Surface charge as represented by zeta-potential was reduced for both coated nanoparticles in freshwater as compared with MilliQ water from -37.9 and -48.9 mV in MilliQ to -15.7 and -16.5 mV in freshwater for Citrate and PEG-CeO$_2$ respectively. This could reduce their stability against heteroaggregation with negatively charged constituents of the sediment. Interestingly, whilst zeta-potential for Citrate-CeO$_2$ in freshwater remained stable across the biological exposure period, the zeta-potential for PEG-CeO$_2$ was significantly reduced over time, to -6.3 mV. This could be due to the lower affinity that the PEG coating has for CeO$_2$, meaning there is loss of stabilising coating from the NP surface over time. This may have been responsible for the slightly lower persistence of colloidal Ce in the pore waters for PEG-CeO$_2$ exposures compared to the other forms of CeO$_2$(Table 2.3) and greater propensity for agglomeration (Figure 2.2B). Therefore, it is likely that the high association of CeO$_2$ with the solid fraction of the sediment is due to this deposition via van der Waals forces onto natural colloidal surfaces and incorporation of CeO$_2$ into larger flocs or heteroaggregates of natural organic matter which could not pass through the 0.2 µm filter. It would appear from these results that the heteroaggregation of Ce to the solid fraction of the sediment and lack of dissolution prevented direct transdermal uptake of the CeO$_2$ NPs by the sediment dwelling worms. This led to the size or form of surfactant having little influence over fate and bioavailability of CeO$_2$ NPs within the sediment, resulting in limited accumulation and only through dietary pathways. Instead,
sediment properties rather than particle characteristics determine the fate of nanoparticles during these exposures.

2.4.3 Dissolved species of Ce<sup>III</sup> are accumulated through both ingestion and transdermal uptake from waterborne exposures

Worms were exposed in freshwater for 24 hours to two concentrations of Ce<sup>III</sup> spiked as Ce(III)NO<sub>3</sub>. The highest concentration was similar to the loading rate of Ce<sup>III</sup> in subsequent sediment exposures, equivalent to a spiking concentration of 5 mgkg<sup>-1</sup>. Both exposures resulted in significant uptake of Ce across all organism groups as compared to the controls. At the higher mgL<sup>-1</sup> concentration, the presence of Ce also induced a physiological response from the organisms, resulting in the production of excess mucus. The lower concentration exposure was performed to confirm the transdermal accumulation of Ce observed in the higher concentration exposure.

Both exposures resulted in significant uptake of Ce compared to the controls. At the higher concentration, accumulation differed between both treatment (Ce<sup>III</sup> versus controls) and organism groups. Feeding organisms with no gut clearance phase accumulated significantly more Ce than any other organism group when exposed to 12.9 mgL<sup>-1</sup> Ce. This indicates there is some contribution of imbibed fluid towards overall body burdens which is then lost from these feeding organisms after gut clearance. As there was no significant difference between feeding clearance and non-feeding clearance organisms, we can conclude that this fluid in the gut does not contribute to body burdens through assimilation of Ce within the gut over this short time scale. As such, body burdens between 0.6 and 2.3 µgL<sup>-1</sup> Ce can be attributed to transdermal uptake during these high concentration exposures.

Transdermal uptake is confirmed for Ce<sup>III</sup> at the lower concentration exposure of 7.1 µgL<sup>-1</sup> Ce. In this case, body burdens were lower and differences between organism groups were indistinguishable. Therefore, as there was no difference in body burdens of Ce between organism groups, all uptake of Ce is attributable to transdermal uptake. MINTEQ modelling (Table 2.4) found that a significant proportion of Ce is in the Ce<sup>III</sup> form, 22.13% and 6.449% respectively for the high and low concentration exposures. The pharmacokinetics of dissolved cerium ions differs from that of nanoparticles. Dissolved Ce<sup>III</sup> can act as a Lewis-acid, orientating towards Lewis-base OH<sup>-</sup> in cell plasma membrane.
proteins. This has been demonstrated by the targeting of Ce\textsuperscript{III} to cell plasma membrane proteins in horseradish and uptake into cells exposed at high µM concentrations\textsuperscript{24}. The Ce\textsuperscript{III} then forms a Lewis acid-base adduct, with the oxygen donating a lone electron pair to the Ce\textsuperscript{III} and resulting in a single reaction product with no secondary products. The effect of this within biological systems is that dissolved Ce ions experience slower elimination from the blood and accumulation in the skeleton, liver, kidneys and gastrointestinal tract of rats intravenously injected with cerium chloride\textsuperscript{25}. This Lewis acid-base type reaction may be the mechanism for transdermal accumulation of dissolved Ce in non-feeding worms.

\textbf{2.4.4 Mucus production in response to mgL\textsuperscript{-1} waterborne CeO\textsubscript{2} exposures limits interpretation of the role of size on nanoparticle uptake}

Water only exposures were used to assess the influence of nanoparticle size upon uptake. Organisms were exposed to a calculated concentration of 11.3 mgL\textsuperscript{-1}Ce for NM211, NM212 and 1.13 mgL\textsuperscript{-1}NM213. These concentrations were chosen as they represent similar concentrations to the total Ce added to sediment exposures, but in the absence of solid sediment material. Whilst they are high relative to the expected diffuse concentrations in freshwater environments, predicted in the ngL\textsuperscript{-1}range\textsuperscript{26}, similar concentrations in the mgL\textsuperscript{-1} range are routinely tested in the literature. For example, investigations into the uptake and toxicity of CeO\textsubscript{2} to \textit{D. magna} have been performed at concentrations between 0.1-10 mgL\textsuperscript{-1}\textsuperscript{27}, tens of mgL\textsuperscript{-1}\textsuperscript{28} and 10 – 1000 mgL\textsuperscript{-1}\textsuperscript{29}.

Such high concentrations appear to be unsuitable for quantitative analysis of the bioaccumulation of CeO\textsubscript{2} from waterborne exposures in \textit{L. variegatus}. Exposure to these concentrations of nanoparticles elicited a possible defence mechanism, where organisms shed a mucus layer in response to cerium exposure. This behaviour was only apparent in the engineered cerium treatments, not the controls and so is likely a response mechanism to either the abrasive effect of the nanoparticles or to the presence of cerium itself. An example of these mucus casts can be seen in Figure 2.6. Mucus casts were pooled per treatment type so as to collect sufficient mass to weigh a dry weight prior to ICP-MS, giving a single pooled sample for each exposure. Therefore, no statistical analysis of differences in Ce concentration in the mucus between treatments can be made. However, each treatment did induce production of
mucus casts containing a concentration of Ce in the \( \mu g mg^{-1} \) range. This supports the hypothesis that these mucus casts are a response or defence mechanism, incorporating engineered Ce and then shedding this mucus layer to reduce contact of nanoparticles with the organisms’ epidermis.

This physiological response makes interpretation of the bioaccumulation data difficult. Organisms in waterborne exposures experienced body burdens as high as in the \( \mu g mg^{-1} \) range, an order of magnitude higher than is observed when engineered CeO\(_2\) is spiked to sediments at a similar concentration (Figure 2.7). Organisms experienced large variation between exposure units, with no statistically significant effect of either nanoparticle treatment or organism group upon body burdens. As a result of this wide variation, nanoparticle treatments could not be distinguished from control concentrations, even though average body burdens were in some cases several orders of magnitude greater. We suggest that the wide variation measured is due to some of this mucus associated Ce being retained at the organisms’ surface during sampling and so body burdens measured do not truly represent the accumulated metal concentrations. No such mucus production was observed when organisms were exposed to Ce\(^{III}\) at 7.1 \( \mu g L^{-1} \). The high concentration of CeO\(_2\) in these exposures appears to have induced a response in the organisms, producing layers of mucus which were sufficient in quantity to shed to the surrounding water.

Mucus production in other aquatic worms as a response to metal stressors has been documented, including *Tubifex tubifex* in the presence of aqueous cadmium and copper in exposures representing highly contaminated sediment sites with metal concentrations in the mgkg\(^{-1}\) range \(^{30}\). Excessive mucus production has also been implicated in the toxicity of zinc and lead at mgL\(^{-1}\) concentrations to *T. tubifex* and *Limnodrilus hoffmeisteri*\(^{31}\). It is conceivable that in exposing the organisms to such a high concentration of CeO\(_2\) in the water, the CeO\(_2\) nanoparticles themselves face an additional or less permeable barrier to uptake in the form of this mucus layer \(^{32}\) than if the organisms were exposed at a lower concentration. The NM-series particles have a positive charge in ultrapure waters of between +28 and +33 mV. Positively charged nanoparticles may experience transport through mucus barriers 20-30 times slower than negatively charged particles\(^{33}\) which would explain the effective incorporation of these particles in the mucus\(^{34}\). This is important as in much of the literature,
concentrations exceeding those used in this study are routinely examined to assess ecotoxicological effects of CeO\(_2\) nanoparticles to aquatic organisms, often in the mgL\(^{-1}\) concentration range\(^{35,36}\).

Such high concentrations of CeO\(_2\) may be eliciting similar responses in other organisms. In fact, an ancillary finding of the work by Conway \textit{et al.} 2014 \(^37\) was that the marine mussel \textit{Mytilus galloprovincialis} produced double the mass of pseudofaeces when exposed to 3 mgL\(^{-1}\) uncoated CeO\(_2\) nano-rods (dimensions 67 ± 8 × 8 ± 31 nm) than in controls. They propose that this was due to the mussels perceiving the CeO\(_2\) as inedible and so increasing pseudofaeces production to limit intake of the nanoparticles. In our case, this may be more as a direct physiological response to the cerium contamination. As mucus cast production occurred in both nanoparticle and Ce\(^{\text{III}}\) exposures it is likely that this is a direct response to the elemental cerium itself rather than a response to the mechanical abrasion of the nanoparticles. This mucus production in response to high metal exposures has been documented as far back as in 1968 \(^31\). Still, the capacity for mucus production to be stimulated in the presence of metals and to act as a barrier to nanomaterial uptake is too rarely acknowledged in the nano-ecotoxicology literature, with some notable exceptions such as the review by Handy \textit{et al.} 2008, into the mechanistic uptake of nanomaterials in fish \(^38\).

Future exposures would need to be conducted at lower concentrations in the sub mgL\(^{-1}\) range to avoid inducing the formation of these mucus layers. This would allow the accumulation behaviour of these nanoparticles to be investigated as a function of their primary particle size and properties, rather than as a function of the defensive response the cerium elicits from the organisms themselves. A move in the wider nano-ecotoxicology field towards lower concentrations is also encouraged in order to assess mechanisms of toxicity that have greater environmental relevance.

\textbf{2.4.5 The role of size and dissolution on bioaccumulation of CeO\(_2\) from sediments}

In sediment exposures, size played no role in the extent of bioaccumulation of ceria for the uncoated NM-series CeO\(_2\) particles. Whilst there was some contribution of sediment ingested CeO\(_2\) towards body burdens for NM212 and Ce\(^{\text{III}}\), after a gut clearance phase this was not sufficient to result in appreciable...
accumulation of cerium compared to the controls (Figure 2.7). These NM-series particles were provided as dry powders with a positive Zeta potential when dispersed in ultrapure water of +28 and +33 mV for NM211 and NM212 respectively. As such we expect rapid and strong association of these nanoparticles to the largely negatively charged solid constituents of the sediment. Alumina clays are abundant in sediments and are largely negatively charged due to isomorphous substitution of a single Si$^{4+}$ with Al$^{3+}$ in the neutrally charged Si$_2$O$_4$ quartz crystal to form the clay SiAlO$_4$. Binding of the positively charged uncoated CeO$_2$ nanoparticles to these negative sites within the solid fraction of the sediment could prevent dissociation of CeO$_2$ within the gut and subsequent uptake across the gut epithelia. As no significant difference was calculated between exposed worms and controls after the gut clearance these CeO$_2$ particles were not considered accumulated during the 5 day exposure period from the sediments.

Ce$^{III}$ on the other hand experienced some transdermal accumulation of Ce, above that in controls. This supports the observation of transdermal accumulation in waterborne exposures (Figure 2.4), but in this case of uptake from sediments, accumulation was only significant for non-feeding organisms before the clearance phase in clean freshwater. Accumulation was less from sediments (7.9 ng mg$^{-1}$) compared to in waterborne exposures (2.3 µg mg$^{-1}$) when exposed to similar total concentrations of Ce$^{III}$. Sediments therefore reduced the bioavailability of dissolved cerium to the organism. However, these results indicate that dissolved and nanoparticulate forms of the metal experience very different routes to uptake, with Ce$^{III}$ available for uptake across the skin, a pathway that was not possible for nanoparticulate CeO$_2$.

2.4.6 Small stabilised nanoparticles are accumulated through diet from sediments, but surface functionalisation does not alter the extent of uptake
The size of uncoated NM-series nanoparticles did not alter the route or extent of uptake of CeO$_2$ from sediments. These particles were not accumulated in any feeding organism once their gut contents had been cleared. This was markedly different from the results for stabilized CeO$_2$ nanoparticles. Exposure to 4-8 nm uncoated and coated nanoparticles resulted in accumulation of Ce above background levels of the controls in feeding organisms. After a gut clearance
phase, all three nanoparticles were accumulated significantly above the controls. Interestingly, this accumulation was not significant for micron sized CeO$_2$, indicating that translocation of CeO$_2$ within the gut of these worms is only possible for nanoparticulate CeO$_2$. Considering that no difference in this accumulation through ingestion was found between nanoparticle treatments, this confirms that sediment properties are responsible for the bioavailability of these nanoparticles, not the properties of the particles themselves. This was true for both the fate of the particles within the sediments and their subsequent bioaccumulation. Although there was some bioaccumulation of CeO$_2$ from these nanoparticle treatments, CeO$_2$ was not considered biomagnified during this exposure as BAF$_5$ were ~0.1 kgkg$^{-1}$ and so concentrations of Ce within the worms did not exceed that in the surrounding sediment.

Without a gut clearance, BAF$_5$ was no different in CeO$_2$ treatments than in the controls, most likely due to sediment associated Ce in the guts dominating body burdens. This means that after relatively short exposures, the accumulated Ce available for trophic transfer through the food chain (say through predation of these worms by fish) is not significantly higher for worms exposed to CeO$_2$ nanoparticles than either micron sized CeO$_2$ or natural Ce in the sediments (Figure 2.8).

This poses an interesting question for researchers and regulators alike, as standard test guidelines for calculating BAF such as the OECD test number 315, recommend no gut clearance phase  as this should return the most conservative BAF. However, this experiment demonstrates that under shorter exposure periods (5 days) and for nanomaterials where accumulation is low, calculating BAF in this way does not capture the whole picture required to understand bioaccumulation of nanoparticles. Due to the low concentrations accumulated within the organisms between 5-20 ngmg$^{-1}$ compared to the naturally occurring concentration in the sediments (43.6 ngmg$^{-1}$), retaining sediment material within the gut when sampling masks the truly accumulated CeO$_2$ that is not simply associated with ingested sediment material in the gastrointestinal tract. When this ingested material is eliminated from the organisms during the gut clearance phase, it becomes apparent that there is indeed some additional accumulation of Ce when worms are exposed to nanoparticulate CeO$_2$ compared with natural Ce present in the sediments.
Therefore, careful consideration should be taken whether to measure and report BAF values that represent the concentration available for trophic transfer through food chains (feeding organisms including their gut contents) or that which remains accumulated within the organism after this material in the guts has been removed. This decision should be hypothesis driven and acknowledgement of this made when interpreting BAF values for engineered nanomaterials in the environment.

Conclusions
In this work we successfully exploit *L. variegatus*’ remarkable capacity for regeneration of lost body segments to create two phenotypes: feeding and non-feeding worms to investigate the relative importance of ingestion and transdermal uptake for nanoparticle bioaccumulation. Persistence of cerium in either the colloidal or dissolved phases of the pore water successfully provided the context within which to interpret uptake of cerium in the worms. Dissolved Ce$^{III}$ was available through ingestion and transdermal uptake in both waterborne and sediment based exposures. The mechanism for this transdermal uptake however, is not yet clear. Transdermal uptake in waterborne exposures far exceeded that from sediments (body burdens of 1.4 µg mg$^{-1}$ in freshwater compared to 7.9 ng mg$^{-1}$ in sediments), likely owing to the lower persistence of dissolved Ce species in sediments. No nanoparticle treatment on the other hand experienced transdermal uptake from waterborne or sediment exposures. Waterborne exposures at mg L$^{-1}$ must be treated with caution. These concentrations are high relative to predicted environmental concentrations but are routinely used in the literature. Future studies must acknowledge the potential for such exposures to elicit an increase in mucus production, observed in these experiments, which could act as a barrier to uptake and complicate the interpretation of bioaccumulation and toxicity of nanomaterials.

In sediments, no CeO$_2$ nanoparticle dissolved and their persistence in the colloidal fraction of the pore waters was <1% of the dosed concentration. 10 nm, 28 nm and micron sized CeO$_2$ with no stabilising coatings (NM-series particles) were not bioaccumulated through either ingestion or transdermal uptake once gut contents had been evacuated. Small nanoparticles (primary particle size <10 nm) with stabilising coatings were accumulated from
sediments, but did not undergo biomagnification (BAF 0.087 and 0.083 kg kg\(^{-1}\) for Citrate-CeO\(_2\) and PEG-CeO\(_2\) respectively). The form of coating (electrostatic or steric) did not alter the route or extent of accumulation of cerium from sediments, nor their fate within sediments. Therefore, whilst nanoparticle surface coatings may increase bioavailability of CeO\(_2\) through feeding, we have demonstrated that in sediment environments the potential for biomagnification is low, with uptake of engineered CeO\(_2\) not exceeding that in the surrounding sediment after 5 days exposure.
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Chapter 3
The role of surface functionalisation on the fate and route to uptake of partially soluble silver nanoparticles from sediments

Abstract
The epidermis provides the first barrier to the uptake of nanoparticles, but we know little of the role transdermal uptake upon nanoparticle bioaccumulation in sediment dwelling organisms. Using aquatic worms at different life stages we examined the uptake of 10 nm silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) in feeding and non-feeding worms, comparing the relative importance of dietary versus transdermal uptake of particles with different stabilising coatings. Nanoparticle fate in sediment pore water was followed using centrifugation and ultrafiltration. We hypothesised that particle coatings would alter nanoparticle dissolution and partitioning within sediments, and so the route by which they are accumulated.

Particle coating altered the extent but not the route to uptake. Partially soluble Ag NPs, were accumulated predominantly through transdermal uptake to concentrations between 6.5 and 130 times greater than that in the sediment. The dissolved fraction of Ag in the sediment pore waters did not differ between nanoparticle coatings or between nanoparticles and a positive control of silver nitrate (AgNO₃). The extent of bioaccumulation did not differ between Citrate-Ag and AgNO₃, suggesting that all transdermal uptake of Citrate-Ag could be accounted for by the dissolved silver in the sediment pore waters. However, PEG-Ag exposed organisms experienced significantly more silver accumulation than either Citrate-Ag or AgNO₃, even though the total dissolved silver in the sediments did not differ. This suggests that only ~30% of Ag accumulated across the skin could be attributed to dissolved pore water Ag during exposures to PEG-Ag. This additional transdermal uptake of PEG-Ag may be due to either cellular uptake of the PEG-Ag nanoparticles themselves or due to increased surface associations of PEG-Ag to the epidermis of the worms, resulting in localised dissolution and transdermal uptake of soluble forms of silver.
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3.1. Introduction
Silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) are the focus of much research due to their rapidly expanding use in a variety of consumer goods and medical applications and their potential for release into freshwater environments in the effluent from waste water treatment plants for example\(^1\). Much research has been conducted on the toxicity of dissolved silver in the aquatic environment. Dissolved silver is largely accumulated in freshwater fish across the gills, where its toxic mechanism is through inhibition of sodium (Na\(^+\)) uptake, in particular through the universal membrane bound enzyme Na\(^+\)/K\(^+\)/ATPase (or sodium-potassium pump)\(^2\) and subsequent disruption of ionoregulation in the fish resulting in cardiovascular collapse. It is accumulated in the form of Ag\(^+\) across epithelial cell membranes at the surface of the gill through these proton coupled Na\(^+\) channels but may also experience passive uptake across membranes in freshwater when present as the neutral complex of AgCl\(_0\) for example\(^3\). Nanoparticulate silver has also been recently implicated in this disruption of sodium regulation in Japanese medaka (\textit{Oryziaslatipes}) larvae\(^4\). Therefore, the persistence of both dissolved and particulate silver during sediment based nanosilver exposures may lead to uptake of silver through both ingestion and transdermal accumulation.

The extent of dissolution of silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) within sediments will depend upon the localised physicochemical properties they experience \(^5\). During water only exposures, the water flea \textit{Daphnia magna} and the sediment dwelling worm \textit{Lumbriculus variegatus} have been observed to experience very different biodynamic accumulation of silver when exposed to Ag NPs for 48 and 96 hours respectively. Uptake and elimination of silver in \textit{L. variegatus} appeared to be largely constrained by the bioavailability of dissolved silver species, released during each of the nanoparticle exposures, whilst \textit{D. magna} exhibited an elimination profile that suggested a major contribution of ingested Ag NPs themselves towards silver bioaccumulation\(^6\). This is of interest as Chapter 2 concludes that for the case of cerium oxide nanoparticles (CeO\(_2\) NPs) which prevail in the particulate form, ingestion was the only route available to bioaccumulation. The potential for dissolution of silver from Ag NPs within saturated porous media\(^7\) indicates that whilst ingestion dominates bioaccumulation of ceria during CeO\(_2\) NP exposures, this may not be the case
for silver. Transdermal uptake of dissolved forms of silver either through epithelial sodium channels or through passive diffusion of neutral species such as AgCl₀ may be possible within the sediment. Transdermal accumulation of silver nanoparticles themselves could also be possible, for example there is some evidence of cellular internalization of silver nanoparticles in epithelial cells in the gut of the estuarine worm *Nereisdiversicolor* through endocytotic pathways⁸.

The fate of Ag NPs within sediment exposures will be influenced both by the physicochemical properties of the sediment and the characteristics of the nanoparticles themselves. For this study we examined two common commercial surfactants, citrate and polyethylene glycol (PEG) used to stabilise Ag NPs in dispersion. Negative citrate ions adsorb to the nanoparticle surface resulting in stabilisation of nanoparticles through electrostatic repulsion, whilst PEG strongly binds to Ag⁺ at the nanoparticle surface through complexation of thiol groups to the silver, conferring steric stabilisation against aggregation⁹. Differences in surfactants have not only been demonstrated to alter aggregation kinetics of silver nanoparticles,¹⁰ but also affect deposition and transport behaviour in sediments¹¹. Various nanoparticle coatings have been demonstrated to alter silver dissolution within water only exposures. It is the extent of dissolution which has been proposed as responsible for the variation in toxicity of between silver nanoparticles to *D. magna*¹²,¹³. Therefore we aim to assess the stabilising effect of two commercial surfactants on the partitioning of Ag NPs to the solid fraction of the sediments and between the colloidal and dissolved fractions of the pore waters during sediment based exposures using the sediment dwelling freshwater worm, *Lumbriculus variegatus*.

We hypothesise that modifying the nanoparticle surface with either citrate or PEG will alter the extent of dissolution or persistence of nano sized silver particles in the sediment pore waters (which may be available for transdermal uptake). A combination of centrifugation and filtration, established in Chapter 1 was employed to examine the fate of these colloidal and dissolved transformation products of the NPs in the sediment pore waters. Bioaccumulation and the route to uptake of silver was also assessed using the freshwater worm *L. variegatus* using the procedure developed in Chapter 1. During these exposures feeding and non-feeding organisms are exposed to
nanoparticle spiked sediments for 5 days to investigate the relative importance of ingestion and transdermal uptake of silver from sediments.

By investigating the fate of silver during biological exposures we aim to assess whether differences in silver accumulation during exposure to Citrate or PEG-Ag can be accounted for by changes in the dissolution of silver under the test conditions.

3.2. Methods

3.2.1 Materials
Two silver nanoparticles were investigated, electrostatically stabilised citrate coated Ag (Cit-Ag) and sterically stabilised PEG-mercaptopropionic ether (molecular weight 550 Da) coated Ag (PEG-Ag) each with a primary particle size of 3-15 nm according to the manufacturer (PlasmaChem, Germany). Nanoparticles were provided as dispersions in water and were prepared as detailed in Chapter 1. Silver nitrate (AgNO₃) was used as a representative ionic form of silver. Control exposures refer to Ag naturally present in the standard soil LUFA Speyer 2.4 (LUFA Speyer, Germany). Sample preparation to quantify silver concentrations in water, sediment and tissue samples followed the procedures outlined in Chapter 1. Samples were analysed using inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS).

3.2.2 Comparing size and stability of Ag NPs in MilliQ and freshwater
Detailed technical methods for this characterisation are presented in Chapter 1. Briefly, a combination of Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) and Transmission Electron Microscopy coupled to Energy-dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (TEM-EDS) was used to measure the characteristics of the primary particles as provided by the manufacturers in dispersion in MilliQ water. The stability and evolution of Ag NP size and aggregation state in both MilliQ water and freshwater over the 6 day bioaccumulation exposure period was assessed using DLS. Two experimental protocols were used to examine particle size, developed in Chapter 1.

Briefly, the first method involved particles left quiescent, from which aliquots of the supernatant were removed for DLS at each time point representing the evolution of particles which remained stable in suspension. This method is
referred to as the **stability analysis**. The second method differed by re-suspending agglomerates that sedimented during the incubation before each sampling point. This allowed characterisation of the full spectrum of agglomerates and aggregates that were developing during the biological exposures. This is referred to as **agglomeration analysis** and was performed for both DLS and TEM. Hydrodynamic size from DLS is reported as peak diameter. This refers to the mean diameter of the primary peak in the scattering intensity distribution, where generally 90% of the particles (by scattering intensity) fall.

Qualitative analysis of particle shape, agglomeration state and the persistence of distinct Ag NPs <100 nm is size at the end of the exposure period was carried out using TEM-EDS after 6 days incubation in freshwater. Samples were prepared as detailed in Chapter 1.

### 3.2.3 Investigating loss of particle coatings during dilution in different media

Using DLS, the effect of dilution upon nanoparticle stability was examined systematically across the first hour of preparation in freshwater and the dispersion vehicles (either Citrate or PEG vehicles) provided by the manufacturer. Dilutions were prepared of 10, 1 and 0.1 % of the original stock concentration to assess whether instability was due to a dilution effect of the nanoparticles themselves or the loss of the external excess citrate and PEG that occurs as Ag NPs were prepared for the biological exposures in freshwater. These dilutions lowered the Ag concentration nominally to 15.1, 1.51 and 0.151 µgml⁻¹ when Citrate-Ag was diluted, whilst PEG-Ag resulted in nominal Ag concentrations of 12.6, 1.26 and 0.126 µgml⁻¹. The original concentration of excess citrate and PEG in the nanoparticle dispersions supplied by the manufacturer was 0.56 and 100 gL⁻¹ respectively. Therefore, the total excess citrate concentration when diluted in MilliQ or freshwater was 56, 5.6 and 0.56 µgml⁻¹ whilst the total excess PEG was nominally 10000, 1000 and 100 µgml⁻¹.

### 3.2.4 The relative importance of dietary versus transdermal uptake of silver

Feeding and non-feeding phenotypes were prepared in accordance with the rationale and methods set out in Chapter 1. The model system for investigating
the relative importance of dietary versus transdermal uptake of nanoparticles from sediments, developed in Chapter 1 was used for this study.

Briefly, feeding and non-feeding organisms were prepared by synchronising organisms through inducing fractionation through a small incision to the mid-section of the worm. Sediments were prepared 24 hours prior to exposure, following the wet spiking protocol outlined in Chapter 1, to a desired concentration of 2.5 mg kg\(^{-1}\) calculated from the nanoparticle stock concentrations provided by the supplier. Discrepancies between the stated concentrations and the measured Ag concentration in the stocks resulted in slight deviation from the desired concentration of 2.5 mg kg\(^{-1}\) Ag. These worms were then exposed to either 0.76 mg kg\(^{-1}\) Citrate-Ag, 0.12 mg kg\(^{-1}\) PEG-Ag, 3.3 mg kg\(^{-1}\) AgNO\(_3\) or controls of uncontaminated sediment.

5 worms were randomly assigned per exposure unit and each organism group consisted of at least 5 replicates. In addition to the two main phenotypes of feeding and non-feeding worms, these groups were subdivided into those which experienced a gut clearance phase of 6 hours (e.g. “Feeding gut clearance”) and those which did not (e.g. “Feeding”). Organisms were exposed to the sediment for 5 days in the same fashion as in Chapter 1, before removal, gut clearance (where necessary) and finally snap freezing in liquid nitrogen to store at -80 °C.

3.2.5 Fate of Ag nanoparticles in sediment during the biological exposures
The rationale for determining the partitioning of Ag NPs to the solid, colloidal and dissolved fraction of the sediment is presented in Chapter 1. In this study, the dissolved fraction of the sediment was used to calculate the transdermal uptake of silver attributable to dissolved species of silver in the sediment pore waters.

3.2.6 Modelling the speciation of silver nitrate in the simulated pore waters
Using the open software water chemistry tool Visual MINTEQ (Visual MINTEQ v3.1, Sweden) the speciation of silver nitrate dissolved in the OECD freshwater used during these experiments was modelled. This modelling was based upon the working assumption that the chemical composition of the sediment pore waters was identical to the prepared freshwater media used to saturate the
sediments. This allows us to examine the speciation of silver between dissolved and precipitated phases in the absence of the solid fraction of the sediment. This acts as a conservative worst case scenario for the presence of dissolved species of Ag within sediment pore waters.

3.2.7 Data handling and statistics
Bioaccumulation factors after 5 days (BAF$_5$) were calculated as:

$$BAF_5 = \frac{C_{org}}{C_{sed}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq.1)

$C_{org}$ refers to the body burden or elemental concentration of the relevant nanoparticle within the organism normalised to dry tissue mass (ng mg$^{-1}$) after 5 days exposure, whilst $C_{sed}$ refers to the elemental concentration of Ag within the sediment normalised to dry sediment mass (ng mg$^{-1}$). It should be noted that $C_{sed}$ is the combined concentration of background elemental concentration and the additional spiked nanoparticle. BAF$_5$ has the units of kg dry weight organism per kg dry weight sediment (kg kg$^{-1}$).

To investigate the relationship between nanoparticle fate in the sediments and their bioaccumulation, body burdens normalised to the concentration of dissolved LMW species of the nanoparticles were also calculated for non-feeding organisms in exposures (Eq. 2). This assumes that all transdermal uptake is of dissolved LMW species. The rationale is that adjusting the Bioaccumulation Factor for Low Molecular Weight Species (BAF$_{LMW}$) will allow examination of whether LMW species explain the accumulation of nanomaterials during the investigation by comparing the capacity for BAF$_5$ and BAF$_{LMW}$ to explain variation in the accumulated body burdens.

$$BAF_{LMW} = \frac{C_{org}}{C_{LMW}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq.2)

Once again, $C_{org}$ refers to the body burden or elemental concentration of the relevant ENM within the organism normalised to dry tissue mass (ng mg$^{-1}$) after 5 days exposure, whilst $C_{LMW}$ refers to the elemental concentration of dissolved LMW species within the sediment normalised to dry sediment mass (ng mg$^{-1}$). BAF$_{LMW}$ has the units of kg dry weight organism per kg dry weight sediment (kg kg$^{-1}$).
All statistical analysis was performed in R\textsuperscript{14}. For the bioaccumulation study a minimum adequate model approach was taken to explain the data set using a factorial design two way analysis of variance. Examination of normality and homogeneity of variance through plotting of residuals and Q-Q plots found that body burdens of silver accumulated did not conform to the assumption of normality. Box-Cox analysis resulted in the choice of log-transforming both the body burdens and BAF\textsubscript{5} data for use in the ANOVA model. A linear model was only constructed for BAF\textsubscript{5} once the ANOVA confirmed that each silver treatment experienced significant accumulation of silver above the control body burdens (Dunnett contrasts, $p < 1\times10^{-10}$ for each silver treatment compared to the control). Control BAF\textsubscript{5} was not calculated or examined in the model as the low background concentration of Ag in the sediment one order of magnitude lower than the treated concentrations results in artificially high BAF\textsubscript{5} that are non-comparable with our treatment BAF\textsubscript{5}. When analysing the BAF\textsubscript{LMW} data for non-feeding organisms, descriptives of normality required square root transformation of the data to comply with the assumptions of the ANOVA.

Data where there was no interaction effect was examined using Tukey’s HSD whilst data sets where an interaction effect was present used the least-squares means (LSM) pairwise contrasts using Tukey’s method. Graphs present means, standard errors and statistically significant differences with significance taken as $p<0.05$.

### 3.3. Results

#### 3.3.1 Characterisation of pristine particles and the effect of dilution on stability

The pristine particles differed from the manufacturers stated characterisation in some respects. DLS found the primary peak size by scattering intensity of both Citrate and PEG-Ag to be greater than the stated size of 10 nm (Table 3.1). However, quantitative analysis of TEM images after incubation of nanoparticles for 6 days in freshwater found that some distinct primary particles could persist in this size range. The calculated primary particle diameters of 10.63 and 6.7 nm for Citrate and PEG-Ag respectively align closer with the manufactures stated size (~10 nm). The electrostatic nature of the citrate stabiliser was apparent in MilliQ water, with a surface zeta potential of -43.3 mV. PEG acts as
an electro-steric stabiliser presenting a zeta potential of -28.96 mV in MilliQ at the start of the incubation.

**Table 3.1: Characteristics of the pristine particles in ultrapure MilliQ water (5.67 µgml⁻¹). TEM size calculated from primary sized particles which persisted as individual particles and loose agglomerates in freshwater after 6 days incubation (+/- standard deviation).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Primary peak inMilliQ water (nm)</th>
<th>Primary particle size TEM, freshwater (nm)</th>
<th>Zeta-potential MilliQ (mV)</th>
<th>Sediment concentration (mgkg⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citrate-Ag</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>10.63 +/- 3.35</td>
<td>-43.3</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG-Ag</td>
<td>130.9</td>
<td>6.7 +/- 2.59</td>
<td>-28.96</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stability of particles immediately after dispersion in different media was examined using DLS to assess the effect of dilution upon nanoparticle aggregation. Diluting the Ag NPs in their respective ligand vehicles allowed us to test the effect of diluting of nanoparticles whilst maintaining the excess ligand concentration (of citrate or PEG) and so to infer whether stability is lost for either AgNP as the concentration of excess surfactant decreases and whether this behaviour differs between dilution in MilliQ or in freshwater (Figure 3.1).

**Figure 3.1: Effect of dilution upon particle stability and size immediately after dispersion in MilliQ (open symbols), freshwater (light grey symbols) and the nanoparticle vehicle (dark grey symbols).**
Citrate-Ag was stable in MilliQ and the citrate vehicle at all dilutions (Figure 3.1), though at the lowest concentration, Citrate-Ag diluted in MilliQ was significantly smaller, with a peak size of 29.55 nm compared with 38.95 nm in the citrate vehicle (p = 0.006, Tukey’s least significant means). DLS measures the hydrodynamic diameter of the particle, including its surface coating; therefore this could be due to the loss of some citrate from the nanoparticle surface in MQ resulting in an apparent reduction in size. In freshwater these particles were less stable, aggregating to 314 nm when at a concentration of 15.1 µgml⁻¹. These particles appeared to aggregate to a smaller size at lower concentrations, suggesting that the number of particles may have a limiting effect on aggregation. A secondary smaller size cohort of particles between 9 and 34 nm were also detected at lower concentrations (0.151 and 1.51 µgml⁻¹), similar in size to primary particles measured using TEM (Table 3.1). PEG-Ag on the other hand experienced no difference in behaviour in freshwater than when diluted in the PEG-vehicle (p= 0.969, ANOVA) indicating that at least during the first hour of preparation, the PEG is not lost from the nanoparticle surface to the surrounding media. At the lowest concentration of 0.126 µgml⁻¹ the peak size of particles was significantly greater at ~130 nm than the ~78 nm of those at 1.26 µgml⁻¹ (p=0.003, Tukey’s HSD). However, the count rate at 0.126 µgml⁻¹ in both media had dropped to <50 kcps, reducing the sensitivity of the measurements.
3.3.2 Qualitative examination of nanoparticle size, shape and chemical transformations after 6 days incubation in freshwater.

Figure 3.2: Qualitative analysis of representative Ag NPs incubated in freshwater for 6 days using TEM-EDS. A) Citrate-Ag particle demonstrating evidence of sintering between particles and the sulfidation of the particles indicated by the presence of sulphur in the EDS spectra (B). PEG-Ag NPs could still be detected as single particles or loose agglomerates on the grid (C) with the presence of sulphur in the EDS indicating sulfidation of the particles to some extent, but also oxygen, indicative of the formation of Ag$_2$O (D).

Qualitative examination of the Citrate and PEG-Ag after 6 days incubation in freshwater was conducted using a combination of TEM-EDS. The low concentrations examined meant quantitative examination of the particle size distributions was limited. Higher concentrations were not prepared for TEM due to the potential for concentration dependent aggregation of Citrate-Ag in
freshwater (Figure 3.1) and so TEM grids were prepared at the same spiking concentration as for sediment exposures. The TEM images presented in Figure 3.2 are representative examples of the particles observed for the two Ag NPs, specifically, examples of the two forms of particles which were distinct to each treatment. For Citrate-Ag, the majority of observed particles were present as these small aggregates of what appear to be sintered Ag NPs between 100 and 300 nm in size (Figure 3.2.A). Such particles were not observed for PEG-Ag. EDS spectra confirm that the aggregates comprise of silver, with an additional peak of sulphur suggesting sulfidation occurring over the 6 days (Figure 3.2.B). For PEG-Ag, no such sintered aggregates of this size and shape were observed. Instead large, loose agglomerations of single primary particles were observed with a mean diameter of 6.7 nm. In this case, EDS found not only the peaks associated with silver and sulphur, but also oxygen. An oxidised Ag₂O shell around some of the nanoparticles could explain this and perhaps contribute to the prevalence of Ag NPs in their primary particle form, unlike Citrate-Ag. Agglomerates similar to those detected for PEG-Ag were also found for Citrate-Ag, however, in this instance the majority of particles experienced bridging between adjacent particles. The defining difference between the two coatings appeared to be the prevalence of bridged or sintered dense aggregates >100 nm in size for Citrate-Ag compared to the persistence of loose agglomerates of PEG-Ag where the individual particles appeared to be still distinct from one another.

3.3.3 Modelling silver speciation in freshwater
Outputs from the Visual MINTEQ modelling software find 6.86% of silver spiked to the freshwater to be present as dissolved Ag⁺ (Table 3.2) Our spiking concentration was 5.67 mgL⁻¹Ag (to attain a total of 2.5 mgkg⁻¹ Ag spiked to the sediment) and so we could expect ~0.389 mgL⁻¹ of Ag⁺ in the pore waters in the absence of the solid phase. This provides a worst case scenario of 0.171 mgkg⁻¹ Ag⁺ in our sediments, if we were to assume that the sediments do not alter the pore water chemistry and that no silver binds to the solid fraction of the sediment.
Table 3.2: Species distribution and concentration of silver modelled in freshwater media at a spiked concentration of 5.67 mgL\(^{-1}\)(2.5 mgkg\(^{-1}\)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species name</th>
<th>Concentration (µML(^{-1}))</th>
<th>% of total concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag(^+)</td>
<td>3.602</td>
<td>6.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgCl (aq)</td>
<td>33.054</td>
<td>62.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AgCl(_2))(^-)</td>
<td>15.678</td>
<td>29.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AgCl(_3))(^2-)</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AgSO(_4))(^-)</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.4 Stability and agglomeration of Ag nanoparticles in dispersion over time

Figure 3.3: Comparing hydrodynamic diameter of Citrate-Ag(diamonds) and PEG-Ag particles (circles) remaining in suspension over 6 days aging in either MilliQ (A- open symbols) or freshwater (B- closed symbols). This is contrasted with the agglomeration state (refer to methods) of these particles again in either MilliQ (C) or freshwater (D). Hydrodynamic diameter is presented as the peak size through scattering intensity (nm).

Figure 3.3 compares DLS measurements of peak size for particles which remained stable across the exposure period (those which remained suspended in the supernatant) and the agglomerates which settled during the exposure (by re-suspending all particles before each measurement). This was performed in
both MilliQ and freshwater to contrast aggregation behaviour of particles in ultrapure water with a simple freshwater proxy for the sediment pore waters. Suspended Citrate-Ag was detected in relatively stable populations in the supernatant of both media across the 6 day incubation period (Figure 3.3 A and B) averaging 52.05 nm +/- 1.6 in MilliQ and 209.2 nm +/- 32.4 in freshwater. For these stable particles in MilliQ, a secondary peak with a mean size of 5.03 nm +/- 1.4 nm was detectable, which is in close agreement with the manufacturers’ stated primary size of the particles of 3-15 nm. This population was only detectable for the stability analysis in MilliQ, possibly due to the presence of larger particles in other incubations masking the low signal of these smaller nanoparticles.

In fresh water there was some sedimentation of both Citrate and PEG-Ag, as the attenuator position moved from position 5 to 11 across the incubation period, suggesting fewer counts each day. For the agglomeration analysis, two consistent populations of Citrate-Ag were detected of 87 nm +/- 1.09 (in MilliQ, Figure 3.3 C) and 308.6 nm +/- 29.7 (in freshwater, Figure 3.3 D). In freshwater at the 6 day time point Citrate-Ag appeared to aggregate >1000 nm (Figure 3.3 D). However, this peak size should be treated with caution as it only accounted for ~70% of the scattering intensity measured and the count rate was below 300 kcps, reducing the accuracy of such measurements. Indeed, a secondary peak, measuring ~150 nm and accounting for 20-35% of the scattering intensity was observed at this time point, which may be more representative of the true particle size of Citrate-Ag remaining in suspension in freshwater after 6 days.

The relationship between PEG-Ag and stability over time was more complex. These particles did experience some sedimentation during the course of the incubation in both media. In MilliQ water, PEG-Ag particles which remained in suspension during the stability analysis fluctuated between 134-343 nm (Figure 3.3 A). Peak size after 3 days was significantly greater than at the start of the incubation (p = 0.0011, Dunnett contrasts). The same was true in freshwater, where only peak size at day 3 was significantly greater than the original size at the start of the experiment (p < 0.001, Dunnett contrasts). At this time point, a significant secondary peak (between 15 – 30 % of the total scattering intensity) existed, averaging at 350 nm +/- 34.9. This is within the expected range of other peak sizes stable in the freshwater (Figure 3.3 B), suggesting a few large or
Agglomeration analysis confirmed the majority of particles reached a peak size of 264 +/- 22 nm in MilliQ and 331 nm +/- 22 in freshwater.

Figure 3.4: Zeta potential of silver nanoparticles which remained in suspension over 6 days incubation in ultrapure MilliQ water or freshwater media.

Both Citrate and PEG-Ag experienced a reduction in zeta potential, in freshwater compared with in MilliQ and over time. This may be due either to a loss of coating molecules from the particle surface, or through attraction of counter ions from the freshwater surrounding the particles and compressing the electric double layer, reducing the measured zeta potential. The continued stability of Citrate-Ag in MilliQ reflects the zeta potential remaining more negative than -30 mV throughout the incubation. In freshwater, the reduced, but stable zeta potential between -10 and -20 mV is consistent with the slight agglomeration observed alongside the persistence of a stable population of particles ~200 nm. PEG acts as a steric stabiliser and so the reduction in zeta potential is not of such importance in determining stability. PEG-Ag particles experienced fluctuating sizes in both MilliQ and freshwater consistent with the TEM images of loose agglomerates of distinguishable particles (Figure 3.2) with a primary size of 6.7 nm (Table 3.1).
3.3.5 Route to uptake of Ag NPs with different surface functionalisation

Silver was bioaccumulated above sediment concentrations during all exposures to AgNP and AgNO₃, with body burdens ranging between 1.2 and 100 times greater in the organisms than in the surrounding sediment. All treatments experienced significant accumulation of Ag compared to controls (p<1e⁻¹⁰, Dunnett contrasts). Due to the low concentration of background silver in the sediments (0.08 mgkg⁻¹) and the control worms, BAF₅ were not calculated for control worms as they would be artificially inflated and so non-comparable to the silver treatments. Therefore, subsequent analysis of the silver treatment BAF₅ was performed only on the treatment groups and used AgNO₃ as a positive control for the accumulation of silver from a source of dissolved LMW-Ag. BAF₅ were non-normally distributed so data was square root transformed to improve the fit of the data Q-Q plot and so allow for examination with ANOVA.

Only in Citrate-Ag exposed worms did sediment associated Ag in the gut contribute significantly towards BAF₅ (p = 0.0074, LSM Tukey’s method). This indicates there is only a slight contribution of ingested sediment associated Ag towards body burdens, provided no clearance step is performed. For each silver treatment, there was no significant difference between BAF₅ in feeding clearance organisms and non-feeding organisms (p>0.31, LSM Tukey’s method). Therefore, the majority of bioaccumulation of Ag in all worms occurred through transdermal uptake (Figure 3.5). The extent of transdermal uptake of Ag represented by BAF₅ differed between each form of Ag treatment. BAF₅ in non-feeding organisms after clearance could be ranked in descending order from most bioavailable as PEG-Ag (88.3 kgkg⁻¹) > Citrate-Ag (6.5 kgkg⁻¹) ≥ AgNO₃ (1.2 kgkg⁻¹). Transdermal uptake of Ag by non-feeding organisms after gut clearance during PEG-Ag exposures was significantly higher than in either Citrate-Ag or AgNO₃ treatments (p <0.0001, Tukey’s least significant means), but did not differ between Citrate-Ag or AgNO₃ (p = 0.4549, LSM Tukey’s method). Only transdermal uptake is possible in these non-feeding organisms suggesting that the mechanism for transdermal uptake is similar in Citrate-Ag and AgNO₃ exposures, but differs for PEG-Ag. This can be explored in more detail through examination of the fate of the NPs during the exposure period.
Figure 3.5: Bioaccumulation factors (BAF₅) for organisms exposed to Ag NPs coated with either citrate or PEG. Organism groups which experienced significantly greater accumulation of silver than those exposed to the positive control of AgNO₃ are identified by the asterisk (*).

3.3.6 Explaining differences in route to uptake of nanoparticles through investigation into the fate of Ag NPs in sediment pore waters

AgNP exposures did experience dissolution in the sediments (Table 3.3). Both Citrate-Ag and PEG-Ag NPs experienced similar concentrations of silver in both the colloidal and LMW fractions of the sediment as AgNO₃ (p=0.153, ANOVA), irrespective of their initial spiked concentrations which varied from 0.12 mgkg⁻¹ (PEG-Ag) to 3.3 mgkg⁻¹ (AgNO₃). As there was no significant difference in LMW-Ag for any treatment, the mean concentration of ~0.02 mgkg⁻¹ soluble Ag would appear to be an apparent maximal concentration of soluble Ag that can persist in these sediments. This suggests that persistence of soluble forms of silver in the pore waters is limited by conditions within the sediment.
Table 3.3: Partitioning of Ag NPs between the solid, colloidal and low molecular weight fraction of the sediment at the end of the biological exposure period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Total sediment concentration mg kg⁻¹</th>
<th>Colloidal fraction &lt;200 nm mg kg⁻¹ (s.e.)</th>
<th>LMW fraction &lt;1 kDa mg kg⁻¹ (s.e.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Citrate-Ag</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.049 (0.004)</td>
<td>0.0214 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEG-Ag</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.032 (0.005)</td>
<td>0.0281 (0.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgNO₃</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>0.019 (0.009)</td>
<td>0.0107 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We hypothesised that dissolution of LMW soluble species from a nanoparticle within the sediments would alter the route to uptake, potentially allowing for transdermal uptake of the metal as a secondary product of nanoparticle transformations in the sediment. To test this, BAF<sub>LMW</sub> was calculated for non-feeding organisms, normalising body burdens to the average LMW-Ag concentration in the pore waters. This made the assumption that all transdermal uptake was of LMW-Ag. Once again, BAF<sub>LMW</sub> was square root transformed to comply with assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance for ANOVA. This found that only nanoparticle coating had a significant effect upon BAF<sub>LMW</sub> (p = 0.0006, ANOVA). Figure 3.6 demonstrates that Citrate and AgNO₃ experience no difference in BAF<sub>LMW</sub> (p = 0.968, Tukey HSD). This reflects the fact that they experienced no significant difference between either total body burdens or LMW-Ag concentration in the sediment pore waters. BAF<sub>LMW</sub> for PEG-Ag on the other hand remained significantly higher than the corresponding AgNO₃ treatment (p < 0.001, Tukey’s HSD) and Citrate-Ag (p = 0.00225, Tukey’s HSD). This suggests whilst LMW-Ag may account for all transdermal uptake of Ag during exposures to Citrate-Ag and AgNO₃, it cannot account for all transdermal uptake of Ag during PEG-Ag exposures.
Figure 3.6: Bioaccumulation factors representing transdermal uptake of dissolved low molecular weight species of Ag (BAF\textsubscript{LMW}) during nanoparticle exposures contrasted with BAF\textsubscript{LMW} for a positive control of dissolved AgNO\textsubscript{3}, presented as the dotted line (- - -). Accumulation of Ag significantly greater than during exposures to AgNO\textsubscript{3} is denoted by an asterisk (*).

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Nanoparticles remain relatively stable throughout biological exposures

The fate of nanoparticles in suspension was examined across the full 6 day exposure period using a combination of TEM and DLS. The DLS results are semi-quantitative due to the inherent difficulties with interpreting results from this technique for the polydisperse and multimodal distributions, which these particles displayed. The primary output from DLS is the Z-average and it is this result that is often reported. This diameter is calculated using the scattering intensity of nanoparticles, but this intensity is proportional to the square of the molecular weight of the particles. Therefore the presence of even a few large aggregates can have a disproportionate effect on the analysis, skewing the Z-average and leading to an overestimation of the hydrodynamic size of particles.
As such, we present the average hydrodynamic diameter of the primary peak in the scattering intensity distribution. This is the intensity peak within which generally >90% of the signal falls. This is termed “peak diameter” when reported in this study.

Citrate and PEG-Ag were relatively stable in both media, ultrapure MilliQ water and artificial freshwater. Both nanoparticles had a population of particles which remained stable and in suspension throughout the 6 day exposure period. For Citrate-Ag this ranged between 45 and 87 nm in MilliQ water and between 106 and 350 nm in freshwater (Figure 3.3). Other nanoparticles including CeO₂, titanium dioxide and zinc oxide aggregating to ~300 nm in diameter have also been demonstrated to remain stable in suspension and not experience significant sedimentation. Interestingly, in MilliQ water, where the majority of particles were <100 nm, a bimodal distribution was detectable, with a secondary peak in intensity with an average size of 5 +/- 1.4 nm. This fits well with the primary particle size of Citrate-Ag (10.63 nm) and for PEG-Ag (6.7 nm) measured using TEM (Table 3.1). The hydrodynamic diameter for PEG-Ag particles in MilliQ water was 130.9 nm, which may explain why this smaller peak ~10 nm was not so consistently detected for PEG-Ag, due to the greater scattering intensity of the larger particles masking the signal of these smaller particles. TEM images qualitatively support the DLS findings in freshwater too. Citrate-Ag particles appeared predominantly as small, sintered aggregates <1000 nm in size, whilst several loose agglomerates of distinct individual particles were observed for PEG-Ag (Figure 3.2). Less electron dense bridging structures between AgNPs similar to those observed in the Citrate-Ag samples have been identified as Ag₂S nano-bridges when PVP-Ag was aged for 24 hours in micro molar concentrations of Na₂S solutions. This may have implications for bioavailability as it is these particles which remain stable in suspension which may present themselves to organisms through contact with the skin whilst in dispersion in the pore waters.

Some sedimentation was observed for the two coated nanoparticles over time, coinciding with a reduction in the surface zeta potential, in particular in freshwater (Figure 3.5). One hypothesis for this reduction in the surface potential may be caused by loss of stabilising citrate and PEG molecules from the nanoparticle surface to the surrounding media. To test this, nanoparticles...
were dispersed at a range of concentrations in both freshwater media and in the surfactant vehicle in which the nanoparticles were originally supplied in dispersion. If molecules from the particle coating were lost to the surrounding media, we would expect the particles to aggregate as the external concentration of excess citrate or PEG decreased. For PEG-Ag, there was no difference in particle size between those dispersed in the PEG vehicle or in artificial freshwater at any of the concentrations measured immediately after dispersal. This confirms the strong association of PEG to the Ag nanoparticle, where the thiol group of themercaptopropionic acid-PEG forms a covalent bond with the positively charged Ag⁺ at the particle surface⁹.

This was not the case in freshwater for Citrate-Ag. The citrate ligand forms a bidentate chelate complex with the metal, and so can be more easily replaced than the strong silver-thiol bond. Diluting Citrate-Ag in MilliQ and in the citrate vehicle did not alter the peak diameter measured immediately after dispersion for these particles. This suggests that Citrate is not lost from the nanoparticle surface simply due to the reduction in external citrate concentration, provided no competing ions or biotic ligands are present. In freshwater, a very different pattern is observed. There is rapid aggregation to 314 nm at the highest concentration of 15.1 µgml⁻¹ silver. At lower concentrations closer to the range spiked to the sediments (5.6 µgml⁻¹) this aggregation is still apparent, but reaches a lower size (147 nm at 1.51 µgml⁻¹ and 104 nm at 0.51 µgml⁻¹). This suggests that citrate may be lost from the particle surface as the excess concentration in the surrounding media is lost or that the electrostatic stability of these particles is reduced by the presence of counter ions in the water. It also demonstrates that there is a concentration dependant element to this aggregation behaviour. The distinct methods of binding of these two coatings to the silver may in part explain the difference in particles observed using TEM after 6 days in freshwater. Imaging found some PEG-Ag particles still present as individual particles, whilst Citrate persisted as small dense aggregates <300 nm (Figure 3.2) or as branching agglomerates where particles appeared fused together. Interestingly these branched aggregates observed for Citrate-Ag (but not for PEG-Ag) were visually very similar to branching uncoated Ag particles in the literature ¹⁷, suggesting loss or degradation of the citrate coating during incubation in freshwater.
3.4.2 Transdermal uptake accounts for the majority of Ag uptake from the sediments

Worms exposed to all three forms of silver experienced bioconcentration of Ag after 5 days exposure, with BAF$_{5}$ ranging from 1.1 to 131.1 kgkg$^{-1}$. It is generally thought that nanoparticles will not reach equilibrium when assessing accumulation, due to their dynamic nature over time altering their partitioning and fate in sediments. This is not always the case, as Coleman $et$ $al.$ 2013 demonstrated, a time to steady state in water only exposures could be calculated for accumulation of 24 nm PVP stabilised Ag NPs and bulk Ag in $L$. variegatus as 4 and 13 days respectively$^{18}$. Interestingly, the steady state body burden of Ag after 4 days exposed to PVP-Ag NPs in Coleman’s study was 14.6 ngmg$^{-1}$. This is of a similar magnitude as the 12.7 and 22.8 ngmg$^{-1}$ detected for feeding worms exposed to Citrate and PEG-Ag respectively, suggesting that body burdens during this study may also be close to steady state. This would have to be confirmed in future investigations to examine this kinetic uptake of Ag over longer time periods.

There is some contribution of ingested material towards bioaccumulation of silver, with significantly higher body burdens of Ag in feeding organisms exposed to Citrate-Ag before the gut clearance, compared to after this material is evacuated. However, after a clearance phase, there was no significant difference in body burdens between the two worm phenotypes, feeding and non-feeding organisms, for any of the silver treatments. This indicates the majority of the Ag body burden was accumulated through transdermal uptake rather than through ingestion. This presents two possible explanations for the accumulation of Ag:

1. The nanoparticles themselves were taken up across the epidermis through processes at the cellular level.

2. Dissolved low molecular weight species of silver, either in the pore waters, or dissolving from NPs associated with the organisms’ external surfaces were responsible for transdermal uptake of Ag.
3.4.3 Dissolved species of LMW-Ag contribute to transdermal accumulation of Ag

Dissolved species of ceria were implicated in the transdermal uptake of Ce from sediments, discussed in Chapter 2. CeO$_2$ nanoparticles which did not dissolve were only bioaccumulated through ingestion, whilst sediments spiked with Ce(NO$_3$)$_3$ as a source of dissolved Ce$^{III}$ experienced slight transdermal uptake of Ce. This is an important difference in the fate of Ag nanoparticles within sediments compared to CeO$_2$. Citrate-Ag, PEG-Ag and AgNO$_3$ all experienced similar levels of dissolution within the sediments. Many studies have implicated dissolution products of nanoparticles in both toxicity of Ag NPs$^{12}$ and bioaccumulation of other metal NPs$^{19}$ to a range of aquatic species. Although such toxicity is often attributed to the dissolved ion of Ag$^+$, during these exposures it is unlikely that this positively charged ion will persist in the predominantly negatively charged sediment environment. In light of this, and the confirmation of transdermal uptake of dissolved Ce from sediments, we hypothesised that transdermal uptake of silver could be attributable to the dissolved LMW-Ag which persisted in the sediment pore waters (Table 3.3).

Transformation products of Ag nanoparticle dissolution can persist in the environment as a variety of soluble Ag species and complexes, including silver chloride ions$^{20}$ such as AgCl$^{(aq)}$ and AgCl$^{2-}$, Ag-complexes with thiosulfate or complexes with any LMW natural organic matter such as smaller fulvic acids$^{21}$. These dissolved forms of silver may be accumulated across the epidermis through sodium transport channels or if neutrally charged, passively across membranes$^{22}$. Transport through sodium channels may occur in particular across the posterior which acts as a surface for gas exchange, as this has been demonstrated to be the mechanism for uptake of dissolved Ag in the gills of fish and is implicated in their resultant toxicity$^3$. For the purposes of this study, these species of soluble Ag are operationally defined as low molecular weight Ag (LMW-Ag), which can pass through a modified polyethersulfone 1 kDa ultracentrifugation filter.

Irrespective of the initial spiked concentration of Ag to the sediment, LMW-Ag in the pore water at the end of the exposure did not differ between treatments ($p=0.153$, ANOVA). The concentration of LMW-Ag in the pore waters at the end of the exposure was 0.02 (+/- 0.0037) mgkg$^{-1}$ sediment, or 0.045 mgL$^{-1}$ pore
water across Ag treatments. Therefore, it is not the form of silver (nanoparticle versus dissolved, electrostatically stabilised versus sterically stabilised) that determines the extent of dissolution in these sediments in this instance. Rather, properties of the sediment itself dictate the persistence of LMW-Ag in pore waters.

To assess the contribution that dissolved LMW-Ag made towards transdermal uptake of silver, nanoparticle treatments were contrasted with exposures to AgNO$_3$, used as a positive control representing uptake of silver from a source of dissolved Ag$^+$. If we make the assumption that all transdermal uptake of Ag is of dissolved LMW species, we can adjust the bioaccumulation factors to represent uptake across the skin only of the LMW fraction of Ag (BAF$_{LMW}$) from the sediment pore waters. Correcting accumulation factors in this way in water only exposures has been performed in other studies investigating ZnO NPs$^{19}$ and Ag NPs and has been demonstrated to explain the differences in accumulation observed between different coated Ag nanoparticles in $D. magna^{12}$. As all treatments experienced the same concentration of LMW-Ag in the sediment pore waters we would expect BAF$_{LMW}$ to be the same across NP treatments, provided the assumption that transdermal uptake of Ag is only possible for LMW-Ag is correct. BAF$_{LMW}$ did not differ between AgNO$_3$ and Citrate-Ag, suggesting that transdermal uptake of Ag in the Citrate-Ag NP treatment could be attributed solely to dissolved LMW-Ag released during this exposure. The same could not be said for PEG-Ag. BAF$_{LMW}$ was still significantly greater in PEG-Ag exposures than for the positive control of AgNO$_3$, which represented transdermal uptake only of LMW-Ag. Therefore, only around 30% of all transdermal uptake of Ag during PEG-Ag exposures could be attributed to LMW-Ag in the sediment pore waters.

3.4.4 PEG-Ag NPs experience transdermal accumulation of Ag not wholly accounted for by dissolved species of Ag
The additional transdermal bioaccumulation of Ag during the PEG-Ag exposures could be through two possible routes examined in Figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Schematic of the two hypothesised mechanisms explaining the increased accumulation of Ag during PEG-Ag exposures A) endocytic pathways and B) localised dissolution.

A. The nanoparticles themselves, or small heteroaggregates which persist in the <200 nm colloidal fraction of the pore water are directly accumulated through cellular mechanisms such as endocytosis at the organisms surface.

B. PEG-Ag nanoparticles associate with external membranes, possibly through interaction with the surface mucus layer. Localised dissolution of LMW-Ag at these points of association is then responsible for additional transdermal uptake of dissolved Ag through membrane transport channels.

To understand why PEG-Ag appears to be experiencing behaviour distinct from the other silver treatments, it is important to understand the process by which these particles are stabilised. Citrate only loosely adsorbs to the surface of Ag nanoparticles through Van der Waals forces, meaning it may rapidly dissociate if the external concentration of free citrate decreases, for example upon spiking into the sediment. Figure 3.1 provides evidence of this instability of the citrate coating in freshwater, with particle peak diameter increasing to over double the size compared to when diluted in the citrate vehicle or ultrapure water. Surface zeta potential also decreased to below -20 mV in freshwater,
which could cause nanoparticles initially coated with citrate to rapidly associate with solid constituents of the sediment, removing the possibility of individual Citrate-Ag particles coming into contact with organisms external membranes.

PEG on the other hand covalently binds through a sulphur containing thiol group, which forms a particularly strong bond with Ag\(^+\) at the surface of Ag NPs, thus resulting in a highly stable surfactant\(^9\). Other studies have also found PEG to provide greater stability to Ag nanoparticles than Citrate in various aquatic media\(^23\). This could explain the increased potential for transdermal uptake of PEG-Ag compared to Citrate-Ag. There was no statistical difference in the total concentration of Ag in the colloidal fraction of the pore waters for the two Ag nanoparticle treatments. This suggests that it is the form of these colloidal particles which is responsible for the difference in accumulation observed. For example, PEG-Ag may have remained either singly dispersed or as small homoaggregates of PEG-Ag whilst Citrate-Ag persisted in a less bioavailable form due to the greater stability of the PEG coating.

TEM-EDS images confirm that both Citrate and PEG-Ag particles incubated in test water can persist in this <200 nm colloidal fraction across the exposure period predominantly in association with sulphur, suggesting sulfidation of the NP surfaces to some extent (Figure 3.2). Interestingly, qualitative examination of the particles found far greater sintering between Citrate-Ag than PEG-Ag NPs. Citrate-Ag was predominantly found in large, spiky and deformed sintered aggregates (Figure 3.2 A) whilst PEG-Ag could still be found in large, loose agglomerates where distinct individual 5 - 30 nm particles were still visible (Figure 3.2 C). Due to the relatively low concentrations examined (~5 µgml\(^-1\) Ag), quantitative analysis of these images was not possible. However, it provides indirect evidence of a difference in aggregation behaviour of these two coated Ag NPs in the test water over the exposure period. This feature could contribute towards transdermal uptake of NPs themselves through cellular mechanisms such as endocytotic pathways, which has been observed in the gut epithelial cells of the marine worm *Nereisdiversicolor*\(^8\).

If it were PEG-Ag nanoparticles themselves which were taken up across the skin, we would expect this to be a function of their relative stability and persistence as primary particles 5-30 nm in size which could come into contact
with the external surfaces of the worm. However, we saw in Chapter 2 that Citrate-CeO$_2$ particles which experienced a similar aggregation pattern to PEG-Ag were not available for transdermal uptake. These Citrate-CeO$_2$ particles reached a peak size of ~300 nm and in ultrapure water were demonstrated to have a primary particle size of 10.5 nm (measured by DLS) similar to PEG-Ag particles which had an area equivalent diameter of 6.7 nm (measured by TEM). Therefore, it does not appear to be the primary size of these particles which is responsible for increased Ag uptake in PEG-Ag treatments. Likewise, if it were due to the biocompatibility of the PEG coating allowing for transdermal uptake of nanoparticles, we would also expect to see transdermal uptake of the 14.8 nm PEG-CeO$_2$ particles in Chapter 2. No such uptake was observed. These two findings make it unlikely that the PEG-Ag particles were directly accumulated across the skin through transdermal uptake of the particles themselves. In addition to this, whilst silver nanoparticles may be taken up through receptor mediated endocytosis this uptake appears to be greatest at an optimal size of 50 nm$^{24}$ and be reduced in the presence of more complex protein containing matrices such as foetal calf serum$^{25}$. The small primary size of the PEG-Ag particles (6.7 nm) and the complex mix of natural organic matter present in the sediment therefore reduce the likelihood of direct uptake of PEG-Ag nanoparticles through receptor mediated endocytosis.

An alternative explanation for the increased bioavailability of PEG-Ag through transdermal uptake could be that the colloidal particles observed by TEM become entrapped within the worms’ surficial mucus layer, and this allows for localised dissolution to then contribute to the transdermal uptake of dissolved Ag during these exposures. PEG coated particles in the micron size range experience a gentle repulsive interaction when in contact with mucus, which it has been suggested could allow for smaller particles such as the PEG-Ag NPs $<$200 nm to diffuse within mucus pores$^{26}$. This would allow for direct contact between PEG-Ag and the worms epidermal cells. Two factors could then lead to an increase in dissolution for these PEG-Ag particles at the worms epidermis compared to Citrate-Ag. The PEG-Ag appeared to persist as loose agglomerates where the distinction between individual 10 nm particles was still visible, whilst Citrate-Ag appeared to have experienced greater sintering and sulfidation. Studies have demonstrated that smaller Ag nanoparticles $<$15 nm
dissolve at a faster rate through oxidation of the metallic Ag at the particles surface, in part due to their larger surface area to volume ratio. Therefore, PEG-Ag particles which persisted as individual 10 nm particles may experience greater dissolution in close proximity to the worms’ surface than the Citrate-Ag.

Another important factor emerging in the recent literature is the role of naturally occurring thiol containing ligands upon nanoparticulate silver dissolution. Cysteine is an important component of the more complex organic structures such as proteins and natural organic matter that make up mucus layers and biological exudates. It is a thiol containing ligand that has a strong affinity to silver and has been demonstrated to increase the solubility of 20 nm Citrate-Ag particles. Nanoparticles entering the mucus layer at the bio-interface between the organism and the surrounding media may become trapped, possibly interacting electrostatically and binding to mucoproteins. This could in turn increase the contact time nanoparticle have in close proximity to aquatic organisms surfaces, increasing the potential for dissolution and uptake of dissolved Ag species through transport channels in epithelial cells. Detailed research is needed into the chemical transformations that nanoparticles undergo within more complex organic matrices representing mucus and biological exudates in order to confirm whether localised dissolution will be increased for nanoparticles associating with mucus membranes at organisms’ surfaces.

Three strands of evidence from our work suggest that the increased uptake of silver during PEG-Ag exposures is not of nanoparticles directly, but of dissolved species of silver:

i. Transdermal uptake of silver was the major route to silver bioaccumulation in all treatments

ii. Particles were soluble in the sediments and the extent of dissolution was similar in each silver treatment irrespective of particle coating or initial spiked concentration

iii. Direct transdermal uptake of PEG-Ag nanoparticles is unlikely as no such transdermal uptake was observed for CeO₂ particles of a similar size and stability (Citrate-CeO₂) or of similar coating (PEG-CeO₂).
Therefore we hypothesise that the increased transdermal accumulation of PEG-Ag compared to Citrate-Ag and AgNO₃ is the result of localised dissolution of silver from these nanoparticles at the organisms’ surface. A combination of persistence of small discreet PEG-Ag NPs in the pore waters, the potential for PEG-Ag NPs to migrate through the surficial mucus layer and the more rapid dissolution experienced by smaller particles, in particular in the presence of natural thiol containing ligands, could be responsible for the increased transdermal accumulation of Ag during PEG-Ag exposures we observed in L. variegatus.

Conclusions
Following biologically relevant aspects of nanoparticle fate alongside biological exposures allowed us to examine the impact of different stabilising coatings upon the route and extent of uptake of silver nanoparticles from sediments. Silver was predominantly accumulated through transdermal uptake of dissolution products from the nanoparticle exposures. The extent of dissolution of LMW-Ag did not differ between nanoparticle treatments or a positive control of dissolved AgNO₃. Total accumulation of silver did not significantly differ between electrostatically stabilised Citrate-Ag and AgNO₃ suggesting all transdermal uptake of silver during Citrate-Ag exposures could be attributed to uptake of dissolved LMW-Ag. Sterically stabilised PEG-Ag on the other hand experienced greater bioaccumulation of Ag than either Citrate-Ag or AgNO₃, even though the persistence of dissolved LMW-Ag in these treatments was the same. Therefore, not all of the uptake of silver by worms during exposures to PEG-Ag could be attributed to dissolved LMW-Ag in the sediment pore waters. With reference to the existing literature and characterisation of these particles stability in freshwater, we conclude that the additional transdermal uptake of silver during PEG-Ag exposures was unlikely to be direct transdermal uptake of the particles themselves. Rather, the persistence of small individual PEG-Ag nanoparticles in freshwater could allow these particles to come into direct contact with external membranes. Unlike the Citrate-Ag particles which appeared to form dense, partially sulfidized aggregates >100 nm in size, the small size of the PEG-Ag would lead to increased localised dissolution of these particles upon contact with the organisms skin. This would then lead to additional transdermal uptake of dissolved species of silver across the
organisms’ epidermis. To elucidate this mechanism, future work should focus upon visualisation of nanoparticles at the organisms’ surface, to prove or discount direct uptake of silver nanoparticles across the skin.
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Chapter 4
The role of exposure history on nanoparticle fate and bioaccumulation in sediments

Abstract
Greater recognition is being given to the potential effects of aging upon nanoparticle transformations, changing their partitioning or the extent of dissolution within sediments over time. Hypothesised lifecycle histories of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) identify several major emission routes into the aquatic environment, each of which may involve a series of transformations before particles reach freshwater sediments. This study assesses how three different exposure scenarios will alter the fate and behaviour of 50 nm AgNPs within sediments (all AgNPs stabilised with PVP) and the implication for silver bioaccumulation. The exposure scenarios represent: accidental release (Fresh-Ag), historic contamination (Aged-Ag) and silver sulphide particles transformed during waste water treatment (Ag$_2$S). The kinetic uptake and elimination of silver under these three scenarios was compared to soluble silver (AgNO$_3$) in feeding and non-feeding *Lumbriculus variegatus*, a sediment ingesting worm.

None of the nanoparticles were accumulated significantly by the worms. Nanoparticles representing accidental release (Fresh-Ag) and entry to sediments after waste water treatment (Ag$_2$S) were bound to the solid fraction of the sediment >200 nm in size and did not dissolve, resulting in no uptake of silver in either feeding or non-feeding worms. A mobile colloidal fraction of silver <200 nm emerged in the pore waters after 3 months ageing PVP-Ag, but this was still not accumulated by the worms, indicating that for this study, the persistence of colloidal silver in the pore waters was not a good indicator of bioavailability. Significant bioaccumulation was only recorded for AgNO$_3$, for which a dissolved fraction persisted in the sediment pore waters. This was found to be accumulated through transdermal uptake. This study demonstrates that insoluble AgNPs were not accumulated, even after aging within sediments. Future studies should utilise AgNPs that experience dissolution to assess whether a dissolved fraction in the pore water may...
emerge over time and contribute towards bioaccumulation of silver from sediments in the longer term.
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4.1 Introduction

The fate of nanoparticles released into the environment is by its very nature dynamic, both spatially but also across time. Nanoparticle transformations such as complexation with organic matter and sulfidation have been demonstrated to alter the fate or bioavailability of nanoparticles to aquatic organisms and are driven by their surrounding conditions. If nanoparticles are transported between different environmental compartments, it is conceivable that transformations which occur under one set of conditions will go onto affect the fate and behaviour of these particles as they enter new environments. For example, the protein corona formed around nanoparticles in biological media has been demonstrated to remain intact upon cellular uptake, protecting cells from damage induced by cationic polystyrene nanoparticles until they are transported to and degraded in the lysosomes. As our understanding of the dynamic nature of nanoparticle behaviour improves, there is an emerging call for a life-cycle based approach towards investigating the effect of nanoparticle aging upon their ecotoxicity. The majority of ecotoxicological studies examine the effect of nanoparticles which are dosed immediately prior to the introduction of organisms. This tests for a very specific exposure scenario: the release of “as manufactured” nanoparticles into an otherwise uncontaminated environment and the acute effects of these “fresh” particles upon organisms which have not been exposed to this contaminant before. In freshwater environments, this would represent scenarios such as the accidental spillage or release of particles during production, use or storage and transport. Whilst this is an important potential exposure scenario, it does not acknowledge the effect that nanoparticle transformations may incur over extended periods of time.

Silver nanoparticles have been observed to persist both as particles distinct from the solid fraction of sediments and to some extent as dissolved silver in soil suspensions, which are similar in composition to saturated sediments. This dissolution reaction may be dynamic. Reformation of nanoparticulate silver through reduction of dissolved Ag⁺ in the presence of humic acids from river and sediment sources is possible and has been detected under environmentally relevant conditions. As such, dissolved silver in sediment pore waters may be in flux through constant cycling of silver between the nanoparticle and dissolved...
form. In previous chapters we have demonstrated that when dissolved low molecular weight species of silver persist in sediment pore waters, transdermal uptake of silver is possible in the sediment dwelling oligochaete *Lumbriculus variegatus* (Chapter 3). However, our knowledge of nanoparticle fate and its impact upon bioavailability over longer timescales from months to years is currently limited. In some cases, significant or even complete degradation of the coatings can occur when aged in water. For example, 10 nm Citrate-CeO$_2$ nanoparticles experienced complete degradation and loss of citrate from the particle surface when aged in MilliQ water under artificial light for 122 days$^9$. In soils, electrostatically stabilised silver nanoparticles appeared to become less mobile over time, with 20% of 5 nm Citrate-Ag spiked to soils being water extractable over the first 2 days, then decreasing to trace levels over 10 weeks$^{10}$. Interestingly, uncoated 19 nm AgNPs were initially associated mainly with the solid fraction of the sediment (1-3% water extractable) however, after 10 weeks aging, 7.2% of the uncoated silver was now in the bioaccessible fraction of the sediment, defined as water extractable and ion exchangeable silver. As such, aging may result in increased or decreased bioavailability of silver nanoparticles, depending upon their surface coating. Whilst changes to bioaccessibility have been hypothesised by assessing the behaviour and fate of AgNPs in soils, to the author’s knowledge no published literature exists wherein measurements of bioaccumulation of sediment aged AgNPs has been attempted.

To begin to address this knowledge gap, this chapter will assess the kinetic uptake of silver from sediments over 14 days, spiked with “fresh” as manufactured polyvinylpyrrolidone coated silver nanoparticles (PVP-Ag, 50 nm). This will be compared to the accumulation of silver from sediments spiked with the same particles, but allowed to age for 3 months prior to the introduction of the aquatic worms (Aged-Ag). To assess the effect of aging upon nanoparticle fate within sediments and their subsequent bioaccumulation, the partitioning of silver between those bound to the solid fraction of the sediment and those which persist in either the colloidal (<200 nm) or dissolved (<1kDa) fraction of the sediment pore water will also be investigated using a combination of microfiltration and centrifugal ultrafiltration.
PVP-Ag nanoparticles are widely used in the literature due to the efficacy of PVP as a stabilising coating. Tejamaya et al. 2012 recommend their use after systematically testing the stability of Citrate, PEG and PVP-Ag (all 10 nm) in OECD Daphnia culture media as they were the most stable, experiencing low sedimentation, and little changes in shape or dissolution. Therefore, using these particles should test the capacity for predominantly silver nanoparticle uptake rather than uptake of dissolution products from the nanoparticle exposures. Existing literature also suggests that endocytotic mechanisms of uptake are a likely route to cellular internalisation of nanoparticles and that nanoparticle size alters the efficiency of this accumulation pathway, with particles ~50 nm experiencing the greatest uptake. It is these factors which have determined our choice of 50 nm PVP-Ag particles as a representative AgNP for this study.

Another important real world example of the life-cycle specific aging of nanoparticles is that of the transfer of silver nanoparticles in textiles through the process of repeated washing into both terrestrial and aquatic environments via the waste water treatment process. Transformations which occur during earlier stages of the nanoparticles life cycle, for example during washing or processing of waste water would mean that the particles entering aquatic environments are likely to have very different properties than those pristine particles usually used for ecotoxicity testing. Nano-enabled textiles containing silver nanoparticles release silver during machine washing. The speciation of this silver varies dramatically with the textile in question, but a range of transformations occur including transformation of the Ag into nano-AgCl, nano-Ag2S or into dissolved silver nitrate and sulphatespecies. This released silver may then enter waste flows, with 7.09 metric tons of Ag NPs expected to enter waste water treatment plants in European Unionper year,~22% of the total annual production in 2012 of 32.4 tons. The estimated release rate of silver from treatment plants into the aquatic environment varies widely and is dependent on pH and the elemental composition of coagulants used during the flocculation step, ranging between 20 and 100% removal efficiencies. However, the consensus is that silver sulphide species will be the most prevalent form of silver to pass out of such treatment processes, and indeed such particles have been detected and characterised in sewage sludge products at the end of this process.
Therefore, we used manufactured silver sulphide (Ag$_2$S) nanoparticles (50 nm) as a representative form of transformed silver, eluted from waste water treatment plants and entering freshwater environments. Ag$_2$S is highly stable and insoluble under most environmental conditions. Following the fate of each of these particle/exposure scenarios and the partitioning of silver over time between the solid, colloidal and dissolved fractions of the sediment will also examine the role of dissolution products upon silver accumulation during nanoparticle exposures.

### 4.2 Methods

#### 4.2.1 Materials

To investigate the effect of aging on AgNP bioaccumulation, 50 nm polyvinylpyrrolidone coated silver (PVP-Ag) and silver sulphide nanoparticles (Ag$_2$S NPs), both dispersed in 0.02 mM PVP, were provided by the Catalan Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (ICN, Spain). Silver nitrate (AgNO$_3$) was used as a representative soluble form of silver. Control exposures refer to the standard soil LUFA Speyer 2.4 with no additional engineered silver added. Preparation of nanoparticle exposures, reagents and samples was performed in accordance with the methods presented in Chapter 1.

#### 4.2.2 Aging of PVP coated silver nanoparticles

PVP-Ag was spiked to the sediment using the wet spiking procedure established in Chapter 1 to a calculated loading concentration of 2.5 mg kg$^{-1}$ Ag based upon the stock concentrations provided by the manufacturer. Prior to spiking, the sediment was autoclaved to prevent microbial growth during the aging period. This spiked sediment was saturated and left quiescent in a sealed, acid washed, airtight glass container for 3 months (93 days) at 20°C before the start of the exposures. The container was wrapped in foil for the duration to prevent photodegradation of the silver. Such quiescent aging has been used to age silver nanoparticles in soils $^{[10]}$. At the end of the aging period, sediment was homogenised by overhead mixing for 24 hours, before dividing between exposure units and addition of the overlying water. This was allowed to settle for 24 hours before organisms were added to the system.
4.2.3 Characterising the nanoparticles in ultrapure and freshwater
A combination of transmission electron microscopy (TEM), Ultraviolet and visible light spectrophotometry (UV-vis) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to characterise the properties of the pristine particles before addition to the exposure units and in freshwater. Image-J software was used to analyse TEM images. Detailed methods for these three techniques can be found in Chapter 1.

4.2.4 Kinetic uptake and elimination of silver during exposure to fresh, aged and transformed PVP-Ag nanoparticles
Three nanoparticle exposure scenarios were examined in this experiment, Fresh-Ag, Aged-Ag and Ag₂S each using silver nanoparticles 50 nm in diameter. AgNO₃ represented comparable exposures to a source of soluble silver. Silver was wet spiked at a calculated loading concentration of 2.5 mgkg⁻¹ into sediments, following the protocol outlined in Chapter 2. Each sediment was spiked with Ag dispersion equal to the water holding capacity of the sediment to achieve the desired loading rate. This was then mixed thoroughly for 24 hours on an overhead rotating platform at 5 rpm (VELP ScientificaRotax 6.8). At the end of this mixing period, sediment was divided between exposure units to equate to approximately 10 g per test unit. Feeding and non-feeding organisms were prepared as outlined in Chapter 2. Exposure units comprised of 10 g sediment under 40 ml freshwater and water quality was followed throughout according to OECD test guidelines TG315 (DOI: 10.1787/2074577x). Growth, mortality and qualitative data concerning worm health and behaviour were recorded throughout the exposures.

Uptake period:

Bioaccumulation of Ag was followed across 14 days for each silver treatment with 5 time points at which organisms were sampled (n=5 for each time point). These sampling points were after 1, 3, 5, 7 and 14 days, and each test unit comprised of a pooled sample of 3 worms, randomly assigned to their exposure units. The exposure period was limited to 14 days to prevent further fractionation of feeding organisms during the test period as this would prevent organisms from feeding and so complicate the interpretation of bioaccumulation of silver over time. For the 5 day time point, non-feeding worms were also sampled (n=5) so as to be comparable with the exposures conducted in
Chapter 3. Conductivity of the freshwater was $633 \pm 5 \, \text{μScm}^{-1}$ and pH $7.77 \pm 0.03$ across the biological exposures.

Upon extracting worms from their sediment exposures at each time point, pooled tissue samples were gently rinsed with clean freshwater media and were snap frozen immediately in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until they could be freeze dried and weighed to measure dry mass. This was so that body burdens would reflect the total uptake of silver in the organisms including that in transit within the gut so as to provide a conservative bioaccumulation factor. These dried tissues and sediments were microwave digested in an aqua regia acid mix of HNO$_3$ (~70%) and HCl(>30%).

**Elimination period:**

The elimination period followed a similar sampling procedure to that of the uptake phase but this time at 7 time points: 0, 6, 12, 24, 72, 120 and 168 hours after an initial uptake phase of 14 days. Organisms were exposed to their respective silver treatment for 14 days in a single large spiked housing unit per treatment ensuring all organisms were exposed to the same sediment to achieve the same starting body burdens of Ag for elimination. These larger exposure units complied with the OECD test guidelines with the same water to sediment ratio of 1:4 as the individual test units and an organic matter to worm tissue mass ratio of >50:1. At the start of the elimination phase (after 14 days exposure to AgNP contaminated sediments) organisms were removed from the spiked housing units and 0 hours organisms were sampled immediately after gentle rinsing. All organisms were then randomly assigned to clean sediment exposure units for the elimination period. 5 test units were sampled per treatment at each sampling time point, resulting in 5 pooled replicates of 3 organisms per time point, rinsed briefly in clean test water, before snap freezing in liquid nitrogen and storage at -80 °C. Controls consisted of worms on clean sediment sampled at the start and end of the uptake and elimination phases in accordance with OECD recommendations $^{17}$. Once again, samples were then desiccated in a freeze drier before weighing to measure the dry tissue mass for calculation of body burdens of silver. All samples were treated as outlined in Chapter 1 for preparation for analysis by ICP-MS.
4.2.5 Examining the fate of silver in sediments

The fate and partitioning of silver between the solid bound, colloidal (<200 nm) and dissolved (<1kDa) fractions of the sediment over the uptake period of 14 days was followed using the methodology outlined in Chapter 1. Total sediment concentrations were measured at the start of the exposure. Colloidal Ag present in the water extractable fraction of the sediments (<200 nm) was measured at three time points across the exposure period (1, 5 and 14 days) whilst the dissolved low molecular weight fraction of silver (LMW-Ag <3kDa) was measured at the end of the uptake exposure after 14 days.

4.2.6 Data handling and analysis

Concentrations for many of the samples during these experiments were close to the limit of quantification (LOQ) of the ICP-MS. The LOQ was defined as:

\[ \text{LOQ} = B + (10 \times RSD) \]  
Eq.1

Where \( B \) refers to the concentration of silver in the blanks from the respective digest run and \( RSD \) refers to the relative standard deviation calculated internally during analysis by ICP-MS for the measurements of the blank.

Where accumulation was greater than the controls and reached a steady state across the uptake period, bioaccumulation factors were calculated. These represented the concentration of silver within the organisms relative to the external concentration of silver in the sediment.

\( \text{BAF}_{ss} \) (bioaccumulation factor at steady state) was calculated as:

\[ \text{BAF}_{ss} = \frac{C_{\text{org}}}{C_{\text{sed}}} \]  
Eq.2

\( C_{\text{org}} \) refers to the steady state body burden or elemental concentration of the relevant nanoparticle within the organism normalised to dry tissue mass (ngmg\(^{-1}\)), whilst \( C_{\text{sed}} \) refers to the elemental concentration of Ag within the sediment normalised to dry sediment mass (ngmg\(^{-1}\)). It should be noted that \( C_{\text{sed}} \) is the combined concentration of background elemental concentration naturally present in the sediment and the additional spiked nanoparticle. \( \text{BAF}_{ss} \) has the units of kg dry weight organism per kg dry weight sediment (kgkg\(^{-1}\)).

Statistical analysis of the uptake and elimination phases of the exposure were conducted in the open source software R studio\(^{18}\). Multiple regression analysis
was used to examine the kinetic uptake and elimination of silver in exposed worms. The work flow for statistical analysis followed a systematic approach to test *a priori* planned contrasts. First the quality of the data was assessed. These experiments examined body burdens at the limits or our detection capabilities using ICP-MS and as such, variation in the LOD between ICP-MS runs means some samples were at or below the limits of quantification. The LOQ for the raw ICP-MS signal was ~0.06 ng ml⁻¹ which was the equivalent to ~0.4 ng mg⁻¹ body burdens based upon the mean weight of worms during the experiment. Samples where 2 or more cases out of 5 were below the LOQ (Eq. 1) were deemed to be on or below the sensitivity of the experiment. These data points were scored simply as <LOQ and so were coded as n.a. for statistical analysis. Data was then checked for homogeneity of variance using Levene’s test for homoscedasticity and Cook’s distances were calculated to detect outliers. Two outliers were detected through these diagnostic tests and so were removed from the data set.

Construction of the model and regression analysis started with examination of the uptake and elimination in control organisms to test whether there was any change in body burdens over time for these groups. A linear model was then constructed to assess the effect of treatment and time upon uptake of silver. Planned contrasts were used to compare the rate of uptake in each of the silver treatments against the control. Results from the regression analysis are presented as Beta values (the gradient of the linear relationship between silver uptake and time) whilst statistical significance was considered where p values <0.05. For treatments where body burdens were greater than that of the controls, a separate regression analysis was performed to calculate the rate of uptake or elimination of silver across the exposure period.
4.3 Results

4.3.1 Characterisation of pristine particles and their stability in freshwater over time

Figure 4.1: Particle size frequency distributions (Z-average, nm) measured by DLS of 50 nm PVP-Ag (A) and Ag$_2$S (C) in MilliQ. TEM images correspond to PVP-Ag (B) and Ag$_2$S (D) in freshwater after 24 hours.

Characterisation by DLS of the dispersed nanoparticles in ultrapure water produced results in close agreement with those provided by the supplier (Figure 4.1 A and C). PVP-Ag had a hydrodynamic diameter (Z-average) of 60.24 nm compared to the stated Z-average of 68.94 nm, whilst Ag$_2$S had a Z-average of 231.1 nm compared with 234.9 nm measured by the manufacturer. A number based size distribution of the Ag$_2$S found the peak size to be ~58 nm, in close agreement with the stated primary particle size of 50 nm. Qualitative examination of the particles confirmed that the particles were spherical in shape and discreet particles were visible in the expected size range ~50 nm. Quantitative measurement of particle size from the TEM images was not possible due to the proximity of particles to each other in small aggregates (Figure 4.1 B and D) preventing accurate water-shedding between individual nanoparticles in the Image-J software.
Figure 4.2: Characterisation of PVP-Ag in ultrapure and freshwater over time. A) demonstrates the loss of absorbance in PVP-Ag dispersions in freshwater at λ 420 nm over the first hour after preparation. B) is the full spectrum scan from 350 – 550 nm wavelengths over 24 hours of the same PVP-Ag dispersion in freshwater. The change in peak diameter (nm) of PVP-Ag in freshwater over 24 hours is presented in C) whilst the change in surface zeta potential in both ultrapure MilliQ and freshwater at the start and end of the 24 hour incubation is presented in D).

In freshwater, PVP-Ag experienced sedimentation within the first 24 hours, with a loss in absorbance at λ 420 nm within the first hour (Figure 4.2 A) followed by a steady loss in absorbance across the full spectrum detected by UV-vis (Figure 4.2 B). The aggregation over the first 24 hours to a stable suspended population of particles with a peak size of ~800 nm (Figure 4.2 C) is also evidenced in the peak broadening detected by UV-vis (Figure 4.2 B). This corresponded to a loss in Zeta potential over 24 hours in both media. Reduction in Zeta potential in freshwater was immediate (-18.46 mV) whilst in ultrapure water was characterised by a slower reduction from -35.02 mV to -26.12 mV over 24 hours (Figure 4.2 D).
4.3.2 Fate of fresh and aged PVP-Ag, Ag$_2$S and AgNO$_3$ within sediments

Figure 4.3: Fate of silver in the pore water colloidal fraction (<200 nm) over 14 days. <LOQ refers to samples below the limit of quantification of the ICP-MS for these runs (LOQ = 0.13 ng ml$^{-1}$), nd = no data.

Sediment samples were taken 1, 6 and 15 days after spiking the sediments, corresponding to day 0, 5 and 14 of the biological uptake phase due to the 24 hour settling period at the start. Fresh-Ag, Ag$_2$S and controls all had no detectable Ag in the colloidal fraction of the pore water across the exposure period (Figure 4.3). Aging of the PVP-Ag nanoparticles re-mobilised silver in the pore waters after 3 months, with a stable population of Ag in the colloidal fraction of the pore waters (<200 nm) of 0.033 +/- 0.014 mg kg$^{-1}$. The data was normally distributed (p = 0.1028, Shapiro-Wilks test) and homoscedastic (p = 0.9627, Levene’s test) fulfilling both assumptions for ANOVA. Modelling for the effect of treatment and day upon the colloidal concentration of silver found that Aged-Ag was not statistically different from that in the AgNO$_3$ exposures of 0.029 +/- 0.018 mg kg$^{-1}$ (p = 0.534, ANOVA). Nor was there any change in concentration of silver in the colloidal fraction of the pore waters over time (p = 0.389, ANOVA). Conditions in the pore water remained stable across the exposure period, with a pH of 7.52 +/- 0.02 and conductivity of 651 +/- 5 μS cm$^{-1}$. 
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Table 4.1: Partitioning of Ag NPs between the solid, colloidal and low molecular weight (LMW) fraction of the sediment. Colloidal fraction represents the average concentration of three time points whilst the LMW fraction is the concentration at the end of the 14 day exposure period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Sediment concentration mgkg(^{-1}) (s.e.)</th>
<th>Colloidal fraction &lt;200 nm mgkg(^{-1}) (s.e.)</th>
<th>LMW fraction &lt;1kDa mgkg(^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fresh-Ag</td>
<td>1.36 (0.04)</td>
<td>&lt;LOQ</td>
<td>&lt;LOQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aged-Ag</td>
<td>2.83 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.033 (0.0048)</td>
<td>&lt;LOQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag(_2)S</td>
<td>1.11 (0.16)</td>
<td>&lt;LOQ</td>
<td>&lt;LOQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgNO(_3)</td>
<td>2.45 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.029 (0.0055)</td>
<td>0.005 (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0.083 (0.012)</td>
<td>&lt;LOQ</td>
<td>&lt;LOQ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The form of silver treatment had a significant effect upon the fate of silver within the sediments. Neither Fresh-Ag nor Ag\(_2\)S were present in detectable quantities in the colloidal fraction of the sediment, and the same was true of control sediments (Table 4.1). The limit of quantification for the ICP-MS of the colloidal fraction was 0.003mgkg\(^{-1}\). Aged-Ag (PVP-Ag aged for 3 months in sediment) and AgNO\(_3\) on the other hand were detected in the colloidal fraction <200 nm at similar concentrations to those found for Citrate-Ag, PEG-Ag and AgNO\(_3\) in Chapter 3 (0.049, 0.032 and 0.019 mgkg\(^{-1}\) respectively).>66% of AgNO\(_3\) samples had detectable LMW-Ag, averaging at 0.005 mgkg\(^{-1}\) whilst all other Ag treatments experienced no detectable LWM-Ag. Controls, Fresh-Ag and Ag\(_2\)S <1kDa LMW-Ag fractions experienced contamination in preliminary trials and so these samples were repeated and the results of this repeat experiment are presented in Table 4.1.

4.3.3 Survival and growth of worms in response to silver exposures

No mortality was observed in any treatment across the uptake period. To ensure that exposure to any of the forms of silver was not indirectly affecting bioaccumulation, for example through sediment avoidance or causing a halt to feeding, growth across the exposure period was assessed (Figure 4.4). All
organisms from silver treatments experienced an increase in tissue mass across the exposure period equal to or greater than the growth observed in controls. *A priori* contrasts found Fresh-Ag and Aged-Ag worms to experience no difference in tissue mass compared to controls (Beta = 0.5 and 1.2, p = 0.44 and 0.059 respectively) whilst Ag$_2$S and AgNO$_3$ experienced slightly higher tissue mass at the end of the exposure than controls (Beta = 1.9, p < 0.05). Therefore, feeding did not appear to be inhibited in the presence of silver.

![Figure 4.4: Regression analysis of organism growth over the uptake period. Regression lines are plotted along with 95% confidence intervals (shaded areas).](image)

4.3.3 Kinetic uptake of silver from treated sediments over 14 days

For treatments and time points where 2 or more of the 5 cases per data point were below the limit of quantification, the mean for that population was deemed to be on or below the LOQ. In light of this, no quantifiable uptake of Ag was recorded for Fresh-Ag or Ag$_2$S exposed worms for the first 5 days (Figure 4.4). Regression analysis was employed to assess the kinetic uptake of silver in each treatment over time. During diagnostic analysis of preliminary linear models of the whole data set, two outliers were identified which could have a significant effect on the predictive capacity of the model (Cook’s distance of >0.5). These
cases were removed from subsequent analysis. Summary statistics contrasting silver treatments with the control treatment in the new regression model found only AgNO₃ to be significantly different from the control (Beta = 7.98, p < 0.001).

![Figure 4.5: Uptake of silver over 14 days from sediments in feeding organisms. Significantly greater body burdens of silver than in controls are denoted by (*).](image_url)

For control organisms, internal background concentrations of Ag did not change significantly over the exposure period (Figure 4.5), ranging between 0.7 and 1.5 ng mg⁻¹ (Beta = -0.063, p = 0.15). Silver was >LOQ for Fresh-Ag and Ag₂S exposures after 7 days exposure. Once silver had reached quantifiable levels, neither Fresh-Ag, nor Ag₂S were accumulated to concentrations above that of the controls (p=0.89 and p = 0.87, planned contrasts between controls and Fresh-Ag and Ag₂S respectively).

Ag was above the limit of quantification throughout the whole exposure in Aged-Ag treatments. Regression analysis found a small trend upwards in body burdens of 0.045 µg g⁻¹ day⁻¹. This was close to being considered statistically significant (Beta = 0.045, p = 0.054) and multiple regression on the whole data set found no significant difference between Aged-Ag and controls (Beta = 1.15,
\( p = 0.205, \) planned contrasts. AgNO\(_3\) was the only other silver treatment that experienced body burdens above the LOQ across the entire exposure. Data conformed to the assumption of homoscedasticity for linear regression. There was a slight decrease in concentration across the exposure period of 0.107 \( \mu g \cdot g^{-1} \cdot d^{-1} \), however, the significance of this trend was close to the alpha of 0.05 (\( p=0.0496 \)). Overall this indicates that body burdens of Ag in AgNO\(_3\) exposed organisms reached a steady state of \( \sim 9 \) ng mg\(^{-1}\) within the first 24 hours of exposure. This equated to a BAF\(_{ss}\) of 3.73 +/- 0.25 kg kg\(^{-1}\). As only AgNO\(_3\) was bioaccumulated above that of the controls calculation of BAF\(_{ss}\) for nanoparticle treatments and comparison between exposures was not suitable.

**4.3.4 Kinetic elimination of silver after accumulation from sediment exposures**

Concentration of Ag in Fresh-Ag, Aged-Ag and AgNO\(_3\) exposed organisms was reduced to <LOQ within the first 6 hours of elimination and did not experience significantly higher starting body burdens than the controls (after 14 days exposure) so were not analysed for elimination kinetics. Only AgNO\(_3\) is plotted in Figure 4.6.

![Figure 4.6: Elimination of Ag from worms over 7 days after 14 days exposure to AgNO\(_3\) contaminated sediment (2.45 mg kg\(^{-1}\)). Red dashed line represents the rapid elimination rate during first phase elimination whilst the green dashes represent elimination constant for the second slow phase elimination. Blue dashes represent the background Ag in controls after 14 days uptake.](image)
AgNO₃ is contrasted with the final body burdens in controls at the end of the exposure (0.74 ngmg⁻¹). Regression analysis showed AgNO₃ was significantly greater than the baseline of controls (Beta = 1.47, p < 0.001). Elimination of Ag occurred in a biphasic manner, with the first phase between 0 and 6 hours consisting of rapid loss of Ag at a rate of 0.942 ngmg⁻¹hour⁻¹ (Beta -0.942, p < 0.001). This was the equivalent of losing 12.5% of the starting body burden of Ag per hour during the first 6 hours of elimination. The second slower elimination phase for the remainder of the 7 day elimination period occurred at a rate of 0.0395 ngmg⁻¹ day⁻¹. This loss of 0.526% per day was on the cusp of statistical significance (Beta -0.0016, p = 0.0504) and so should be treated with caution. To conclude, the second period of elimination can be characterised as a very slow period of elimination with residual body burdens remaining ~1.7 ngmg⁻¹ Ag, over double that of the baseline in the controls of 0.74 ngmg⁻¹ for at least 7 days.

4.3.5 The relative importance of transdermal versus ingestion for uptake of silver after 5 days exposure

Figure 4.7: The route to uptake of Ag after 5 days exposure to dissolved AgNO₃ and three Ag NP exposure scenarios (Fresh and Aged PVP-Ag and Ag₂S) and controls. Like for like letters represent no significant difference between cases.
Statistical analysis into the relative importance of ingestion and transdermal uptake was only undertaken on treatments where accumulation was considered >LOQ after 5 days exposure (Figure 4.7). As such Fresh-Ag and Ag$_2$S treatments were discounted from the analysis as they experienced 2 or more of the 5 cases making up each data point <LOQ for the ICP-MS. The remaining data did not conform to the assumption of normality required by ANOVA and so was square root transformed to address this. A significant interaction effect was detected between treatment and the route to exposure ($p = 0.01213$, ANOVA).

Post hoc testing found that there was no difference between Aged-Ag and controls in feeding organisms ($p = 0.9886$, LSM Tukey’s method). AgNO$_3$ exposed organisms on the other hand had significantly greater body burdens of Ag than controls in both feeding and non-feeding organisms ($p <0.001$, LSM Tukey’s method), and the uptake of Ag in these two organism groups did not differ significantly ($p = 0.1332$, LSM Tukey’s method). There was a significant difference between feeding and non-feeding control organisms representing the slight contribution of naturally occurring sediment associated silver in the sediments in organisms exposed to combined routes to uptake compared to transdermal uptake alone ($p = 0.0305$, LSM Tukey’s method).

## 4.4 Discussion

### 4.4.1 Exposures representing accidental release or transformations during waste water treatment led to no detectable dissolution or accumulation of silver over 14 days

Dissolved low molecular weight species of silver have been implicated in contributing towards the uptake and toxicity of silver nanoparticles towards aquatic organisms$^{19,20}$. Our own work has demonstrated that exposure to AgNPs that are to some extent soluble, results in transdermal uptake of silver (Chapter 3). The rationale for using Ag$_2$S during this experiment was twofold. Primarily, Ag$_2$S represents a transformed form of AgNP which we would expect to form during nanoparticle passage through the waste water treatment network. For example, Whitley et al. 2013, found ~70% of silver in nanoparticle treatments was converted to Ag$_2$S in sediment pore waters amended with sewage sludge, irrespective of the nature of the particle coatings including citrate, PVP and uncoated Ag$^{21}$. An ancillary motive for using Ag$_2$S as a representative transformed AgNP is that it is an insoluble particle, and so allows
for investigation of the accumulation of silver nanoparticles in the absence of dissolved silver.

Ag₂S was not accumulated in worms above that of the controls across the entire exposure period (Figure 4.5). Indeed silver did not reach a quantifiable level in the organisms until 7 days into the exposure. Control organisms experienced a steady background concentration of Ag of between 0.7 and 1.5 ngmg⁻¹ throughout the uptake and elimination phases. Stock worms from the housing tanks prior to acclimatisation on clean sediment had body burdens <LOD for ICP-MS. This suggests that this background was reached during the 10 day acclimatisation period on clean sediment (background silver of 0.083 mgkg⁻¹) that all organisms experienced before the start of the exposure. The fact that worms exposed to Fresh-Ag and Ag₂S appear not to experience detectable body burdens of Ag for the first 5 days whilst control organisms did is a reflection of how the concentrations measured for this experiment are at the analytical limits of the ICP-MS set-up. Ag was detectable in some cases from Fresh-Ag and Ag₂S in these first few days, however for each of these treatments >40% of cases were below the LOQ for the ICP-MS. Inter-run variability in baseline signals measured by the ICP-MS results in a slightly different LOQ for each run, which resulted in more of the Fresh-Ag and Ag₂S samples <LOQ than controls. These data points were treated as <LOQ as there were too few cases to calculate an accurate mean or standard deviation.

Reduced or interrupted feeding in the presence of nanoparticulate Ag could explain the inconsistent body burdens observed for Fresh-Ag and Ag₂S exposed worms compared to the more consistent concentrations detected for controls. To test for this, regression analysis was performed on the tissue masses of each treatment over time. This tests for the rate of growth of worms across the exposure period and so is an indirect indicator of reduced feeding. All treatments including the control experienced an increase in tissue mass over the 14 day uptake period, starting from the same initial tissue mass. Final tissue mass in all silver treatments was equal to or higher than in the controls (Figure 4.4). This indicates that feeding and growth was not significantly impaired by the silver exposures.
Therefore, we confirm that the lack of accumulation in feeding worms when exposed to either Fresh-Ag or Ag$_2$S is not due to inhibition in feeding, but due to the fate and behaviour of these particles in the sediment. Neither Fresh-Ag nor Ag$_2$S spiked to the sediment was present in the LMW-Ag or colloidal phase of the pore waters. This could explain the complete lack of transdermal or dietary uptake observed for either of these particles (Figure 4.7). In particular, work in Chapter 3 implicated dissolved species of silver, dissociating from the nanoparticle surface upon contact with the organism as a potential mechanism for transdermal uptake. Previous studies have calculated the BAF after 28 days for Ag$_2$S as 0.18 kg$_{-1}$kg in L. variegatus$^{22}$. However, that study was conducted at far higher concentrations than our experiments, with sediments spiked at 444 mg$_{-1}$kg. This demonstrates the importance of understanding BAF in context of the exposure concentration and how that relates to expected environmental concentrations. At these more realistic concentrations of 2.5 mg$_{-1}$kg there was no evidence that Fresh-Ag or Ag$_2$S particles could dissolve and we saw no accumulation of silver, either through transdermal or dietary uptake. This suggests that these particles were simply unavailable to the organisms under these conditions. This is in agreement with emerging literature indicating that transformations of silver nanoparticles in wastewater effluents reduce their bioavailability$^1$.

4.4.2 The changing fate of silver under different exposure scenarios
Freshly spiked 50 nm PVP-Ag rapidly associated with the solid fraction of the sediment. This is counter to what was expected from studies investigating the fate of PVP-Ag nanoparticles in simplified media. Several studies have reported lower attachment efficiencies of PVP-Ag compared to other coated Ag NPs. PVP is a water soluble homopolymer that binds to Ag NPs through the strong affinity of the N and O atoms of its polar imide group to silver, conferring steric stabilisation$^{23}$. This is expected to prevent deposition of PVP-Ag on solid surfaces. For example, even at a high ionic strength of 100 mM of CaCl$_2$ and pH 10, PVP-Ag experienced no deposition onto a quartz crystal microbalance$^{24}$. Under these conditions, electrostatic attraction was expected to lead to deposition as the zeta potential of the PVP-Ag was +17 mV and for the deposition surface of the microbalance -7.4 mV. The lack of deposition demonstrates that steric stabilisation is provided by the PVP. However,
increasing the complexity of the surface for deposition, for example by coating quartz sand “sediment” columns with kaolinite clay or ferrihydrite-coated sand still reduces the transport of PVP-Ag through the sand column

Other common iron and clay soil minerals have been found to heteroaggregate with both sterically and electrostatically stabilised 20 – 30 nm AgNPs resulting in >85% of silver aggregating to >450 nm. This extensive heteroaggregation also appeared to be the case in our study, with no colloidal Ag present in the <200 nm fraction of the pore waters during the Fresh-Ag treatment. This highlights the difficulties with extrapolating results from simplified mobility experiments such as silica sand transport columns or quartz microbalance deposition to complex media, more closely representing real world conditions.

In our test system, the high retention of silver by the solid fraction of the sediment may be through heteroaggregation with natural colloids >200 nm in size, or integration of PVP-Ag within flocs of natural organic matter within the sediment. Even in the absence of natural colloids, the peak hydrodynamic diameter of PVP-Ag increased within the first 24 hours to ~800 nm (Figure 4.2 C). This explains the lack of detectable levels of silver in the colloidal (<200 nm) fraction of the Fresh-Ag pore water. Likewise, the Z-average for Ag$_2$S after 24 hours in freshwater was 252 nm with a peak diameter of 408 nm (Figure 4.1 C), again resulting in no detectable Ag in the colloidal fraction of the pore waters. Colloidal silver from AgNO$_3$ treatments on the other hand could be detected in the sediment pore waters throughout the 14 day uptake phase. The persistence of colloidal silver in the pore waters (0.029 +/- 0.005 mgkg$^{-1}$) did not differ significantly from that found in Chapter 3 (0.019 +/- 0.009 mgkg$^{-1}$). This is likely to be dissolved species of silver associated with natural colloids <200 nm in size, or nanoparticulate silver formed from the reduction of dissolved silver in the presence of organic matter, as was discussed in Chapter 3.

Aging the PVP-Ag resulted in a labile fraction of silver emerging in the sediment pore waters after the 3 months incubation. In keeping with the results presented in Chapter 3, the concentration of silver in the colloidal fraction did not differ significantly from that of AgNO$_3$. This indicates that conditions within the sediment are limiting the concentration of silver possible in this colloidal fraction, rather than properties of the silver itself. This hypothesis is strengthened by the absence of a time effect upon silver concentration in this fraction. There was no
change in colloidal Ag in either AgNO$_3$ or Aged-Ag treatments over the 14 day exposure period (Figure 4.3), suggesting that colloidal silver had reached a stable concentration. The formation of colloidal silver, mobile in the pore water during the 3 month aging period may occur in two ways. PVP-Ag particles themselves may dissociate from the solid fraction of the sediment over time. This is usually under dynamic conditions of flow, where sheering of particles from larger homo/heteroaggregates is possible$^{27, 28}$, but may also occur theoretically where particles only weakly deposited at collector surfaces can overcome this interaction through random variations in kinetic energy and diffuse from the surface$^{29, 30}$. Such re-mobilisation of silver nanoparticles has been observed in work by Coutris et al. 2012, where 19 nm uncoated AgNPs initially associated strongly with the solid fraction of the sediment, but were re-entrained into the “bioavailable” water extractable and ion exchangeable fraction of the pore waters over a 10 week period$^{10}$. It should be noted however that determining the exact cause for this re-mobilisation of silver was not within the scope of the study.

The second mechanism for the establishment of a labile colloidal phase of Ag in the sediment pore waters during 3 months aging may be through chemical weathering of the particles and subsequent reduction and formation of AgNPs and colloids from these dissolution products in the pore water. Characterisation of 16 nm NM300K reference Ag NPs aged in soils at 155 mg kg$^{-1}$ over timescales from 4 weeks to 10 months, found that particles bound to soil grains under saturated conditions acted as a constant source of dissolved Ag, increasing the concentration in the pore waters over time$^{31}$. The authors proposed that dissolved species of silver were released from the particles into the pore waters, and, where exposure concentrations were high, dissolution from these particles could exhaust the supply of complexing anions (e.g. pore water chloride) resulting in this increasing fraction of mobile silver in the pore waters. Our spiking concentration was much lower than this, so exhaustion of pore water chloride for complexing dissolved silver from the nanoparticles is unlikely. However, reduction of dissolved silver to form small nanoparticles in the presence of humic acids has also been detected under environmentally relevant conditions$^8$. Our sediments contain 2.26% organic carbon by dry weight. Therefore, a combination of dissolution and complexation of low
molecular weight species of silver and reduction of this silver to form nanoparticles in the presence of natural organic matter could be responsible for the appearance of silver in the colloidal fraction of the pore water after 3 months aging.

4.4.3 Implications of aging for nanoparticle bioavailability in sediments

This study assessed the impact of quiescent aging upon Ag NP bioavailability. It should be noted that this is simply one of a range of potential aging processes that may occur for nanoparticles in freshwater environments. It does not aim to define a rule from which to extrapolate the effect of aging on other nanoparticles or under different environmental conditions, rather it presents a novel case study using silver, which aims to measure changes in nanoparticle fate during aging and how this effects bioaccumulation.

During this study, quiescent aging of PVP-Ag nanoparticles did appear to change the fate of these particles in the sediment. A labile colloidal fraction of silver emerged for PVP-Ag treated sediments after aging for 3 months which was not apparent for the Fresh-Ag particles spiked to the sediment (Figure 4.3). This did not translate to a significant increase in bioavailability of the silver as these Aged-Ag particles were not accumulated to concentrations greater than the controls. Body burdens of silver in all nanoparticle treatments were close to the sensitivity of the experiment, with body burdens being <LOQ for Fresh-Ag and Ag$_2$S until the seventh day of the exposure. Whilst accumulation of Aged-Ag appeared qualitatively different from Fresh-Ag or Ag$_2$S (body burdens were measureable from the first sampling time point) we cannot conclude that Aged-Ag nanoparticles were more bioavailable as they were not accumulated significantly above the background concentration in the worms.

Importantly, whilst the emergence of a colloidal fraction of silver in the pore waters was statistically significant, this did not translate to a persistent dissolved fraction of silver in the pore waters or an appreciable increase in silver uptake from the sediments of these aged particles in the worms. Further work comparing feeding organisms with and without a gut clearance phase may be able to distinguish between Ag in transit in the gut and that which translocated into tissues after ingestion. This was employed successfully to distinguish between the sediment associated Ce in the guts (which was masking
differences in accumulation between CeO$_2$ exposed worms and controls) and the contribution of ingestion engineered CeO$_2$ NPs to accumulation in Chapter 2.

4.4.4 Different exposure scenarios did not alter the route to uptake of insoluble silver

Non-feeding worms were generated to quantify the contribution of transdermal uptake of silver towards nanoparticle bioaccumulation under the three exposure scenarios. In our previous work, this has demonstrated that transdermal uptake of silver can account for the bioaccumulation of silver from Citrate-Ag and PEG-Ag treated sediments and that dissolved species of silver in turn can account for most of this transdermal uptake (Chapter 3). Differences in final body burdens of silver between Citrate-Ag and PEG-Ag treatments was most likely due to differences in persistence of these particles and contact between the particles and the worms’ epidermal surfaces. Localised dissolution of the nanoparticle at this point of contact could lead to transdermal uptake of dissolved low molecular weight species of silver through established cellular uptake mechanisms, for example through sodium ion transport channels.$^{32}$ In this study, neither PVP-Ag nor Ag$_2$S experienced measurable dissolution within the sediments. Therefore, uptake of silver in non-feeding worms, in particular those exposed to Ag$_2$S, an insoluble particle, tests the capacity for transdermal uptake of nanoparticles themselves rather than of localised dissolution at the organisms’ surface.

After 5 days exposure, no transdermal uptake was observed for any of the nanoparticle treatments (Figure 4.7). Only AgNO$_3$ was accumulated across the skin. There was no difference in body burdens between feeding and non-feeding worms exposed to AgNO$_3$, indicating that ingestion made negligible contributions towards silver accumulation. The final body burdens in these worms were between 8.4 and 10.6 ngmg$^{-1}$. This is in good agreement with the AgNO$_3$ exposed worms in Chapter 3, which had body burdens of 7.4 and 5.6 ngmg$^{-1}$ in feeding and non-feeding groups respectively, also after 5 days exposure to 2.5 mgkg$^{-1}$ AgNO$_3$. This confirms that the test method provides reproducible and consistent results. The lack of transdermal uptake of Ag in any of the nanoparticle treatments demonstrates that within these model freshwater sediments, nanoparticles themselves are not accumulated across the skin, it is dissolved low molecular weight species of silver, only present in AgNO$_3$ treatments which are responsible for transdermal uptake.
It was expected from the literature that if the PVP-Ag particles could persist as 50 nm nanoparticles, some cellular uptake through endocytosis would be possible. Cellular uptake of 30 nm Citrate-Ag nanoparticles through endocytic pathways has been confirmed in the gut epithelial cells of the marine worm *Nerisdiversicolor*\(^{33}\) whilst Khan *et al.* 2014, used inhibitory drugs to demonstrate the uptake of dissolved silver through sodium (\(\text{Na}^+\)) channels and of ~20 nm Citrate-Ag through clathrin and caveolae-mediated endocytosis \(^{34}\). If our 50 nm PVP-Ag or \(\text{Ag}_2\text{S}\) could persist in the pore waters as distinct, individual particles we might expect to see some contribution of ingestion towards body burdens. In sub-oxic conditions, similar 50 nm PVP-Ag has been demonstrated to be resistant to aggregation in the presence of either \(\text{Na}_2\text{S}\), or humic acids \(^{35}\), however, in the freshwater media used during this study, PVP-Ag aggregated within 24 hours to >800 nm. This demonstrates the importance of characterisation of all nanoparticles under conditions used in exposures as even with the same core and surface properties, extrapolation of nanoparticle behaviour from the literature to a biological system can still be unrepresentative. Small, individual particles may persist for Aged-Ag in the pore waters. However, uptake was too low to be distinguished against the background of the controls without a gut clearance phase, resulting in a final concentration of 1.9 ng mg\(^{-1}\) Ag in worms exposed to Aged-Ag compared to 0.75 ng mg\(^{-1}\) in controls at the end of the exposure (Figure 4.5).

After 5 days exposure, any contribution of Ag translocated across the gut epithelia was masked by the contribution of sediment associated silver in the gut contents, resulting in similar body burdens of Ag in Aged-Ag and control worms. No clearance step was performed for these organisms in accordance with OECD TG315 which recommends no clearance phase in order to measure a conservative BAF (DOI: 10.1787/2074577x). Also our previous work in Chapter 3 suggested that if transdermal uptake was possible then the 6 hour clearance step in freshwater did not significantly reduce body burdens, contributing towards our decision not to include a clearance step for these organisms. However, the inclusion of a clearance step may have been able to distinguish between Ag associated with sediment in the guts and that which had been accumulated through ingestion, as was possible for the CeO\(_2\) NPs studied in Chapter 2. In light of this, we recommend that for nanomaterials which
experience significant accumulation above controls, a gut clearance phase can be used on a case by case basis, basing the decision on the hypothesis being tested. For nanoparticles where there is limited accumulation or where transdermal uptake is not possible, we recommend a gut clearance phase so as to remove any sediment associated nanomaterials. When exposure concentrations are close to the background concentration in the uncontaminated sediments, this material may mask the true accumulation of the nanoparticle as we found for 4-8 nm cerium oxide nanoparticles in Chapter 2. As such, investigation of transdermal uptake should be the priority for nanoparticles which undergo dissolution, but the contribution of ingestion towards uptake of insoluble nanoparticles must not be overlooked.

4.4.5 The kinetics of accumulation and elimination of dissolved silver from spiked sediments

None of the silver nanoparticle treatments resulted in body burdens significantly greater than the controls and so assessment of the bioaccumulation kinetics for these particles was not possible. AgNO\textsubscript{3} on the other hand reached a steady state within the first day of exposure. Across the whole exposure period BAF\textsubscript{ss} was 3.73 +/- 0.25 kgkg\textsuperscript{-1}, which was in good agreement with the BAF\textsubscript{5} of feeding organisms exposed to AgNO\textsubscript{3} in Chapter 3 of 2.23 +/- 0.24 kgkg\textsuperscript{-1}. There was a slight decrease in uptake of 0.045 µg g\textsuperscript{-1} day\textsuperscript{-1}, but this was not statistically significant (Figure 4.5). The steady state concentration of silver from dissolved silver uptake was therefore between 7.5 and 12 ng mg\textsuperscript{-1}. Identical exposures in Chapter 3 resulted in the similar body burdens of Ag (7.4 ng mg\textsuperscript{-1}) and a dissolved fraction of silver of 0.01 mg kg\textsuperscript{-1} in the sediment pore waters. This suggests that uptake of dissolved silver through proton coupled Na\textsuperscript{+} channels or passive uptake across membranes in freshwater when present as the neutral complex of AgCl\textsubscript{0} for example, is in equilibrium with the external concentration of dissolved silver in the sediment pore waters between 0.005 - 0.01 mg kg\textsuperscript{-1}. This accumulation was predominantly though transdermal uptake rather than uptake across the gut, as there was no difference in accumulation between feeding and non-feeding worms (Figure 4.7).

The elimination profile of AgNO\textsubscript{3} fitted a two compartment loss model. The majority of silver was lost within the first 6 hours of elimination on clean sediment (Figure 4.6) at a rate of 0.942 ng mg\textsuperscript{-1} hour\textsuperscript{-1}. This was followed by a
slower elimination phase which over 6 days was not significant, resulting in non-
eliminated residues of $1.78 \pm 0.05 \text{ ng mg}^{-1}$ or $\sim 24\%$ of the body burden at steady state, compared to the control background of $0.74 \pm 0.2 \text{ ng mg}^{-1}$. Interestingly, this differed from our previous work where a 6 hour clearance step in freshwater resulted in no significant loss of silver from the tissues (Chapter 3). Elimination of silver in Chapter 3 was performed in freshwater only, based on work by Mount et al. 1999, where they found that 6 hours elimination was sufficient to eliminate $>98\%$ of the gut contents of the worms whilst limiting depuration of non-ionic organic contaminants from tissues. Khan et al. 2015 found similar slow elimination of silver from *L. variegatus* in freshwater as that demonstrated in Chapter 3. After exposure to AgNO$_3$, silver was eliminated at a rate of $\sim 13\%$ per day or $3.24\%$ in 6 hours, which is in agreement with the lack of significant elimination of Ag from non-feeding worms after 6 hours clearance in freshwater in Chapter 3.

### 4.4.6 Elimination profiles for dissolved silver differed between water only and sediment based elimination

Elimination differed between clearance occurring in freshwater from our previous work and on sediment in this chapter. There was no significant loss of Ag accumulated across the skin from either nanoparticles or AgNO$_3$ after 6 hours gut clearance in freshwater (Chapter 3), compared to clearance on clean sediment resulting in a loss of $>70\%$ of the accumulated Ag within the first 6 hours (Figure 4.6). Insufficient literature exists to systematically identify for the worm *L. variegatus* whether these two different profiles of elimination exist for other nanomaterials or for silver more generally when organisms are depurated on either clean sediment or in water only. Future work is necessary to investigate whether such different elimination profiles under the two conditions are found for other nanomaterials or species.

The process of elimination of accumulated silver upon transfer of the worms into clean freshwater or sediment could in part be simply movement of silver along a diffusion gradient, from high concentrations in the worms out into the low background of the sediments. However, this would not account for the markedly different elimination profiles we observed between these two methods. There may also be active elimination of silver from the gut. For example, goblet cells in the intestinal tract of mice have been demonstrated to internalise carbon
nanoparticles in vesicles and excrete these through exocytosis into the gastrointestinal cavity \(^{38}\). Similar waste processing within cells may be responsible for the elimination of silver after internalisation and could explain the difference we observe between clearance phases conducted in freshwater and sediments.

Detoxification of metal ions occurs through several mechanisms in cells, including incorporation into metallothionein or metallothionein-like proteins and through biomineralisation and the formation of insoluble metal granules \(^{39}\). Metallothioneins are a cysteine containing protein with a strong affinity to silver which hold two main biological roles: the first in the routine handling of excess essential metals such as zinc and copper in the cell, and the second in the detoxification of non-essential metals including cadmium, silver and mercury. Recent studies suggest that although AgNO\(_3\) and Ag NPs may experience different routes to cellular uptake and internalisation they can experience similar toxicodynamic responses \(^{40}\). For example, silver dissolving from Citrate-Ag and PVP-Ag particles within hepatocytes diffuse out of vesicles and complex with sulphur containing glutathione and metallothionein in much the same fashion as AgNO\(_3\) \(^{41}\). These studies indicate that in vivo, whilst the molecular pathways to internalisation may differ between nanoparticulate and dissolved silver, they may experience some of the same processes within cells upon uptake. This could explain why there was no difference in elimination of silver irrespective of the silver treatment worms were exposed to, with no significant loss of Ag from tissues after 6 hours clearance in water (Chapter 3).

Silver bound to metallothionein or insoluble metal granules would be stored or eliminated from the cell during the natural cell cycle, as metallothioneins, like all proteins have limited lives and are transported to and broken down in lysosomes \(^{42}\). Detoxified metals can then be eliminated from the cell in residual bodies (vesicles containing non-digested material) \(^{43}\). It is possible that transport and elimination of these waste metals to the worm gut may be faster under conditions where the organism is feeding and the metabolism of the worm is higher. This could lead to a more rapid elimination of lysosomal residual bodies in worms allowed to purge their guts on clean sediment than in water only. Active metabolism and an increase in ventilation and filtration rates are well documented in the presence of a food source in other invertebrates such
as the mussel *Mytilus edulis*\(^{44}\). Similar processes could be activated for these worms. Alternatively, any metal removal and elimination into the guts during the elimination phase could be more effective in clean sediments, where exocytosed metal granules or deposits could be entrained by the constant supply of passing sediment and so removed more rapidly from the gut lining than if sediment material is simply being eliminated from the gut and replaced with water, as was the case during water-only elimination. However, currently this is speculative. Future work is needed to establish the exact cause behind the increased rate of elimination of silver in the presence of sediment than in water only and whether this difference is due to differences between an active motile and inactive gut.

Attempts to mechanistically model elimination rates for a range of metals have found that whilst metals with a high affinity to sulphur ligands experience higher absorption efficiencies, all metals studied in a meta-analysis experience comparable elimination rates across a range of species when adjusted to body mass of the organisms\(^{45}\). Therefore, although nanoparticles may experience differing uptake rates, this relationship between slower elimination in water only clearance phases could hold true both for a range of nanoparticles and may also prove ubiquitous across many species. Future efforts should address the relationship between the medium and the rate of elimination of nanomaterials and assess its ubiquity in other species, as it has great implications for developing standardised testing and for the metrics we use to define nanomaterial risk.

**Conclusions**

We examined the fate of dissolved and colloidal silver in the sediment pore waters throughout three different exposure scenarios to assess whether these fate parameters could explain patterns of uptake of nanoparticulate silver. The hypothesis was that the effect of aging upon these dynamic fate processes would alter either the route or extent of bioaccumulation. Both Fresh-Ag representing accidental releases and \(\text{Ag}_2\text{S}\) representing AgNPs transformed during the waste water treatment process were entirely bound to the solid fraction of the sediment, with no silver detected in the colloidal or dissolved fraction of the pore waters. Neither of these particles were accumulated in the
worms. We found that aging 50 nm PVP-Ag did result in the release of a mobile colloidal (<200 nm) fraction of silver in the pore waters after 3 months, but that this was not soluble and was not accumulated significantly by the organism. Only AgNO$_3$ exposures representing a soluble form of silver resulted in significant uptake of silver by the worm L. variegatus. As such, dissolved silver in the pore waters was a better predictor of bioavailability than colloidal silver. Future studies should focus upon silver nanoparticles which can experience dissolution within sediments, and investigate how aging affects fluxes of dissolved silver to the pore waters and its subsequent impact upon bioaccumulation.
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Chapter 5
General discussion: Prioritising future research using engineered nanosilver as an example

Abstract
Nano-ecotoxicology faces a fundamental challenge with the enormity of understanding the dynamic fate of materials that may vary both by core composition and surface functionalisation. Not only this, but the fate and toxicity of these particles may change between environmental compartments and across time. Research into the fundamental chemistry and biotic interactions of these materials at the nanoscale is ongoing, in attempts to quantitatively link intrinsic properties of nanomaterials to their effects in different environments. This thesis addresses an important aspect of engineered nanomaterials risk assessment, that of their accumulation into aquatic species. In this discussion I present a targeted approach to aid in prioritising nanomaterials and exposure scenarios for further study, using the example of nanosilver. The results from the experimental chapters are presented in the context of this targeted approach and their contribution towards the case for nanosilver as a nanomaterial of concern is discussed. The contribution of this knowledge to our understanding of the differences in fate and bioaccumulation of soluble forms of silver compared with nanosilver is also critically discussed.
5.1 A targeted approach to nanomaterial study prioritisation: the case for nanosilver

The production of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) for a variety of applications is an emerging global industry. This has prompted calls for the risk assessment of these materials to human and environmental health so that the industry can develop sustainably into the future. Whilst much research effort has been undertaken to this end, systematic evaluation of the risks ENMs present to the environment has had varied success due to the disparate nature of the many institutions, researchers and funding bodies, each with their own focus and priorities. Below, we present the rationale used to inform the experimental decisions made throughout this thesis, discussing in the process the wider context within which these results should be viewed. This takes the form of a series of perspectives, from which to inform decisions as to how we could prioritise nanomaterials and experimental designs, using our work on nanosilver as an example. The focus is upon emissions, environmental fate and biological relevance as key influencing factors to help prioritise and develop nanomaterial studies in the future.
5.1.1 Silver nanoparticles in the context of wider silver emissions

Several attempts have been made to predict the emissions of engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) into the environment at national\(^1\), regional\(^2\) and global scales\(^3\). Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) have been subject to much research in the field of nanoecotoxicology due to the wide range of applications for the particles, including medical uses, paints, cosmetics, textiles and consumer electronics, each of which presents a different route to entry to the environment during its production, use and disposal. This has informed the choice of particles for the experimental work presented in this thesis. To understand the implications of our findings in the wider context of nanomaterial releases at a range of scales, it is necessary to understand the emissions flows of these materials. Production volumes and material reactivity are crucial for predicting environmental concentrations of ENMs. However, there are various sources of uncertainty when making such predictions. For example, Piccinno\textit{et al}. 2012 suggest the production capacities reported by industry, often used in modelling attempts, can lead to overestimations of emissions as these reflect the total production capacity at the time rather than current production\(^4\). Assumptions must also be made as to release rates and the fate of ENMs in the environment, for which empirical data remains sparse.

Considering these potential sources of uncertainty, it is expected that the actual production volume of nanosilver in Europe in 2012 was \(\sim30\) metric tons (Mg)\(^2\) and globally between 5.5 and 550 Mg in 2011\(^4\). Whilst this is an expanding industry, these emissions of AgNPs must be put in the context of the production of other forms of silver. Global production of silver was 31.3 Gg in 2016 according to the World Silver Survey 2017, authored by the industry group, The Silver Institute (http://www.silverinstitute.org/site/WSS2017.pdf). Even under the maximum emissions scenario proposed by Piccinno\textit{et al}. 2012 of 550 Mg of AgNPs produced worldwide\(^4\), nanoparticulate silver would still only represent \(\sim1.7\)% of the total silver produced annually. Therefore, a focus for nanoecotoxicologists should be to determine the relative toxicity of nano-forms of silver compared to positive controls of silver compounds for which we already regulate and have extensive toxicity data. Our work contributes to this effort, using silver nitrate\((\text{AgNO}_3)\) as a representative soluble form of silver. Targeting environmental compartments and conditions for which we can expect the
highest contamination from ENMs is another way in which we can prioritize such testing.

5.1.2 Risk quotients for silver nanoparticles in the aquatic environment

Predicted environmental concentrations (PECs) of ENMs, an output from ENM emissions modelling efforts, can be used to target environmental compartments and geographical regions of concern. These values are currently subject to many sources of uncertainty, including uncertainty in models over production volumes, characterisation of the materials in production and their environmental fate. In particular, our inability to validate PECs with quantitative measurements of ENMs in environmental samples, hinders attempts to use a traditional risk assessment framework to assess ENMs or incorporate them into exiting regulatory frameworks such as the EU Water Framework Directive. Research efforts are continuing to develop instruments and techniques capable of detecting and quantifying ENMs in complex environmental matrices, but performing these measurements is at the very limits of our current capabilities and such techniques are not yet routine. However, PECs are still an important component for ENM risk assessment and may be used alongside predicted no effect concentrations (PNECs) to calculate a risk quotient (RQ), provided these uncertainties are understood and acknowledged, as described in Equation 1.

\[
RQ = \frac{PEC}{PNEC} \quad \text{(Eq. 1)}
\]

Thresholds can then be defined, above which an RQ is considered to be of concern. For the RQ defined in Eq. 1, the level of concern for aquatic organisms is generally defined as being a chronic risk if the RQ > 1.0. PNECs are also susceptible to sources of uncertainty. My work has aided efforts to reduce this uncertainty by contributing towards a systematic evaluation of the quality of nanotoxicity literature. This aims to allow data taken from the literature for setting environmental safety values to be weighted according to the quality of the study.

Previous estimates of RQs for ENMs in surface waters range from 0.7 – 16 for titanium dioxide (TiO₂ NPs) to 0.0008 – 0.002 for AgNPs. A more recent exemplary environmental risk assessment of the JRC reference silver nanomaterial NM300k, calculated RQ for these AgNPs applied in textiles in various environmental compartments. This resulted in RQ for NM300k in...
sediments ranging between 0.017 and 0.24. This higher RQ for sediments than surface waters is due to their fate in the aquatic environment.

5.1.3 Prioritising sediments as a compartment of concern for AgNP exposure

As we identified in the published review presented in Appendix 1\textsuperscript{13}, ENMs entering the aquatic environment predominantly experience rapid sedimentation due to a combination of homo- and heteroaggregation. A range of ENMs, aged quiescently in the presence of natural colloids under 6 different water chemistries experienced sedimentation rates between 0.0001 to 0.14 m day\textsuperscript{-1}\textsuperscript{14}. Indeed, in our own work, we demonstrated qualitatively that both cerium oxide (CeO\textsubscript{2} NPs) and AgNPs experienced some aggregation and subsequent sedimentation of these larger particles within the first 24 hours dispersion in freshwater (Chapter 2 and 3). This is in good agreement with modelled estimates that sediments across the European Union and Switzerland are expected to receive 2.6 µg kg\textsuperscript{-1} year\textsuperscript{-1} of AgNPs, four orders of magnitude higher than PECs for AgNPs in surface waters of 0.66 ng L\textsuperscript{-1}\textsuperscript{12}. These models, much like the RQs calculated by Voelker et al. 2015 rely on the assumption of homogenous distributions in the environment\textsuperscript{12}. However, we know that many of the emissions of AgNPs are from point sources such as outflows of waste water treatment plants \textsuperscript{15}. Therefore, whilst on average, RQs may be below the threshold of 1.0 which would normally trigger a cause for concern and the need for further investigation, it is conceivable that for some areas this threshold would be surpassed.

Money et al. 2012 assess the probability that RQs for a range of ENMs would be surpassed in different environmental compartments, using Bayesian networks to incorporate expert opinion and evidence into risk assessments \textsuperscript{16}. They found that the probability of RQ for AgNPs being > 1.0 was 65.5% for sediments and only 13.9% for surface waters. This led them to conclude that further study of the risk AgNPs present to sediments is warranted, and that this data should be fed back into the Bayesian network model to update and reduce uncertainty. The investigations presented in this thesis into the effect of surface properties and aging of AgNPs upon bioaccumulation and the route to uptake contribute towards this goal. To target geographical areas at most risk from
AgNPs, a more nuanced approach calculating spatially resolved PECs could identify areas in which the RQ threshold of 1.0 is surpassed.

Gottschalk et al. 2011 performed such an analysis, predicting concentrations of TiO$_2$NPs, zinc oxide (ZnO NPs) and AgNPs in rivers across Switzerland from emissions from waste water treatment plants$^1$. Their predictions examined two scenarios, a conservative scenario in which there is no removal of ENMs during waste water treatment and an optimistic scenario under which ENMs transform/sediment rapidly. Such models may be improved by introducing values for stability and sedimentation measured empirically. To address this issue, Hammes et al. 2013 used principle component analysis to categorize freshwaters from 808 sampling points across Europe into 6 water types$^{17}$. They then used this to predict the stability of model nanoparticles in surface waters across Europe as a function of these water classifications. Combining the approaches taken in these two studies could be successfully employed in the future to define sediment classes at either national or regional scales. Such information could then be combined with emissions flow maps to target areas for future monitoring or to help define a set of sediment conditions that could then be replicated in the laboratory for hazard testing of ENMs.

5.2 The importance of different routes to uptake for nanomaterial bioaccumulation

Bioaccumulation is an important component of contaminant risk assessment as it provides the baseline data for understanding the entry points of contaminants into ecosystem food webs. This is particularly true of contaminants such as AgNPs which are currently close to the RQ threshold for concern. Throughout this thesis, the focus is on how investigating the bioaccumulation of nanomaterials can tell us something as to how they will enter food webs once within the aquatic environment. Using a model sediment dwelling species, the role that different particle properties play in determining this route to uptake is addressed and in turn, how this affects the extent of bioaccumulation. Such work can provide context for nanomaterial engineers and manufacturers to inform directions for producing “safe by design” particles. If particles can be designed to be unavailable to benthic prey organisms occupying lower trophic levels then this will limit their impact upon benthic communities. Not only this, but
it will also limit transfer between benthic and pelagic zones through predation by pelagic fish for example, thus preventing a route to re-entry of nanomaterials from sediment sinks into surface water communities. Developing our understanding of the routes to uptake of ENMs into organisms will also give us insight into likely biological targets and sites of action for toxicity.

5.2.1 The accumulation of insoluble cerium oxide nanoparticles
This thesis validates the use of *Lumbriculus variegatus* as a model sediment ingesting freshwater worm to investigate both the route and extent of uptake of NPs from sediments. Using insoluble cerium oxide nanoparticles (CeO$_2$) we examined the contribution of ingestion and transdermal uptake towards bioaccumulation of ENMs in the absence of dissolution products from the particles. CeO$_2$ NPs predominantly partitioned to the solid fraction of the sediment $>200$ nm in size, and surface coating and form of the NP made little difference to their fate within the sediment. This reduced their availability compared to water only exposures, which elicited mucus production as a stress response from the worms, not apparent in the sediment exposures. We found that ingestion of small 10 nm particles could result in bioaccumulation of Ce above that of controls after relatively short exposure periods of 5 days (Chapter 2). Whilst this accumulation was relatively low (body burdens were $\sim$10% of the external concentration of CeO$_2$ NPs in the sediment) it demonstrated that small 10 nm particles could be accumulated through ingestion, irrespective of their surface coatings (uncoated, citrate or PEG). Whilst CeO$_2$ was not biomagnified in any sediment exposure, it provided a useful model for the fate of insoluble ENMs, demonstrating the potential for ingestion to contribute towards uptake, whilst also finding no evidence of transdermal uptake of these particles.

5.2.2 The accumulation of partially soluble silver nanoparticles
Silver on the other hand did experience transdermal uptake across external surfaces of the worm. The key difference between the fate of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) compared with CeO$_2$ NPs was the persistence of a small dissolved fraction of silver in the sediment pore waters $\sim$0.1 mg kg$^{-1}$ for citrate and PEG coated particles (Citrate-Ag and PEG-Ag respectively). Our rationale was that measuring this dissolved fraction of low molecular weight silver (LMW-Ag) during the exposure could provide context for any differences we found in bioaccumulation between nanoparticles and dissolved forms of silver.
Interestingly, the concentration of LMW-Ag in the sediment pore waters did not differ between any silver treatment where dissolution was possible. This indicates that the fate of nanomaterials in sediments may be more strongly determined by the properties of the surrounding media than those of the particle itself. Chapter 3 concludes that LMW-Ag in the pore waters could account for all transdermal uptake of silver in silver nitrate (AgNO$_3$) and Citrate-Ag exposures, however it did not account for all the uptake of silver observed in PEG-Ag treatments. 50 nm silver sulphide (Ag$_2$S) and PVP coated Ag (PVP-Ag) experienced no dissolution into the sediments and no uptake in worms after 5 days (Chapter 4) indicating that it is unlikely that the additional accumulation of PEG-Ag in Chapter 3 was due to direct transdermal uptake of PEG-Ag across the epidermis. Rather, we propose that PEG-Ag NPs persisted as loose agglomerates of individual 10 nm particles rather than binding and sintering into larger denser aggregates as occurred for Citrate-Ag. This potentially resulted in increased localised dissolution of PEG-Ag NPs at the worms’ surface. We propose that increased localised dissolution was responsible for the additional uptake of PEG-Ag from sediments.

5.2.3 The effect of aging upon AgNP bioaccumulation

The dynamic behaviour of nanoparticles over time, has led to discussion as to whether ENMs could increase in bioavailability or toxicity as particles age within the environment and how best to experimentally test this. Chapter 4 begins to address this concern through a simple quiescent aging technique to assess the impact of aging particles within sediments for 3 months upon their kinetic uptake. This had the additional benefit of addressing three potential exposure scenarios for AgNPs: direct release, particles aging within sediments, and transformed particles eluted from waste water treatment processes. Neither PVP coated AgNPs (PVP-Ag) nor “transformed” sulfidized particles (Ag$_2$S) were soluble throughout the exposures, resulting in no transdermal uptake of silver. Aging did qualitatively alter the fate of the PVP-Ag in the sediments, resulting in the emergence of a colloidal fraction of Ag <200 nm in the pore waters after 3 months, but once again, these were not soluble and led to no statistically significant increase in bioavailability. Whilst comparative literature is scant, similar findings have been demonstrated for 20-40 nm ZnO NPs in a range of soils, where aging for 6 months led to an increase in pore water Zn (<450 nm).
but could not explain all changes in bioaccumulation or toxicity in the earthworm *Eisenia andreii*\textsuperscript{19}. AgNPs have also been demonstrated to be rapidly immobilised within soil, followed by an increase in pore water silver over a timescale of months \textsuperscript{20}. A comparison between the fate of 60 nm Citrate-Ag and PVP-Ag with AgNO\textsubscript{3} in soils found aging for 2 months reduced the total Ag in pore waters for all forms of Ag\textsuperscript{21}. However, the two AgNPs remained significantly more mobile than AgNO\textsubscript{3} which could lead to greater bioavailability over longer periods than soluble forms of Ag such as AgNO\textsubscript{3}. As such, future work should focus on AgNPs which are partially soluble in sediments and address the effect of aging upon this soluble fraction over time.

### 5.3 Areas of divergence between soluble and nanosilver: the implications for regulation

This discussion has identified sediments as an environmental compartment at risk of contamination from AgNPs. An important question for regulators will be whether AgNPs present a greater risk to this compartment than other silver compounds currently accounted for in regulation. There is some consensus over certain nanospecific behaviours which distinguish nano-silver from dissolved forms, but we need to also appreciate those areas in which fate and toxicity of dissolved and AgNPs are aligned, as this will allow current regulation and environmental protection efforts to be adapted more easily for the incorporation of nanosilver. Whilst this thesis cannot hope to answer this question in full, we have identified three areas of convergence between the fate and bioavailability of AgNPs compared to AgNO\textsubscript{3}, which we have used as a proxy for other soluble silver compounds.

1. Transdermal uptake was responsible for silver accumulation in this sediment. Dietary uptake of silver did not contribute significantly towards bioaccumulation for any AgNP or AgNO\textsubscript{3}.
2. The dissolved fraction of silver in the pore waters was the same for all partially soluble forms of silver (Citrate-Ag, PEG-Ag and AgNO\textsubscript{3}). This indicates that sediment properties dictate the persistence of a dissolved fraction of silver in the pore waters for silver which is at least partially soluble.
3. Neither exposures to AgNPs nor AgNO$_3$ resulted in BAF above the recommended threshold of 1000, which would trigger concern for its bioaccumulative potential.

In light of this, under the conditions tested in this work, Ag$_2$S and PVP-Ag present a lower hazard to sediment dwelling species than AgNO$_3$ whilst partially soluble particles (Citrate-Ag and PEG-Ag) experience the same route to uptake as soluble AgNO$_3$, with transdermal uptake accounting for all bioaccumulation of silver (Chapter 3). Strategies for the safe design of AgNPs therefore could focus on limiting this dissolution within sediments.

An important divergence between the fate and bioaccumulation of AgNPs and AgNO$_3$ was identified for PEG-Ag. This electro-sterically stabilised particle experienced greater accumulation in *L. variegatus* than AgNO$_3$ even when bioaccumulation was adjusted to assume all uptake was of the dissolved fraction of silver in the sediment pore waters. This indicates that for 10 nm PEG-Ag, not all accumulation could be attributed to this dissolved pore water silver. PEG-Ag particles appeared to persist as distinct individual 10 nm particles when aged in freshwater for the exposure period. We propose that this persistence was responsible for the increased accumulation of silver compared to AgNO$_3$, through contact of these particles with external surfaces and subsequent localised dissolution. We suggest this mechanism as there was no direct evidence of transdermal uptake of particles themselves either of a similar size and coating (10 nm PEG-CeO$_2$) or similar core composition (50 nm PVP-Ag). There is also tentative supporting evidence for this emerging in the literature. For example Tsyusko *et al.* 2012 found AgNPs and AgNO$_3$ to elicit similar molecular-level responses in the earthworm *Eisenia fetida* even through $<15\%$ of AgNPs were oxidized during the exposure, which they suggest indicates that dissolution of AgNPs is likely to happen during or after uptake and it is these dissolved species of Ag which are responsible for the similar pattern of molecular response$^{22}$. Future work should focus on the implications of particle coatings and surfactants which increase the persistence of ENMs as discreet nanoparticles and how this may increase the potential for direct uptake of these particles or increased contact at the nano-bio interface, leading potentially to localised dissolution and uptake.
Conclusions
This thesis aimed to assess some of the key factors which influence the bioaccumulation of engineered nanomaterials in sediment dwelling species. To this end, experimental work prioritised two common metal nanoparticles, cerium oxide and silver. This work has contributed towards our understanding of the complex interplay between nanoparticle properties, sediment conditions and the nano-bio interface and how these determine the route and extent of bioaccumulation from sediments. Several themes have emerged and can be summarised thus:

1) Sediments act as a sink for ENMs in the aquatic environment in which unique transformations and interactions with both the biotic and abiotic components of the sediment will influence nanomaterial fate, bioavailability and ultimately the risk they present to benthic organisms.
2) Measuring biologically relevant fate processes such as dissolution and the persistence of a nano-sized fraction of material during exposures is essential to provide the context in which traditional endpoints such as bioaccumulation can be interpreted.
3) Bioaccumulation of engineered metal nanoparticles from sediments was primarily dependent upon the core properties of the material (solubility) and to a lesser extent surface properties (mechanism of stabilisation using surfactants).
4) Transdermal accumulation of metals from nanoparticle exposures was shown to be exclusively from dissolved metals from the particle, and in the case of these experiments was only observed for nanosilver, not CeO₂.
5) Particle surface properties may influence the extent of this uptake indirectly by either increasing the potential for contact/dissolution at the organism surface (PEG coating) or reducing particle solubility (PVP coating).

Whilst nanoparticle core properties and their mechanism of stabilisation did result in detectable differences in the route and extent of uptake of cerium and silver from sediments, under current regulatory guidelines, these particles tested would not be considered bioaccumulative. It should be noted that whilst BAF and BCF are useful metrics for comparisons between treatments within a
study with a consistent design, they are less suitable when comparing the bioaccumulative potential of different materials under different exposures and conditions due to their inherent sensitivity to differences in exposure concentration. Therefore, alternatives to BAF should be considered for defining nanomaterial bioaccumulation in the future. The potential for biomagnification through trophic transfer was beyond the scope of these studies and so remains to be addressed. Future studies should examine the potential for nanosilver to act as a source of dissolved silver within sediments over longer time periods. It will also be important to address the molecular mechanism of cellular uptake of nanoparticles in complex systems such as sediments, as nanomaterials have been recorded to experience direct cellular uptake during cell-line experiments, but such uptake was not in evidence under these more complex conditions. Sediments will act as a sink for nanomaterials released to the aquatic environment. The focus of future work should be whether the greater concentrations expected in the benthos will be sufficient to result in environmental toxicity in the face of the reduced bioavailability of these particles in sediments compared with in the water column.
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Recipe for the artificial hard water (freshwater) used throughout experiments (reproduced from OECD Test Guideline 315 “Bioaccumulation in Sediment-dwelling Benthic Oligochaetes”, DOI: 10.1787/2074577x)

(a) Calcium chloride solution Dissolve 11.76 g CaCl2 x 2 H2O in deionised water; make up to 1 L with deionised water

(b) Magnesium sulphate solution Dissolve 4.93 g MgSO4 x 7 H2O in deionised water; make up to 1 L with deionised water

(c) Sodium bicarbonate solution Dissolve 2.59 g NaHCO3 in deionised water; make up to 1 L with deionised water

(d) Potassium chloride solution Dissolve 0.23 g KCl in deionised water; make up to 1 L with deionised water

All chemicals must be of analytical grade. The conductivity of the distilled or deionised water should not exceed 10 μScm⁻¹.

25 ml each of solutions (a) to (d) are mixed and the total volume made up to 1 L with deionised water.

The sum of the calcium and magnesium ions in this solutions is 2.5 mmol/L. The proportion Ca:Mg ions is 4:1 and Na:K ions 10:1. The acid capacity KS4.3 of this solution is 0.8 mmol/L.
**Supplementary File2**

Properties of the LUFA Speyer natural soil substrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>LUFA Speyer soil 2.4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organic carbon (%C)</td>
<td>2.26 +/- 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen (% N)</td>
<td>0.2 +/- 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH (0.01 M CaCl2)</td>
<td>7.2 +/- 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cation exchange capacity (meq)/100g</td>
<td>31.4 +/- 4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water holding capacity (g/100g)</td>
<td>44.1 +/- 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water holding capacity (g/1000ml)</td>
<td>1288 +/- 36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Particle size distribution (mm) according to German DIN (%)**

| <0.002                                       | 26.3 +/- 2.1         |
| 0.002 - 0.006                                | 8.3 +/- 1.0          |
| 0.006 - 0.02                                 | 14.5 +/- 1.1         |
| 0.02 - 0.063                                 | 23.1 +/- 1.1         |
| 0.063 - 0.2                                 | 19.1 +/- 0.3         |
| 0.2 - 0.63                                   | 7.0 +/- 2.5          |
| 0.63 - 2.0                                   | 1.7 +/- 0.2          |

Soil type: Clayey loam

**Particle size distribution (mm) according to USDA (%)**

| <0.002                                       | 25.9 +/- 2.1         |
| 0.002 - 0.05                                 | 40.5 +/- 1.0         |
| 0.05 - 2.0                                   | 33.6 +/- 1.8         |

Soil type: Loam
Appendix 1
Transformations that affect fate, form and bioavailability of inorganic nanoparticles in aquatic sediments

Abstract
Inorganic nanoparticles are at risk of release into the aquatic environment owing to their function, use and methods of disposal. Aquatic sediments are predicted to be a large potential sink for such engineered nanomaterial (ENM) emissions. On entering water bodies, ENMs can undergo a range of potential transformations dependent on the physicochemical nature of the immediate environment, as they pass from the surface waters, to sediments and into sediment-dwelling organisms. This review assesses the current state of research on transformations of metal-based ENMs in the aquatic environment, and considers the implications of these transformations for the fate and persistence of ENMs and their bioavailability to organisms within the benthos. We identify the following factors of key importance in the fate pathways of ENMs in aqueous systems: (1) extracellular polymeric substances, prevalent in many aquatic systems create the potential for temporal fluxes of ENMs to the benthos that is currently unaccounted for in predictive models. (2) Weak secondary deposition onto sediment grains may dominate sediment-ENM interactions for larger aggregates >500 nm, potentially granting dynamic long term mobility of ENMs within sediments. (3) Sulfurization, aggregation and reduction in the presence of humic acid is likely to limit the presence of dissolved ions from soluble ENMs within sediments. (4) Key benthic species are identified based on their ecosystem functionality and potential for ENM exposure. On the basis of these findings, we recommend future research areas which will support prospective risk assessment by enhancing our knowledge of the transformations ENMs undergo and the likely effects these will have.
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Introduction

The use and application of Engineered Nanomaterials (ENM) is rapidly expanding, with a global industry estimated to be worth US$ 3 trillion by 2020 \[^1\].

This growth is reflective of their wide ranging applications, spanning environmental remediation \[^2, 3\], commercial products \[^4-7\] and medicine \[^8\]. The expansion of commercial uses for ENMs is fuelled by the unique properties materials display at the nano-scale compared with the larger (bulk) form of the material, principally due to their high surface area to volume ratio \[^9\]. It is this high reactivity at the nanoscale that has established ENMs as a contaminant separate from their bulk form. The commonly used definition of a nanomaterial is a material with at least one dimension <100 nm \[^10, 11\]. Nanoparticles (NP) have all three dimensions <100 nm, whereas nanosheets and nanorods exist with one or two dimensions <100 nm. In terms of regulation, the European Commission has a working definition of engineered nanomaterials as “containing particles, in an unbound state or as an aggregate or as an agglomerate and where, for 50% or more of the particles in the number size distribution, one or more external dimensions is in the size range 1-100 nm” \[^12\].

Attempts have been made to model the release of ENMs into the environment at both national and global scales \[^13-15\] however, a lack of data on production \[^16\] and emission rates, inhibits accurate prediction of the release potential of ENMs \[^17\]. Recent estimates predicted 1,100 – 29,200 metric tons of the global ENM production in 2010 was released directly into water bodies \[^18\]. Most of these ENMs will pass through some form of water treatment process before entering the aquatic environment, which can be highly effective at removing ENMs such as silver (AgNPs) \[^19\]. In one study, silver in the effluent from a model waste water treatment plant accounted for only 2.5% of the original dosed concentration \[^20\].

However, some ENMs may also be released directly to aquatic systems. Coatings and cosmetics comprise the largest share of commercial products containing ENMs \[^21\] and are the two largest potential sources of ENM release into the environment \[^18\]. Most ENMs utilized in coatings and cosmetics are inorganic metal or metal oxide NPs (MeO) \[^22, 23\] such as titanium dioxide (TiO\(_2\)), zinc oxide (ZnO), silicon dioxide (SiO\(_2\)) and cerium oxide (CeO\(_2\)) which have high production and release volumes \[^14, 16, 18\]. These may be released from painted exterior facades and other consumer
products directly into the aquatic environment \cite{23, 24} with uncertain ecological consequences \cite{25}. There is little regulation in place for their production or disposal, making the area of nano-ecotoxicology one of vital importance for prospective risk assessment \cite{25-27}.

Water bodies receiving ENMs present a diverse range of environments, from fast flowing rivers, to lakes, high in natural organic matter (NOM) or oceans of high ionic strength. Differences in both physical and chemical conditions of the immediate environment may drastically alter the fate and behaviour of ENMs. Both naturally occurring NPs \cite{28, 29} and ENMs \cite{30, 31} have been shown to aggregate and sediment on transport into saline environments as occurs when entering estuarine waters. In the Gironde estuary, France, silver from anthropogenic sources contributes 24-90\% of particulate Ag fluxes into sediments \cite{32, 33}. In some instances, for example TiO$_2$ in the Rhine river, modelled sediment concentrations exceed that in the overlying water by up to six orders of magnitude \cite{34}. ENMs have also been observed to move in runoff from terrestrial soil into aquatic sediments \cite{35}. Therefore, sediments are predicted as a major sink for ENM emissions \cite{11}.

The transformations that an ENM may experience on entering the aquatic and benthic environment can be subdivided into four main categories:

- Physical transformations, including aggregation processes and deposition onto sediment grains.
- Chemical transformations, including dissolution, exchange of surfactants, influence of other inorganic chemicals and redox reactions.
- Interactions with macromolecules external to organisms such as NOM and extra-cellular polymeric substances produced in the water column or by biofilms at sediment surfaces.
- Biologically mediated transformations involving partitioning among benthic communities, bioturbation and transformations associated with ingestion-egestion dynamics.

Each of these transformations may influence the toxicity, bioaccessibility and bioavailability of ENMs. Bioaccessible ENMs can be taken up by an organism, but their potential for cellular internalisation may be physically or temporally constrained, whereas bioavailable ENMs may be readily internalised by cells.
and tissues. As such, transformations of ENMs and their effect on bioavailability in sediments are an important component of ENM hazard prediction. There has been recent progress in standardizing approaches to measuring the toxicity of chemicals in sediment environments \[36\], but the existing framework for chemical contaminants may not be suitable for ENMs owing to the fundamental differences between solute and colloidal chemistry. International efforts are working towards achieving the same quality of standardisation and environmental realism for nano as for traditional chemical ecotoxicology \[25, 37, 38\]. To do this a firm understanding of the transformations that occur through the products lifecycle is of utmost importance \[39\].

The present review critically analyses knowledge concerning the hazard potential of inorganic ENMs in the benthic environment. We distinguish between organic and inorganic ENMs for the purposes of the current review owing to unique fate processes of inorganic ENMs concerning dissolution and the presence of ions, and the differences in the specific challenges for investigators that organic and inorganic ENMs present, which must be dealt with separately. The reviews focus is on the interactions that occur between inorganic ENMs with both biotic and abiotic components of the benthic environment and the implications of these transformations for the fate and bioavailability of ENMs to benthic species. Investigating these processes and transformations will help identify the form of inorganic ENMs likely to be present within the benthos. In doing so, this information can be used in support of standardised testing for predictive risk assessment of ENMs in sediments.

1. Transformations in the water column

Many transformations occur in the water column on release of ENMs into the aquatic environment and as they pass from suspension in the water column, to their incorporation into sediments (Figure 1). These transformations facilitate the flow of ENMs from the water column into sediments and may persist within the benthos. Transformations include physiochemical transformations such as the dynamic interplay between aggregation and dissolution, as well as interactions with NOM and aggregates of biogenic exudates known as “marine snow” all of which may have lasting implications for ENM fate within the benthos.
1.1 Aggregation

On release into water bodies, metal ENMs exhibit behaviour similar to other colloids, with their fate dominated by aggregation and dissolution \[^{[39-41]}\]. In principle, this follows Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory, where aggregation behaviour is the product of attractive van der Waals forces and repulsive electrostatic forces. The balance of these opposing forces is highly dependent on the physical and chemical properties of the ENM in question and the properties of the media in which the ENM is suspended. Most materials suspended in water have a negative surface charge, attracting counter ions from the solution and inducing the repulsive Electric Double Layer (EDL), which on close interaction with other negatively charged colloids results in electrostatic repulsion. This prevents aggregation and results in a material becoming stabilized in suspension. Ionic strength of the surrounding water influences aggregation behaviour, with high ionic strength typical of saline
marine waters, resulting in a compression of the EDL reducing electrostatic repulsion and therefore increasing homoaggregation\cite{42-46}. A similar effect has been seen as the pH approaches the pH point of zero charge (pH\textsubscript{ZPC}) for the particle \cite{47, 48}. This reduced stability of the ENM and subsequent increase in homoaggregation results in faster rates of sedimentation under conditions of high IS or where the pH of the surrounding water is close to the pH\textsubscript{ZPC} of the ENM \cite{43, 49, 50}. The capacity of ionic strength to influence aggregation can be limited by particle shape. Changing ionic strength had minimal influence upon aggregation of rod shaped ZnO (aspect ratio 10:1) owing to the lower interaction energies involved between rod shaped NPs, whilst dramatically increasing aggregation for 20 nm spherical ZnO until aggregation was no longer limited by ionic strength \cite{42}. Increasing ionic strength not only facilitates homoaggregation, but also heteroaggregation with large natural colloids (>0.2 µm diameter). Heteroaggregation has been demonstrated as the main cause behind sedimentation of ENMs in river water \cite{51} a process exacerbated in waters of high ionic strength. CeO\textsubscript{2}, and AgNPs, coated with either polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) or SiO\textsubscript{2}, experienced higher rates of heteroaggregation with larger natural colloids in saline water and faster sedimentation \cite{52}. Therefore sediments are a likely reservoir of these particles upon release into surface waters, particularly if they move along a salinity gradient such as that in an estuarine environment, into waters of higher ionic strength \cite{53}.

The aggregation behaviour of ENMs depends not only on the physiochemical characteristics of the water but also the physical properties of the ENMs themselves. Both concentration and initial particle size have a pronounced effect on aggregation behaviour. At higher concentrations, MeOs such as TiO\textsubscript{2}, ZnO and CeO\textsubscript{2} sediment at a faster rate than when dosed at lower concentrations \cite{50, 51}. Higher concentrations result in a greater number of particle-particle interactions and so a greater potential for homoaggregation. This relationship is dynamic. Evidence of aged TiO\textsubscript{2} from commercially available sunscreens showed two distinct size distributions formed after 48 hours, one <700 nm in diameter and the other group of larger low density heteroaggregates >10 µm of TiO\textsubscript{2} with other components of the sun creams \cite{53}. Such bimodal size distributions may arise because rapid aggregation reduces the overall number
of particles in suspension, reducing the frequency of particle interactions, thus a second group of smaller or individual ENMs remain in suspension \[51, 53\]. Such aggregation during aging can be irreversible. Dry powders of 85 nm hematite ENMs, did not disaggregate below 100 nm when stored for 1 month \[46\]. Additionally, ENMs of a smaller initial size have been observed in several cases to result in larger aggregates \[45, 46, 54\], for example 10 nm citrate capped AgNPs aggregated to 300 nm after 3 days, compared with the 100 nm particles which formed 200 nm aggregates in saline water \[55\]. Overall, it is likely that a significant proportion of ENMs released into the aquatic environment will persist as larger aggregates.

The dynamic nature of ENM aggregation behaviour makes characterisation of ENMs in natural matrices difficult, owing to the propensity for NPs to change during the process of characterisation. Much of the past literature quotes the primary particle size when presenting results. However, as can be seen these reported sizes may bear little resemblance to the actual size distributions of ENMs in the laboratory exposures. As such, the current research efforts to improve separation and sizing techniques such as field flow fractionation and single particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry are vital in order for progress to be made in our understanding of ENM aggregation and its implications for environmental fate.

1.2 Dissolution
Dissolution also plays a significant role in the fate of MeO NPs on release into water bodies. Evidence suggests that there is a relationship between particle size and dissolution rate at the nanoscale \[56\], though it is not the exponential predicted by solely using thermodynamic theory \[44, 57\]. This may be due to a number of factors, including the larger surface area relative to volume increasing the number of “hotspots” for dissolution \[57\], surface morphology \[42\] and NP concentration \[58\]. In general, smaller NPs have a greater rate of dissolution, however, other factors can reverse this general rule. For example, 78 nm CeO$_2$ NPs had a greater concentration of Ce(III) impurities than smaller, 33 nm NPs, and so experienced greater dissolution at low pH <5 \[59\]. Other factors that may suppress the rate of dissolution include ligand exchange in the presence of phosphate \[59\] and aggregation \[44, 56, 60\]. In fact, aggregation has been observed to reduce dissolution rates of ZnO\[61\], in one case to values
similar to the bulk form \(^{[62]}\) a finding that has been attributed to an increase in the thickness of the diffusion layer with size \(^{[63]}\). A slower rate of aggregation in lower ionic strength media has been demonstrated to increase ZnO aggregate density \(^{[49]}\), which could also reduce diffusion efficiency of solutes from the interior of the aggregate to the bulk solution \(^{[63]}\). Both transformations involved in dissolution and aggregation are likely to continue in tandem alongside sediment specific processes such as interactions with sediment grains and biofilms upon reaching the benthos. It is this dynamic interplay of dissolution and aggregation that is a fundamental difference between traditional solute chemistry and ENMs colloidal behaviour.

### 1.3 Interaction with natural organic matter

In waters containing high NOM such as lakes, rivers and estuaries, NP-NOM complexes dominate particle behaviour because NOM concentrations are likely to be orders of magnitude higher than ENM concentrations. This co-aggregation of NOM with ENM may grant either steric \(^{[64]-[68]}\) and/or electrostatic stability \(^{[44, 65, 69, 70]}\) to the ENM, reducing sedimentation \(^{[50, 71]}\). Keller \textit{et al.} (2010) found that in the presence of \(~5\) mM humic acid, TiO\(_2\) (27 nm), ZnO (24 nm) and CeO\(_2\) (67 x 8 nm) formed stable heteroaggregates of \(~300\) nm in size, which then remained in suspension\(^{[50]}\). This can be compared with the same ENMs in the absence of NOM, where aggregates formed across the 400 minute time period, ranged from \(~400-1200\) nm and settled out of suspension. At low concentrations of NOM, typical of groundwater (between 0.1 and 2 mg/L), the stabilizing effect of NOM becomes concentration dependent. An exposure ratio of 2\% NOM to ENM concentrations caused bridging and flocculation of TiO\(_2\) NPs, whereas NOM concentrations of \(~20\%) stabilized 25\% of the ENM as suspended colloids \(~300\) nm \(^{[72]}\) in agreement with Keller \textit{et al.} (2010) \(^{[50]}\). Suspended ENMs can still have an effect on benthic communities by disrupting the life cycle of the planktotrophic larvae produced by many sediment dwellers that feed in the water column. To the authors knowledge no published data explores the effects of ENMs on planktotrophic stages of otherwise benthic dwelling species. Such tests would be of particular use as there is little acknowledgment of this benthic-pelagic coupling in current regulatory frameworks.
1.4 Interaction with extracellular polymeric substances

Clusters and films of aggregated organic and inorganic matter are prevalent in both marine and freshwaters. Much of this forms from exudates of extra-cellular polymeric substances (EPS) from a diverse range of microbes \[73\] that attach to these agglomerates \[73, 74\]. These microgels provide an efficient transport mechanism for the movement of organic and inorganic matter from surface waters to the benthos known as “marine snow” \[75, 76\], with sedimentation rates from 1 – 368 m d\(^{-1}\) \[77\]. MeOs are rapidly incorporated into EPS, with a 95% incorporation efficiency for TiO\(_2\) after 168 hours \[78\]. Such marine snow events are likely to occur after phytoplankton blooms and are not restricted solely to marine environments, with fluxes of particulate organic matter in sediments coinciding with the disappearance of EPS in the surface waters of Lake Constance, Germany \[79\]. Waste water treatment plants also act as an important source of EPS. ENMs come into contact with an array of microbes and EPS associated with sewage sludge and so may become complexed with such EPS upon release in the effluent into water bodies \[80\]. The presence of ENMs has been suggested to enhance aggregation and assembly of EPS microgels in marine waters. In the absence of ENMs, EPS aggregated to <0.5 µm, whereas the presence of a high concentration (100 µg L\(^{-1}\)) of 23 nm polystyrene NPs resulted in EPS-NP aggregates of 4-6 µm \[81\]. This could mean that in the presence of ENMs, marine snow may flocculate and sediment at a faster rate than usual, which may have wider ecosystem implications, through altering local dynamics of this process.

When EPS flocculate and sediment, not only is there an increased exposure of ENMs to the benthos, but there can also be other transformations of ENMs, impacting on aggregation and dissolution \[82\]. EPS was shown to increase heteroaggregation for both positively and negatively charged cadmium selenide (CdSe) quantum dots (used as a representative inorganic ENM). The size of aggregates differed under illumination, with ~800-3800 µm aggregates formed under dark conditions and ~700-1300 µm under a light:dark regime of 14h:10h. Interestingly, aggregation should suppress dissolution through reducing the surface area from which ions can dissolve. However, in this study, particularly under lit conditions, dissolution of the CdSe was actually increased. Proteins in the EPS acted as a source for CdSe photocatalyzed production of reactive...
oxygen species (ROS), thus destabilizing the CdSe. This effect increased dissolution and degradation of the quantum dots. Although UV is attenuated by waters and so does not reach the benthos in many cases, in natural lake waters with low dissolved organic carbon, ultra violet penetration can reach a depth of 10 m\textsuperscript{[83]} and so photoactive properties of some MeOs may still play an important role in ENM transformations. Flocs of EPS may remain in surface waters for 5-16 days\textsuperscript{[84]} allowing time for significant degradation of photocatalytic ENMs such as CdSe quantum dots or TiO\textsubscript{2} close to the water’s surface. This potentially increases exposure of pelagic species to dissolved ions from the ENM, while reducing the amount of particles that could sediment out to the benthos. However, during windy conditions\textsuperscript{[84]} and when concentrations of EPS are great (for example after algal blooms)\textsuperscript{[79]} rapid sedimentation can occur. This could result in seasonal fluxes of high ENM concentrations in the benthos. This is a hazard that is not recognized in current predictions of sediment concentrations of ENMs. Marine snow is not acknowledged in predictive models and sedimentation rates are assumed to be constant across the year\textsuperscript{[14, 85]}. As such, ENM interactions with EPS need to be better understood and are expected to be an important factor in predictive modelling of the environmental fate of ENMs.

2. Transformations at the surface of sediments

At the sediment-water interface, deposition onto natural colloids appears to be the main mode of sedimentation and incorporation into sediments\textsuperscript{[51]}. This is of particular importance in turbulent, colloid rich systems e.g. rivers, estuaries and coastal systems. Heteroaggregation of CeO\textsubscript{2}, PVP-Ag, and silica-coated silver (SiO\textsubscript{2}-Ag) NPs with suspended sediment flocks has been observed 12 orders of magnitude higher in turbulent waters than in quiescent conditions. This resulted in sedimentation rates one to two orders of magnitude higher than in still or stagnant waters\textsuperscript{[86]}. In lakes, scavenging of ENMs from the water column by suspended sediment particles dominates ENM sedimentation in shallow waters, in particular in the diffusive benthic boundary layer, or “fluff layer” just above the sediment surface\textsuperscript{[87]}. Therefore, for many MeOs, persistence in the benthos will involve aggregated ENMs deposited onto sediment grains and natural colloids. Further transformations will then alter the composition and form.
that ENMs take at the surface of sediments. These include interactions with epibenthic species, bio-resuspension and EPS derived from plants and microbes inhabiting the surface of aquatic sediments.

2.1 Effects of animal species on composition and distribution of ENMs at the sediment-water interface

The species composition of epibenthic communities will have a profound effect upon the size distribution and form of ENMs before settling to the sediment surface. *Daphnids* (water fleas) have an average filter mesh size of 400-700 nm and may only feed on suspended particles greater than this size \[88\]. As a consequence, *Daphnia hyalina* alters the size distribution of natural colloids, simultaneously reducing the number of aggregates larger than their filter mesh size and increasing the number of smaller aggregates <400 nm \[89\]. A similar effect was observed for 30 nm mercaptoundecanoic acid-capped AuNPs in the presence of *D. magna* and the freshwater shrimp, *Gammarus pulex*, \[90\]. Such increases in smaller inorganic colloids in the presence of filter feeders have been suggested as a combination of selective ingestion of larger aggregates and break-down of these aggregates during digestion and egestion \[91\]. Although these studies concede that population densities in the investigations were too low to have asignificant effect on the natural systems they represented, in areas with a high density of filter feeding organisms, significant change to the size distribution of ENMs reaching the benthos may be possible.

Selective feeding by epibenthic species will expose some NPs to mucus in both the gut and gills which will determine particle interactions much like EPS. Surface mucus represents a significant barrier to uptake of ENMs across dermal pathways \[92\]. Studies on the mussel *Mytilus galloprovincialis*, showed most CeO$_2$ and ZnO NPs dispersed in suspension were rejected in pseudofaeces before ingestion could occur \[93\]. Pseudofaeces are produced in the gills at a much higher rate compared with normal faeces and so act as an efficient mechanism for sorting unwanted NPs during filtration \[93, 94\]. This results in deposition of mucus-NP complexes onto sediment surfaces, similar in composition to the EPS-ENM complexes discussed previously.

On ingestion, the gastrointestinal mucus is the first barrier for uptake of ENMs into the organisms’ tissues and acts as another biological compartment for mucus-ENM interactions. Negatively charged ENMs may cross this barrier
faster than their cationic counterparts \cite{95, 96}. Hydrophobic ENMs are also expected to experience far greater uptake, bioaccumulation and cellular internalization than their hydrophilic counterparts \cite{96, 97}. However, even those ENMs that reach intestinal epithelial cells and are internalised may still be ejected back into the gastrointestinal mucus to be eliminated from the organisms. Goblet cells have been recorded to internalize activated carbon NPs into intracellular vacuoles, which are then secreted at the gut lumen through exocytosis \cite{98}. These excreted ENMs will have undergone mechanical and chemical transformations due to changes in pH throughout the digestive process, for example, 45 nm gold (Au) NPs excreted by the clam *Corbicula fluminea* were far less spherical and uniform in size than pre-exposure \cite{99}.

This transformation of NPs in faeces and mucus exudates represents an important process in benthic-pelagic coupling. In areas with high population densities of burrowing and sediment ingesting organisms, bioresuspension of nanomaterials in faecal pellets bring a significant volume of sediments and their associated contaminants to the sediment surface \cite{100}. For example, bioresuspension through release of faecal pellets of the burrowing mud shrimp *Callinassasubteranea* has been estimated to equal an annual sediment turnover budget of 11 kg dry sediment m\(^{-2}\) year\(^{-1}\)\cite{101}. Although to date there has been no published direct investigation into the effect this bioresuspension has on ENMs, the importance of bioturbation and resuspension in other nutrient and chemical cycles \cite{102} suggests these processes are likely to play an important role in benthic-pelagic coupling of ENM cycles.

### 2.2 Interactions with EPS at the sediment-water interface

EPS exuded from bacteria will also affect the distribution of ENMs at the sediment surface. Induced aggregation of biogenic ZnS NPs to sizes of 1-10 \(\mu\m\) by proteins exuded from microbes has been demonstrated to limit their transport in subsurface waters, and in turn incorporate excess Zn ions from pore waters \cite{103}. This demonstrates how EPS from microbial communities can alter the form of ENM at the sediment surface, reducing the concentration of Zn ions in interstitial pore waters within sediments, whilst increasing the nanoparticulate fraction. Such EPS may not only originate from bacteria. Bone et al. (2012), prepared different exposure stocks of 50 nm PVP-AgNPs and 12 nm Gum Arabic (GA) capped AgNPs by preparing them in the presence of
sediment, plants or both sediments and plants\textsuperscript{[104]}. EPS produced by the plants as a detoxification response to the presence of the NPs caused the ENMs to aggregate and sediment, reducing the ENM concentration suspended in the water, and so reducing toxicity to these organisms feeding in the water column. Therefore, in shallow waters where there are likely to be aquatic flora, EPS production will be higher and significantly increase sedimentation of ENMs. Whether this decrease in exposure and toxicity to feeders in the water column would be mirrored by an increase in toxicity to sediment dwelling species was not assessed, because no benthic species was included in the exposure. This highlights the importance of including a sediment ingesting benthic organism as part of the base set of organisms for the standardized testing of NP aquatic hazards, because reduced toxicity to pelagic species due to sedimentation across the exposure period could be negated by an increase in toxicity to benthic species.

Incorporation of MeOs into larger aggregates may also increase exposure to some epibenthic organisms. For example, the mussel *Mytilus edulis* and oysters, *Crassostrea virginica* both experienced rapid uptake and accumulation of 100 nm fluorescently labelled polystyrene NPs when they were embedded into laboratory generated aggregates (>100 µm), whereas the freely suspended particles (<1 µm) experienced no uptake over a 45 minute exposure \textsuperscript{[105]}. The aggregated ENMs were bioaccessible whereas the untransformed ENMs were not, due to this species greater capture efficiency of particles > 1 µm in size. Research now needs to address whether this transformed, bioaccessible fraction of ENMs is also bioavailable to benthic-dwelling species.

### 3. Subsurface transformations in the benthos

On incorporation into sediments, the ENM will interact with two distinct environments: the pore waters, and the sediment grain surfaces. These interactions are highly dependent upon the physiochemical transformations that the ENM has undergone and will determine the particles bioavailability to benthic dwelling organisms. Geochemical heterogeneities in the sediment such as mineral form, distribution and concentration also add complexity to the task of understanding subsurface transformations and greatly influence deposition and transport behaviour of ENMs in saturated porous media\textsuperscript{[106]}. There is a lack
of information on the fate and processes acting upon ENMs in aquatic sediments, thus many processes are inferred through the use of our knowledge on ENM behaviour in similar matrices such as saturated soils, for which there has been greater research effort.

3.1 Physical transformations will determine deposition and transport of ENMs within sediments

The balance between attractive van der Waals forces and repulsive electrostatic forces are the main interactions that determine the form of deposition of ENMs onto sediment grain surfaces. These two forces create a primary “energy minimum” close to the sediment grain surface (< ~1 nm) where a strong net attraction occurs and beyond which an energy barrier exists to deposition \[^{107}\]. The strength of this barrier to deposition depends upon the ionic strength of the media, with greater ionic strength resulting in a smaller EDL and so smaller energy barrier \[^{108}\]. Under cases of high ionic strength or low pH this energy barrier can be entirely overcome, allowing deposition in this primary energy minima \[^{109}\]. Surface charge of different minerals within sediments may also alter deposition, with more negatively charged silica and iron oxide experiencing greater deposition of CeO\(_2\) NPs than on alumina \[^{110}\]. Alternatively, as electrostatic repulsion decreases at an exponential rate with distance, a zone of weak attraction can exist further from the NP surface, known as the secondary energy minima \[^{111}\]. Under less favourable conditions for primary deposition, secondary deposition in this weaker zone of attraction can still occur. The factors that determine deposition of an ENM can thus be conceptualised as those that increase interactions between ENMs and sediment grains and those that increase the attachment efficiencies of these interactions.

Ionic strength plays an important role in determining the attachment efficiency between NPs and sediment grains in the benthos. An increase in ionic strength has been demonstrated to increase deposition of TiO\(_2\) \[^{112,113}\], CeO\(_2\) \[^{114}\], copper oxide (CuO), ZnO \[^{115}\] and aluminium oxide Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) \[^{116}\] in saturated porous media. The form this deposition takes depends on the size and surface charge of the NP in question. As negatively charged aggregates become larger, their surface potential becomes more negative \[^{47,69}\]. As such, secondary deposition would dominate the fate of larger NPs >500 nm because they induce a stronger interaction barrier and deeper secondary energy minimum, preventing
deposition in primary energy minima but encouraging secondary deposition \cite{111,117}. However, pH and ionic strength can significantly reduce these energy barriers for example, at pH 7, a value close to the pH_{zpc} of both ZnO and iron oxide(Fe₃O₄), these particles aggregate to > 1 µm and no energy barrier is present so conditions are favourable for primary deposition \cite{115}. This has wide implications for the longer term fate of ENMs in sediments because primary deposition is generally irreversible whereas deposition in the secondary energy minima is reversible. This can occur through Brownian motion \cite{117,118} or if there is a change in flow rate \cite{119}, or ionic strength \cite{107,111} which would be periodical in estuarine systems. Under some conditions the secondary energy minimum will play the dominant role in NP deposition, primarily for aggregated particles approximately >500 nm, where an increase in size may result in greater deposition in the secondary energy minimum \cite{111} but also in some cases for smaller NPs ~30 nm \cite{118,120}. However for the majority of NPs <100 nm \cite{30}, or for rod shaped NPs where the interaction energies are reduced, the secondary minima are expected to play a far smaller role in ENM deposition \cite{121}. Towards the larger end of the scale where ENM aggregates are > 1 µm, physical straining dominates ENM removal from the interstitial water \cite{108,109}. This is where the pores become too small for the ENM to pass through (Figure 2) and so the particles are trapped and no longer mobile.
Figure 2: physical interactions of ENMs with sediment grains and potential for ENM transport within pore waters.

Over time, deposition and straining can result in a “ripening” effect where deposited and strained aggregates act as collecting surfaces themselves, allowing further deposition of the ENM as has been shown to occur for TiO$_2$\[^{112}\]. Such deposition can be enhanced by particle shape, for example the higher deposition and ripening effect observed of rod shaped latex NPs (aspect ratio 4:1) that was not seen with spherical latex NPs under unfavourable conditions \[^{121}\]. This ripening effect has now been found to occur also for mixtures of ENMs; with fullerene(C$_{60}$) NPs showing reduced transport in the presence of TiO$_2$ NPs as the C$_{60}$ become retained by pre-deposited TiO$_2$\[^{122}\]. Although straining initially reduces transport of ENMs through sediments, these strained aggregates may act as a longer term source of NPs into the pore waters as hydraulic forces shear particles from the surface of these aggregates \[^{109}\]. Interestingly, favourable conditions for aggregation and deposition can actually result in greater transport of NPs in the pore waters. If, for instance, larger aggregates avoid straining, their size would allow movement only in wider pores.
with a greater flow rate and so they will travel greater distances\textsuperscript{[113]}. This is known as size exclusion. Another scenario in which conditions favourable for deposition can result in greater concentrations of ENM suspended in pore waters is where there are high concentrations of the ENM. In these instances, the surface of a sediment grain may become saturated with deposited, negatively charged NPs, creating an electrostatic barrier preventing further deposition \textsuperscript{[116, 121]}. This process of “blocking” is particularly effective under lower ionic strength as the EDL of the ENMs expand, thus blocking an area of the grain surface much larger than the NPs actual size. As such, point sources of high ENM concentrations could result in high deposited and strained concentrations close to the source, which may then act as a constant release of NPs over time through shearing from aggregates, size exclusion and blocking (Figure 2).

ENMs such as Ag and CeO\textsubscript{2} are likely to be more mobile than their ionic counterparts \textsuperscript{[123]}, which are unlikely to persist as free ions in sediments due to strong partitioning to organic matter \textsuperscript{[124]}. In areas of high ENM concentrations, shearing of strained aggregates, blocking and size exclusion all result in increased transport and suspension of ENMs in the interstitial waters in fresh water sediments. However, in pore waters of high ionic strength, such as marine or estuarine sediments, penetration of ENMs deep into the sediment is still likely to be limited \textsuperscript{[125]}, and retention profiles of TiO\textsubscript{2} have shown most of the retained ENMs are concentrated in the top 4 cm of the saturated sand columns \textsuperscript{[122, 126, 127]}. This reduced transport may be exacerbated, as has been found for AgNPs, by heteroaggregation with clay particles \textsuperscript{[124, 128]} and other natural colloids such as maghemite or montmorillonite \textsuperscript{[106]}. However, bioturbation in areas with high densities of burrowing organisms may overcome these factors which limit ENM mobility. For example, bioturbation may lower the bulk density and rigidity of the surficial sediment layer \textsuperscript{[129]}, thus making it more prone to erosion processes and resuspension of any sediment and associated NPs into the overlying waters.

\textbf{3.2 Bioavailability of ENMs within sediments}

The different forms of deposition in sediments and the relative distribution of ENMs between sediment grains and pore waters will affect the bioavailability of the ENMs to benthic dwelling organisms and in turn their toxicity. Ingestion has
been established as an important pathway for ENM uptake in aquatic organisms. Association to food material increased both uptake and toxicity of CdSe/ZnS quantum dots and AgNPs to *Daphnia magna* compared with those simply exposed in a water suspension \[^{130, 131}\]. Deposition into the primary or secondary energy minima of sediment grains therefore could increase exposure through ingestion for Oligochaetes and other sediment ingesting organisms. The limited penetration of MeOs into surface sediments also makes them bioaccessible to those organisms living within the surface layer of sediments. This was in evidence in a study where TiO\(_2\) spiked into the surface sediment at a depth of 1 mm, resulted in greater uptake and toxicity to *Hyalella azteca* and *Chironomus dilutus* than when spiked deeper into the sediment (7 mm) \[^{132}\] because these organisms feed primarily at the surface sediments. Coutris et al. (2012), found that uncoated 19 nm AgNPs, although rapidly retained in soils through deposition, were increasingly re-entrained in the pore water over time\[^{133}\]. These uncoated NPs reached concentrations in the pore waters 8-9 times higher than for citrate stabilized AgNPs or ionic AgNO\(_3\). This re-entrainment of NPs into pore waters means that ENMs deposited onto sediment grains may still act as a reasonably stable and continuous source of ENMs suspended in the pore waters which are available for dermal uptake into sediment dwellers.

### 3.3 Chemical transformations and the persistence of ENMs in sediments

Surfactants can dramatically increase the persistence and mobility \[^{134}\] of MeOs in sediments. ENMs coated with surfactants that confer steric stability are more resistant to aggregation and deposition. PVP capped AgNPs had an attachment efficiency to quartz sand grains two orders of magnitude lower than that of pristine AgNPs\[^{135}\]. Likewise, polyelectrolyte coated zerovalent iron (Fe\(^{0}\)) remained mobile in sediments even after 8 months aging, demonstrating the slow rate of degradation of some surfactants \[^{136}\]. Although many studies are investigating fate and toxicity of coated or stabilized NPs \[^{137-139}\], limited data on the production volumes or nature of the surfactants used by manufacturers means it is not yet possible to accurately predict which coatings of NPs will be most prevalent in the environment.

Several studies have looked at the longer term chemical transformations of MeO NPs within sediments. Inorganic chemicals in particular appear to have a
significant and long term effect upon the transformation products of ENMs and their bioavailability and toxicity. Manufactured surfactants have been demonstrated to make ENMs highly persistent in the benthos and inorganic constituents of the sediment can act in a similar way. Such chemical transformations can dominate surface properties to the point where different ENMs behave uniformly, irrespective of ENMs’ original surface properties. Dale et al. (2013), highlight that sulfuration plays a dominant role in Ag fate within sediments \(^{140}\), overriding any difference between surfactants, with \(~70\%\) of citrate-capped, PVP-capped and pristine AgNPs persisting as Ag\(_2\)S in sediment pore waters when amended with sewage sludge \(^{141}\). This sulfidation also limits the prevalence of dissolved ions in the pore waters. AgNPs dosed into saturated soils and bound to sediment grains were shown to release a constant supply of AgNPs into the interstitial waters over a 4 week exposure period. Particulate Ag underwent some degree of dissolution before sulfidation occurred and the resulting ionic Ag was rapidly complexed with pore water chloride. This formed NPs smaller than the original particles, 50-70 nm in diameter with an Ag\(_2\)S shell \(^{142}\). Although the formation of a highly insoluble Ag\(_2\)S shell \(^{143}\) reduces toxicity caused by the release of Ag\(^+\) ions it does grant it a half-life in sediments between 10 and >100 years depending on the organic carbon content \(^{140}\). Where we draw the boundary for what can still be described as the primary contaminant is uncertain. From an ecotoxicologist’s perspective, discerning between dissolved free ions and the primary NP is key to understanding if there is a nano-specific toxic effect, or if NP toxicity is simply due to the release of free ions \(^{62, 144-147}\). Alternatively, both of these modes of toxicity can be considered under the toxic capacity of the NP, as the NP may act as a source or store for the later release of toxic ions. This question of persistence needs to be addressed using long term studies investigating aging and its effect on toxicity.

Phosphate and nitrate also influence the chemical transformations of MeOs in the benthos. In the presence of phosphate there is a rapid reduction in the rate of dissolution of ZnO\(^{148}\). The presence of phosphate also altered the morphology of ZnO from structurally uniform spheres to a mixture of amorphous and crystalline phases of ZnO and zinc phosphate (Zn\(_3\)(PO\(_4\))\(_2\)), which in turn could increase its persistence and alter reactivity or bioavailability.
Nitrate is also observed to increase persistence of some ENMs, for example it increased the stability of Fe\(^0\) to such an extent that after 6 months aging in sediments, the Fe\(^0\) and mineral content of aged samples differed little from fresh samples of Fe\(^0\) \(^{[149]}\). A major route of ENM discharge into waters is via sewage treatment plants and the high levels of sulphur, nitrate and phosphate in these effluents are likely to increase the stability and persistence of ENMs in the benthos.

3.4 NOM affects ENM mobility and the prevalence of dissolved ions within sediments

Dissolution may occur in the water column or on uptake within organisms \(^{[150, 151]}\), but within sediments, the rate of ENM dissolution is reduced. Ions such as Ag\(^+\) are transformed into NPs within 4-14 days through reduction in the presence of humic acid \(^{[152]}\). The presence of both humic and fulvic acids rapidly reduce ion release from AgNPs, even at low NOM concentrations of 5 mg L\(^{-1}\), resulting in negligible dissolution at concentrations of 50 mg L\(^{-1}\) \(^{[153]}\). This strongly suggests a low prevalence of dissolved ions derived from metal ENMs within the benthos.

NOM will not only reduce the prevalence of dissolved ions from AgNPs in pore waters, but will also increase transport distances for many ENMs through saturated porous media. Humic acids in particular have been shown to increase the mobility of nanoparticulate Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\) and ZnO \(^{[115]}\), TiO\(_2\) \(^{[126]}\), Cu\(^0\) \(^{[154]}\) and Ag \(^{[106]}\) within pore waters. At low concentrations, NOM-ENM complexation may provide electrostatic stability, reducing the rate of deposition by making the NP surface charge more negative \(^{[126]}\). At higher concentrations of between 1-20 mg/L NOM can also provide steric stabilization \(^{[134, 155, 156]}\) preventing close proximity between the NP and the grain surface, making deposition in the primary energy minima impossible \(^{[157]}\). This steric repulsion is not affected by changing ionic strength, pH or electrolyte composition \(^{[158]}\). Fulvic acids on the other hand have a smaller molecular size and so when coating ENMs confer less steric stability thus less resistance to deposition \(^{[156]}\).

Other components of NOM can reduce mobility of ENMs in sediments. Examples of this include oxalic and adipic acids, which have been shown to reduce the stability of TiO\(_2\) when adsorbed to the NPs, promoting aggregation \(^{[159]}\) and straining of these aggregates. The process of adsorption of organic...
acids to the NP was unchanged by either initial or aggregated particle size, suggesting attachment was uniform, irrespective of the size of NP coming into contact with these organic acids. Another example of where NOM can reduce ENM mobility is for polysaccharide NOM present in waste water sludge and EPS which increased the retention of C₆₀NPs in saturated porous media \[\text{\cite{160}}\]. Whether such a reduction in mobility also occurs for MeO ENMs has not yet been established. Many interactions with NOM initially reduce the mobility of ENMs in sediments, through formation of aggregates leading to physical straining. Although most ENMs will experience reduced transport in sediments, the potential for re-entrainment of ENMs into pore waters under some conditions from weak secondary deposition onto sediment grain surfaces means a significant percentage may still experience longer term mobility.

Table 1 presents a summary of some of the key transformations and processes affecting ENMs as they pass from pelagic to benthic systems, representing a range of metal nanoparticles with reference to the available literature.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transformation</th>
<th>Environmental compartment</th>
<th>ENM composition (primary particle size)</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural organic matter forms heteroaggregates which can stabilise ENMs</td>
<td>Surface waters</td>
<td>ZnO (4 nm)</td>
<td>Dissolved Suwamee River humic acid at 7.3 mg/L resulted in Zeta potential below -30 mV and reduced sedimentation over 120 min. Lower levels of HA (1.7 mg/L) caused greater sedimentation, through charge neutralisation by the HA of the NPs positive charge, resulting in greater aggregation.</td>
<td>Bianet et al. 2011 [44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZnO (24 nm), TiO2 (27 nm) and CeO2 (8 nm)</td>
<td>All NPs formed aggregates ~300 nm in diameter that were stable and experienced no sedimentation over 7 h in mesocosm freshwater with total organic carbon of 5.3 mM.</td>
<td>Keller et al. 2010 [50]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TiO2 (30 nm)</td>
<td>Suwamee River humic acid at 10 mg/L stabilised TiO2 NPs through both electrostatic and steric repulsion, particle Zeta potential being between -30 and -40 mV at 0.1 - 100 mM NaCl (Na+ cation dominates marine waters). Ca+, the cation which is prevalent in freshwaters was found to be more effective at causing aggregation at lower concentrations than NaCl, this effect was negated by the presence of the humic acid.</td>
<td>Thio et al. 2011 [71]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TiO2 nanorod core, coated with Al(OH)3 and poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) layers (10 x 50 nm TiO2 core)</td>
<td>A TiO2 nanocomposite used in sunscreens. 35% of the particles remained in suspension as aggregates ~300 nm after 48 h. Humic acid at 2% w/w (&lt; 1 mg/L) caused floculation through bridging between NPs, whilst at 20% w/w the NP was stabilised, experiencing no sedimentation over 48 h.</td>
<td>Labille et al. 2010 [72]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter feeders may alter the size distribution of ENMs reaching the benthos</td>
<td>Surface waters and Sediment-water boundary</td>
<td>Mercaptoundecanolic acid-capped Au NPs (30 nm)</td>
<td>Particles aggregated to 10x primary particle size, averaging ~300 nm. In the presence of Daphnia magna this reduced to &lt;200 nm within 10 h. In the presence of Gammarus pulex size stabilised at ~150 nm over the 100 h exposure.</td>
<td>Park et al. 2014 [90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural inorganic colloids in lake water (50 - 2000 nm)</td>
<td>After 310 min in the presence of Daphnia magna, inorganic colloids &lt;400 nm increased to between 100 -130% of their original concentration before the organisms were added. Colloids &gt;400 nm decreased to a minimum of ~40% of their original concentration.</td>
<td>Filella et al. 2008 [89]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural organic matter can reduce presence of dissolved ions</td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>AgNO3 (ionic)</td>
<td>Silver Nitrate solutions were exposed to 1-100 mg/L Suwamee River humic acid and three sedimentary humic acids, all of which reduced the Ag+</td>
<td>Akiaghe et al. 2011 [152]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sulfurization increases</strong></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td><strong>Modelled half-life of Ag NPs (both Ag0 and AgS2) varied with organic carbon (OC) with low OC half-life of 6.6 years, mid OC 77 years and high OC 280 years.</strong></td>
<td>Liu et al. 2010 [153]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>persistence but reduces</strong></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td><strong>When aged in the presence of sewage sludge, 70 and 78% of the PVP and citrate coated NPs respectively formed AgS2. Aging reduced Ag ions in the pore water to &lt; 2% of total Ag.</strong></td>
<td>Whitley et al. 2013 [141]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>dissolution</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Natural organic matter</strong></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td><strong>All ENM were aggregated in test water &gt; 100 nm. Mobility decreased in order of TiO2 &gt; CuO &gt; ZnO &gt; Fe3O4. 62% of TiO2 were initially eluted from the bead column, but in the presence of 60 mg/L humic acid this increased to 98% for both TiO2 and CuO.</strong></td>
<td>Ben-Moshe et al. 2010 [115]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>increases ENM transport in</strong></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td><strong>At pH 5.7, humic acid (1 mg/L) reduced deposition onto sediment grains, increasing transport through electrostatic and steric effects. At pH 9, the effect of NOM was limited as humic acid did not adsorb well to the TiO2 NPs.</strong></td>
<td>Chen et al. 2012 [126]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>saturated porus media</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Co-transport of suspended</strong></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td><strong>At pH 7, transport of TiO2 increased with increasing C60 concentration, as the C60 competed for deposition sites on quartz sand grains. TiO2 NPs which did deposit acted as additional sites for deposition, reducing transport of C60 when in the presence of TiO2.</strong></td>
<td>Cai et al. 2013 [122]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>colloids and ENMs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td><strong>Ag NPs experienced rapid heteroaggregation with maghemite or montmorillonite. In soils with a higher porosity this leads to size exclusion and greater heteroaggregate transport. In most soils this reduced mobility due to primary deposition, resulting in a maximum transport depth of 12 cm.</strong></td>
<td>Cornelis et al. 2013 [106]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Citrate stabilised Ag NPs (2-8 nm)
4. Uptake of ENMs into benthic organisms

Sediment ecosystems have historically acted as a buffer against extinction events. As an example in the late Permian mass extinction event, globally only one functional group (based on mode of life and functional morphology) was lost from the benthos \[^{161}\]. However, at the local and regional scale, perturbations to the functional diversity of benthic ecosystems can have a profound effect on processes such as bioturbation \[^{162}\] that are essential for global nutrient cycling and the productivity of aquatic ecosystems \[^{163, 164}\]. The importance of this linking between the benthos and the overlying waters, known as the benthic-pelagic coupling is rarely referred to explicitly within the nanoecotoxicology literature. Freshwater sediments act as a zone for diapause for zooplankton, an essential survival mechanism that increases the resilience of zooplankton throughout periods of unfavourable environmental conditions \[^{165}\]. Benthic dwellers themselves act as ecosystem engineers and as such their composition and diversity determine the functioning of entire aquatic ecosystems \[^{166-168}\]. Given this, understanding the risk that ENMs pose to the benthos is important, not only to predict the localized effects of ENMs, but also to understand the effects on the wider aquatic ecosystem.

Organisms exposed to ENMs within the benthos vary from sedentary organisms, to endobenthic, sediment ingesting Oligochaetes, to the juvenile stages of some pelagic species \[^{169}\]. Biofilms are the major biological compartment for partitioning of ENMs when sedimenting to the benthos \[^{24}\]. In a study on positively charged cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) stabilized Au nanorods 61% were shown to partition into biofilms \[^{170}\] reducing ENM mobility within sediments \[^{171}\]. ENM toxicity towards these biofilms is of importance because they act as sediment biostabilizers, performing an essential role in the structure and functioning of the benthos \[^{172}\]. Biofilms and other microbes also act as an important food source for many benthic grazers. Association with algae may increase the assimilation efficiency of MeOs and so bioavailability. In *D. magna* ~70% of accumulated Ag was attributable to AgNPs associated with algal food \[^{131}\]. Some particles appear to become toxic only when associated with phytoplankton or biofilms. For example SiO\(_2\) and CeO\(_2\) NPs associated with algal food reduced sea urchin larvae survival \[^{173}\]. This was
also demonstrated with CdSe/ZnS quantum dots, which were toxic when ingested in association with algal food in *D. magna* but not when freely suspended, even though bioaccumulation occurred for both exposure routes [130].

Feeding patterns of organisms will also determine the bioavailability of ENMs to benthic dwellers via dietary uptake. The grazing aquatic snail *Physa acuta*, selectively grazes on biofilms based on palatability. In stream mesocosm studies, various biofilms were exposed to a range of concentrations of TiO$_2$ and the greatest accumulation of the NP in *P. acuta* was when feeding on biofilms of the diatom *Synedra ulna* [174]. *S. ulna* produced the lowest biomass of all the mesocosms tested and so total TiO$_2$ available through ingestion should have been lower. However, in this mesocosm, the *P. acuta* ingested >50% of the total *S. ulna* biofilm, far more than any other biofilm and so ingestion and accumulation of TiO$_2$ was greater. Patterns of behaviour can also reduce exposure of ENMs to organisms. The larva of the nematoceran fly *Chironomus dilutes* creates a tube of sand around itself in sediments, totally preventing surface attachment of TiO$_2$NPs [132]. These studies highlight how the toxicity of an ENM is dependent not only on the inherent toxicity of the NP itself, but also on biological parameters defined by organism behaviour and how it partitions among benthic communities.

The characteristics of some exemplar benthic species of great importance for hazard prediction for ENMs in the benthos are identified in Table 2, by defining their functional role within ecosystems and the route through which they will be exposed to ENMs. The five groups outlined include a range of organisms that play important roles in ecosystem engineering within the benthos and include groups that represent the benthic-pelagic coupling. Routes of exposure are suggested, based on the evidence collected in the present review. Examples of species used to investigate the question of NP hazard in the benthos are included in Table 2 along with the corresponding standardised chemical ecotoxicity testing methods that are currently in use. Owing to the differences between solute and colloidal chemistry, thorough characterisation of NPs in the test media and their transformations is necessary to determine the suitability of these tests when using NPs, and in order to accurately interpret any results.
Table 2: Exemplar species for ecotoxicity testing of ENMs in the benthos including their potential exposure route, grouped by their role in ecosystem functioning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species Group</th>
<th>Functional Role</th>
<th>Species Examples</th>
<th>Expected Route to Exposure?</th>
<th>Standardised test protocols available</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Microbes and bacteria</td>
<td>Biostabilization of sediments through EPS [^{172}]</td>
<td>Epipsammic diatom species in sandy sediments; epipel in clay based sediments</td>
<td>Adsorption in the &quot;fluff layer&quot; and settling to the sediment surface</td>
<td>None available to date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposit feeding oligochaete and polychaete</td>
<td>Bioturbation [^{102},^{162}] and bioresuspension [^{100},^{101}]</td>
<td>(\text{Lumbriculus variegatus}, \text{Tubifex tubifex})</td>
<td>Ingestion of sediment deposited ENMs, some exposure possible through pore-waters</td>
<td>OECD TG 225 OECD TG 315 EPA 600-R-99-064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epibenthic filter feeders</td>
<td>Determine size distribution of ENM reaching the sediment [^{89},^{90}]</td>
<td>(\text{Scrobiculariaplan a}, \text{Crassostreagiga})</td>
<td>Filter feeding out of suspension in the &quot;fluff layer&quot; incorporation pseudofaeces</td>
<td>Recommended by OECD ASTM E2455 - 06(2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aquatic plants</td>
<td>Sediment stabilization and release of EPS [^{104}]</td>
<td>(\text{Potamogetondiver sfolius}, \text{Egeria densa}, \text{Myriophyllum spicatum})</td>
<td>Potential exposure through root systems</td>
<td>OECD TG 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dormancy/juvenile organisms</td>
<td>Benthic-Pelagic Coupling [^{165}]</td>
<td>Dormancy phase zooplankton, Chronomidaelarvae</td>
<td>Through water column forplanktrophic benthic larvae or sediment forpelagic species larvae</td>
<td>OECD TG 233</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Conclusions and future recommendations

The various processes and transformations ENMs undergo upon their release into the environment have the potential to drastically alter their fate, form and toxicity. Realism in ecotoxicological testing of ENMs requires a better understanding of these processes to inform on their fate and nature and in turn to better understand which compartments and organisms are most at risk of exposure. From our analysis of the available literature, we identify that the following factors are critical in understanding the fate and form of transformed ENMs within the benthos.

- The presence of NOM and other biogenic exudates such as EPS will dominate inorganic ENM behaviour in the aquatic environment through heteroaggregation or by conferring steric stability. EPS can derive from both biofilms and free floating bacteria in the water column but can also arise as a response to stress in aquatic plants and so ENMs will interact with EPS both in the water column and at the sediment surface.

- The formation of “marine snow” from EPS and its potential to act as a vehicle for sedimentation of ENMs out of the water column may present a seasonal flux of ENMs to the benthos in both fresh and marine waters. This is not currently accounted for in attempts to model environmental concentrations of ENMs in the benthos.

- Aggregation, complexation with NOM and EPS and chemical transformations such as sulfidation, all reduce rates of dissolution and the release of toxic metal ions from ENMs. Therefore ENMs within the sediments are likely to be in the particulate form, prevailing as large aggregates or complexed with NOM and EPS.

- Complexation with NOM and EPS results in deposition into the weaker secondary energy minimum dominating nanoparticle interactions with sediment grains, increasing the mobility of many inorganic ENMs within saturated porous media. Therefore sediment dwelling organisms will be at risk from a variety of routes to exposure including ENMs in suspension in the interstitial waters, bound to sediment grains and at the sediment surface where they may be re-circulated into the water column through bioturbation.
Biofilms at the sediment surface have the capacity to adsorb ENMs effectively and play an important role both in the cycling of nutrients within aquatic ecosystems and as primary producers. As such, the high incorporation of ENMs into biofilms could both disrupt local nutrient cycling and act as a source for trophic transfer of ENMs between benthic dwelling organisms, as many benthic organisms graze on these microbial biofilms.

We would argue that better understanding of the complex nature of the transformations of ENMs within the aquatic environment is essential for developing standardized (and appropriate) testing methods for the ecotoxicity of ENMs. Transformations within sediments represent a significant gap in our knowledge and our recommendations for the immediate future of research needs in this field are:

- Studies into bioaccumulation and toxicity of ENMs to benthic species should include sufficient characterization of the ENMs in the test water and where possible in the sediment matrix to examine the processes and transformations which dictate patterns of ENM fate and bioavailability.
- Studies using manufactured “transformed” ENMs such as AgNPs after sulfidation are needed to understand how such transformations affect ENM fate, behaviour and toxicity to benthic organisms compared with “pristine” particles.
- Assessment of the potential for fluxes of ENMs carried in “marine snow” to act as a vector for nanoparticle sedimentation to the benthos and to include such transport systems in predictive modelling of environmental concentrations of ENMs.
- Toxicity and bioaccumulation tests on a range of the benthic dwelling species identified in this review (Table 2) as being of particular risk of exposure, including aquatic plants and biofilms.
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Appendix 2
Awards, conferences and impact

Listed are awards, conference details and impact resulting from the work conducted as part of this PhD. This is followed by short abstracts for a selection of the presentations given on this topic throughout the PhD.

Research grants:
- **FENAC grant: £15,000 (2015)**. Successful in attaining a competitive grant (graded 8 by the FENAC steering committee) for a full study at the FENAC facility as the researcher for the proposal for “Imaging the evolution of ceria nanoparticles in sediment pore waters over time”.
- **FENAC grant: £16,000 (2014)**. Successful at attaining a competitive grant (graded 8 by the FENAC steering committee) as the researcher for a pilot study “Investigating the aggregate size distribution of Ceria nanoparticles within sediment and tissue samples”.

Travel grants:
- **SETAC Registration Grant: (May 2017)**. Registration fee waiver.
- **Syngenta Student Travel Grant: (May 2017)**. Covering travel costs for attending SETAC Europe AM17.

Awards:
- **SETAC Europe’s ECETOC Young Scientist Award (SETAC Europe, Brussels: May 2017)**. Awarded in recognition of the best platform presentation at SETAC Europe’s 27th Annual Meeting, Brussels, Belgium.

Conferences & seminars:
- **SETAC Europe (Brussels, UK: May 2017)**. Platform presentation “Routes of uptake and bioaccumulation of silver nanoparticles depend on their fate in sediments”.
- **Leadership and Diversity in Organisations (Kent, UK: July 2016)**: Platform presentation entitled “Empowering early career researchers through a student led press team”.
- **ExeBioCon Postgraduate Conference (Exeter, UK: June 2016)**: “The importance of characterisation when examining the murky world of nanoparticles in sediments” (platform presentation - awarded best presentation).
- **SETAC Europe (Nantes, France: May 2016)**. Platform presentation entitled “Bioavailability of metal nanoparticles in a sediment dwelling organism: a study of transdermal and oral routes of uptake”.
- **FENAC 1st FENAC Academic Workshop: Biological and Environmental Impacts of Nanomaterials (Birmingham, UK: March 2016)**. Platform presentation “Investigating the bioaccumulation and route to uptake of metal nanoparticles from sediments”.
- **ExeBioCon Postgraduate Conference (Exeter, UK: June 2015)**: “Understanding transformations of nanoparticles in aquatic environments” (oral presentation).
- **FENAC workshop presentation (Birmingham, UK: December 2015)**. Platform presentation “Combining fractionation and imaging techniques with biological exposures to investigate the route of nanoparticle uptake in sediment dwelling species”.
Public engagement:

Policy engagement:
- Published research cited in POSTnote 562 (October 2017): “Risk Assessment of Nanomaterials” my published work cited in the Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology POSTnote 562.

SETAC Europe (Nantes, France: May 2016).

Bioavailability of metal nanoparticles in a sediment dwelling organism: a study of transdermal and oral routes of uptake

R. K. Cross¹, C. R. Tyler¹, T. S. Galloway¹

Metal engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) are an emerging pollutant considered to be of risk to aquatic environments due to their inherent reactivity and high global production volumes. The behaviour of metal ENMs in aquatic sediment systems is dominated by transformations including aggregation, complexation with organic matter and in some cases dissolution of metal ions. Investigating ENM behaviour in sediments requires novel combinations of separation and microscopy techniques. This will allow us to correctly interpret the results from studies into the bioaccumulation of ENMs in benthic species.

Using a combination of centrifugal ultrafiltration and Asymmetric flow Field Flow Fractionation (AF4) the size distribution and dissolution of both ceria (CeO2NPs) and silver (AgNPs) nanoparticles was followed in a model sediment system over 6 days. The aim was to compare uptake through transdermal or oral routes.

Two commercially relevant Ag NPs were chosen as test materials: one stabilised sterically with PEG (mono mPEGphosphonic acid ester), the other with an electrostatic stabiliser, citrate. The NPs had a primary particle size of 4-10 nm. A 5 day bioaccumulation exposure was conducted using the sediment dwelling oligochaete worm Lumbriculus variegatus. Organisms were either actively feeding (uptake through transdermal and oral ingestion) or non-feeding, achieved by utilising the species’ natural mode of reproduction by clonal fragmentation, to yield non-feeding clones. Centrifugal ultrafiltration examined partitioning of CeO2 and AgNPs between the solid and liquid phases of the sediment and NP dissolution. AF4 was used to investigate the size distribution and preferential heteroaggregation between the CeO2 and AgNPs and other natural colloids present in the sediment pore waters.

Results demonstrate that for CeO2 NPs, dissolution does not occur and there was no uptake of nanoparticles across transdermal pathways. Coating type (electrostatic or steric) also made no difference to bioavailability of these particles through ingestion. All three NP treatments were significantly more bioavailable than either the geogenic Ce present naturally in the sediments or micron sized CeO2. Results for Ag NPs are ongoing and will be reported in full during the presentation. Results will be discussed in the context of the transformations that the nanoparticles have undergone and their interactions with other natural colloidal materials in the sediments.
ExeBioCon Postgraduate Conference (Exeter, UK: June 2016):

The importance of characterisation when examining the murky world of nanoparticles in sediments

R. K. Cross¹, C. R. Tyler¹, T. S. Galloway¹

¹Biosciences, College of Life and Environmental Sciences, University of Exeter, Geoffrey Pope, Stocker Road, Exeter, Devon, EX4 4QD, UK

Engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) have myriad uses and their ubiquity in common but often unexpected household products is growing (think nano silver lined socks). As their use increases, the potential for release into the wider environment also grows and the scientific community is still uncertain whether these particles could present a significant risk to ecosystems. Properties of nanoparticles such as size and shape have been shown to determine their potential for toxicity. Unfortunately for researchers, as ENMs enter aquatic environments these properties change as ENMs undergo transformations. These transformations in turn depend both upon the particles properties and the physicochemical characteristics of the surrounding media. This makes predicting their potential risks tricky as not only do we need to know what the original particles looked like, but also how they change as they move through the environment, and what these transformations mean for their availability or toxicity to organisms.

Sediments present a potential sink for accumulation of ENMs released into the aquatic environment, but little is known about their fate once in these sediments. Our work is about linking these two aspects of nanoparticle research: the fate of these particles in the environment, and their potential for accumulation or toxic effects in aquatic organisms. How do the particles behave in sediments? What does this mean for the risk they pose to organisms? Can imaginative combinations of cutting edge tools finally shine a light onto the behaviour of these particles in this important ecosystem?
Routes of uptake and bioaccumulation of cerium oxide and silver nanoparticles depend on their fate in sediments
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Engineered nanoparticles (NPs) undergo myriad transformations upon entering the aquatic environment, depending not only upon the composition of the particles but also the physicochemical properties of the surrounding media. Sediments are predicted to be a major sink of NPs released into the aquatic environment due to processes of aggregation and sedimentation occurring over relatively short timescales of a matter of hours to days in freshwaters. What is less understood is if NPs entering sediments will have the same capacity for toxicity as particles in suspension in the overlying water? Will transformations in sediments reduce or enhance nanoparticle bioavailability? Will these transformations be the same for NPs of different core or surface properties?

This work aims to address some of these questions. Specifically we hypothesise that persistence of dissolution products or a colloidal fraction of NPs in sediment pore waters will allow for transdermal uptake of NPs into sediment ingesting species. We generated two viable phenotypes of the sediment dwelling aquatic worm, \textit{Lumbriculus variegatus} through fragmentation to produce feeding and non-feeding worms. These were exposed to cerium oxide (CeO\textsubscript{2} NPs) or silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) stabilised either electrostatically with citrate or sterically with PEG (mono mPEGphosphonic acid ester). A combination of centrifugation and ultrafiltration techniques were employed alongside the biological exposures to examine the fate of nanoparticles in the sediment pore waters, quantifying the colloidal fraction containing CeO\textsubscript{2} or Ag NPs (<200 nm in size) and low molecular weight dissolution products (<1 kDa in size).

Results indicate that NPs which associate with the solid fraction of the sediment and do not dissolve within the sediments (CeO\textsubscript{2} NPs) were only available through ingestion. These particles were also less bioavailable than Ag NPs and neither their fate nor accumulation differed between the two forms of stabilisation. PEG coated Ag NPs experienced significantly greater accumulation of Ag through transdermal uptake than either Citrate-Ag or silver nitrate and not all of this transdermal uptake of Ag could be accounted for by dissolution. The cause for this is the focus of ongoing experiments to be discussed in more detail during the presentation, alongside ongoing investigations into Ag NP transformations during the gut transition in these aquatic worms and their kinetic uptake from sediments over time.
Freshwater sediments as an environmental reactor: defining biologically relevant fate parameters to provide context for nanomaterial bioaccumulation
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As the field of nanotoxicology matures there is a call for the research focus to progress from hazard identification to more ecologically relevant assessments of the risk that engineered nanomaterials (ENMs) pose as they undergo a range of transformations in the environment. This will require test designs prioritising environments most at risk of contamination, and which not only measure ecologically relevant endpoints, but also characterise the fate, transformations and behaviours of particles within the test system, providing the context for differences observed between treatments. Freshwater sediments present an ecosystem in need of further research, as these are predicted to be major sinks of ENMs entering the aquatic environment though waste water treatment and terrestrial pathways during material production, use and disposal.

Whist freshwater sediments have been identified as an ecological compartment at risk of contamination, very little is known about the fate of ENMs entering these sediments. We present a simple separation method to isolate the colloidal (<200 nm) and dissolved (<1kDa) fractions of the sediment pore water, which can be run alongside biological exposures. This provides the context for how these biologically accessible fractions of ENMs in the sediments may relate to intrinsic particle properties such as size, core composition and coatings. Using cerium oxide (CeO₂ NP) and silver nanoparticles (AgNP) we investigate the routes of bioaccumulation of these materials in the freshwater sediment dwelling worm Lumbriculus variegatus. By following the fate of these particles in the solid bound, colloidal and dissolved fractions of the sediment, we provide context to explain differences in both the route and extent of uptake of these materials by the worm.

This poster presents the successful application of this method to investigate the implications different stabilisation mechanisms (electrostatically stabilised citrate and sterically stabilised PEG coatings) have upon the route of uptake of CeO₂ and AgNPs and transformations they undergo during sediment exposures. Accumulation of CeO₂ through dietary uptake is linked to their strong associations to the solid fraction of the sediment and lack of dissolution (<1% of spiked cerium was extractable with water). Transdermal uptake of AgNP was attributed to dissolved silver in the pore waters and uptake of soluble silver, potentially through localised dissolution of particles at the worms’ surface.

“He rocked in the swells, floating like the first germ of life adrift on the earth’s cooling seas, formless macule of plasm trapped in a vapour drop and all creation yet to come”

Cormac McCarthy, Sutree